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ADA COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE NO. CV01-17-08091
Ü
Ü
Ü
Ü
Ü

ALSCO, INC.
Plaintiff,
vs.
Clay Roman, Fatty's Bar LLC
╘╘╘╘Defendant.

Location:
Judicial Officer:
Filed on:
Appellate Case Number:

Ada County District Court
Hippler, Steven
05/02/2017
46184-2018

CASE INFORMATION
Case Type:

AA- All Initial District Court
Filings (Not E, F, and H1)

Case 07/25/2018 Appealed Case Status: Supreme Court Appeal

DATE

CASE ASSIGNMENT
Current Case Assignment
Case Number
Court
Date Assigned
Judicial Officer

CV01-17-08091
Ada County District Court
05/02/2017
Hippler, Steven

PARTY INFORMATION
Plaintiff

ALSCO, INC.

Defendant

Fatty's Bar LLC

Stoddard, Lewis Nishioka
Retained
619-326-2404(W)
Cozakos, Shelly Cozakos
Retained
208-954-5090(W)

Fatty's LLC
Removed: 05/03/2017
Data Entry Error
Roman, Clay
Pro Se
DATE
05/02/2017

EVENTS & ORDERS OF THE COURT
Initiating Document - District

05/02/2017

Complaint Filed

05/02/2017

Summons Issued
and Filed

05/02/2017

INDEX

Summons
Roman, Clay
Unserved
Fatty's LLC
Unserved

05/03/2017

Amended Complaint Filed

05/03/2017

Summons Issued
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CASE SUMMARY
CASE NO. CV01-17-08091
And Filed
05/03/2017

Summons Issued
And Filed (first amended)

05/23/2017

Notice of Appearance
Stopello For Clay Roman

05/24/2017

Answer
Clay Roman

05/24/2017

Answer
Defendant Fatty's Bar, LLC's Answer to Plaintiff's First Amended Complaint and
Counterclaim

05/30/2017

Notice
of Status Conference

05/30/2017

Other Documents
Stoddard, Lewis Nishioka
Unserved
Cozakos, Shelly Cozakos
Unserved
emailed: Matt Stoppello

05/30/2017

Answer
2017-05-30 ALSCO Inc.'s Answer to Counterclaim

06/19/2017

Notice of Service
of Discovery

07/06/2017

Notice of Taking Deposition Duces Tecum
of Clay Roman

07/12/2017
07/14/2017
07/14/2017

Notice of Service
Status Conference (2:00 PM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)
Court Minutes

07/18/2017

Amended
Amended Notice of Taking Deposition Duces Tecum- Clay Roman

08/02/2017

Order
Governing Proceedings and Setting Trial (Jury Trial)

08/02/2017

12/21/2017

Order
Stoddard, Lewis Nishioka
Unserved
Cozakos, Shelly Cozakos
Unserved
Stoppello emailed
Motion for Summary Judgment
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CASE SUMMARY
CASE NO. CV01-17-08091
Defendant Fattys Bar LLC's Motion for Summary Judgment
12/21/2017

Declaration
Declaration of Steve Mansonheimer in support of Defendant Fatt's Bar, LLC's Motion for
Summary Judgment

12/21/2017

Declaration
Declaration of Counsel in support of Defendant Fattys Bar LLC's MOtion for Summary
Judgment

12/21/2017

Memorandum In Support of Motion
Defendant Fattys LLCs motion for summary judgment

12/22/2017

Notice of Substitution of Counsel

12/22/2017

Objection
to Motion for Summary Judgement

01/03/2018

Motion
Defendant Fattys Bar LLC's Motion for Enlargement of Time to File Summary Judgment

01/03/2018

Declaration
of Counsel in Support of Defendant Fattys Bar LLC's Motion for Enlargement of Time to File
Summary Judgment

01/09/2018

Notice of Hearing

01/09/2018

Notice of Hearing
Roman, Clay
Unserved
Stoddard, Lewis Nishioka
Unserved
Cozakos, Shelly Cozakos
Unserved
email: Matt Stoppello

01/11/2018

Motion Hearing - Civil (2:30 PM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)
for enlargement of time

01/11/2018

Court Minutes

01/12/2018

Memorandum
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgement

01/12/2018

Affidavit
Affidavit of Mike Ginnetti

01/12/2018

Notice of Service of Discovery Requests
Notice of Service of PL's Supplement to DF's First Set

01/12/2018

Response
PL's Supplement to Responses to DF's First Set

01/12/2018

Affidavit
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CASE SUMMARY
CASE NO. CV01-17-08091
Affidavit of Counsel
01/25/2018

Order
Denying Motion to Enlarge Time and Vacating Hearing

01/25/2018

Order
Stoddard, Lewis Nishioka
Unserved
Cozakos, Shelly Cozakos
Unserved
email: Matt Stoppello

02/02/2018

CANCELED Hearing Scheduled (10:30 AM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)
Vacated

02/09/2018

Notice of Taking Deposition
- Justin Zora

02/12/2018

Notice of Taking Deposition
of Justin Zora

02/13/2018

Notice
Vacating Taking Deposition of Justin Zora

02/14/2018

Notice of Taking Deposition
of Justin Zora

02/14/2018

Miscellaneous
Join Statement on ADR

02/23/2018

Response
PL's 2nd Sup Ans to DF's First Set of Interrogatories

02/23/2018

Notice of Service
of Alsco Incs Second Supplement to Responses to Requests for Production of Documents

03/19/2018

Notice of Preparation of Transcript

03/20/2018

Notice of Taking Deposition
of Justin Zora to Perpetuate Testimony for Trial

03/20/2018

Witness List
Plaintiff's Witness and Exhibit List for Trial

03/20/2018

Brief Filed
Plaintiff's Trial Brief

03/20/2018

Miscellaneous
Plaintiff's Proposed Jury Instructions

03/20/2018

Exhibit List/Log
Plaintiff's Exhibit List
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CASE SUMMARY
CASE NO. CV01-17-08091
03/21/2018
03/21/2018

Pre-trial Conference (3:00 PM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)
Court Minutes

03/21/2018

Brief Filed
Defendant Fattys Bar, LLC's Trial Brief

03/21/2018

Witness List
Defendant Fattys Bar, LLC's Anticipated Witness List

03/21/2018

Miscellaneous
Defendant Fattys Bar, LLC's Proposed Jury Instructions

03/21/2018

Miscellaneous
Defendant Fattys Bar, LLC's Anticipated Exhibit List

03/22/2018

Miscellaneous
DEFENDANT ROMAN'S PROPOSED JURY INSTRUCTIONS

03/22/2018

Witness List
DEFENDANT ROMAN'S WITNESS AND EXHIBIT LIST

03/22/2018

Notice of Taking Deposition Duces Tecum
Amended Notice of Taking Deposition of Justin Zora

04/03/2018

Objection
Defendant Fattys Bar, LLC's Objection to Plaintiff's Proposed Jury Instructions

04/04/2018

Amended
Defendant Fattys Bar, LLC's First Amended Anticipated Witness List

04/05/2018

Reply
Reply to DF Fattys Bar LLC's Objection to Proposed Jury Instructions

04/05/2018

Objection
Objection to Amended Witness List Filed by Fatty's Bar LLC

04/09/2018

Miscellaneous
Plaintiff's Proposed Special Verdict

04/09/2018

Statement
Joint Statement of the Case

04/09/2018

Amended
Defendant Fattys Bar, LLC's First Amended Anticipated Exhibit List

04/10/2018

Jury Trial (9:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)

04/10/2018

Court Minutes

04/10/2018

Exhibit List/Log
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CASE SUMMARY
CASE NO. CV01-17-08091
Defendant Fattys Bar, LLC's Second Amended Anticipated Exhibit List
04/11/2018

Jury Trial (9:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)

04/11/2018

Court Minutes

04/11/2018

Exhibit List/Log

05/09/2018

Stipulation
Extending Time to Submit Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law

05/11/2018

Miscellaneous
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law

05/15/2018

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law

05/15/2018

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
Defendant Fattys Bar, LLC's Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law

05/18/2018

Order
Extending Time to Submit Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law

05/18/2018

Order
Roman, Clay
Unserved
Stoddard, Lewis Nishioka
Unserved
Cozakos, Shelly Cozakos
Unserved
Matt Stoppello

05/23/2018

Brief Filed
Final Reply Brief

05/30/2018

Reply
Fattys Bar, LLC's Reply in Further Support of Its Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions
of Law

06/01/2018

Reply
Defendant's Reply Brief

07/23/2018

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law

07/23/2018

Judgment

07/23/2018

Order
Stoddard, Lewis Nishioka
Unserved
Cozakos, Shelly Cozakos
Unserved
Stoppello for Roman

07/23/2018

Order
Stoddard, Lewis Nishioka
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CASE NO. CV01-17-08091
Unserved
Cozakos, Shelly Cozakos
Unserved
Stoppello for Roman
07/23/2018

Final Judgment (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)
Monetary/Property Award
In Favor Of: ALSCO, INC.
Against: Roman, Clay; Fatty's Bar LLC
Entered Date: 07/23/2018
Current Judgment Status:
Status: Active
Status Date: 07/23/2018
Monetary Award:
Amount: $23,206.46
Comment: joint and several

07/23/2018

Case Closed

07/23/2018

Civil Disposition Entered

07/24/2018

Notice of Appeal

07/24/2018

Appeal Filed in Supreme Court

07/24/2018

Motion
for Award of Costs and Fees

07/24/2018

Affidavit
of Derrick O'Neill in Support of Motion for Award of Costs

07/24/2018

Memorandum of Costs & Attorney Fees

07/26/2018

Motion
Motion to Stay Execution of Enforcement of Judgment Upon Posting of Cash Deposit

08/01/2018

Amended
Motion to Stay Execution of Enforcement of Judgment Upon Posting Supersedeas Bond or
Cash Bond

08/06/2018

Stipulation

08/06/2018

Request
Request for Additional Transcript

08/06/2018

Motion
Fattys Bar, LLC's Motion for Reconsideration of the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law

08/06/2018

Memorandum In Support of Motion
Memorandum in Support of Fattys, LLC's Motion for Reconsideration

08/07/2018

Motion
Fatty's Bar, LLC's Motion to Disallow Plaintiff's Costs and Attorney Fees

08/07/2018

Memorandum In Support of Motion
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CASE SUMMARY
CASE NO. CV01-17-08091
Fattys LLC Memorandum in Support of Motion to Disallow Fees and Costs
08/10/2018

Reply
in Support of Motion for Award of Costs and Fees

08/10/2018

Memorandum
in Opposition to Motion for Reconsideration

08/14/2018

Notice of Hearing
Fatty's Bar, LLC's Notice of Hearing Re: Motion for Reconsideration of the Findings of Fact
and Conclusions of Law and Motion to Disallow Costs and Attorney Fees

08/21/2018

Notice of Vacating Hearing
Re: Motion for Reconsideration

08/28/2018

Amended
Amended Notice of Hearing 9/18/2018 @ 3:00 pm Motion for Reconsideration of the Findings
of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Motion to Disallow Costs and Attorney Fees

08/29/2018

09/17/2018

09/18/2018

CANCELED Motion for Reconsideration (2:30 PM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)
Vacated
Reporter's Notice of Transcript(s) Lodged
- Supreme Court No. 46184
Motion for Reconsideration (3:00 PM) (Judicial Officer: Hippler, Steven)

DATE

FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Counter Claimant Fatty's Bar LLC
Total Charges
Total Payments and Credits
Balance Due as of 9/17/2018

365.00
365.00
0.00

Defendant Roman, Clay
Total Charges
Total Payments and Credits
Balance Due as of 9/17/2018

136.00
136.00
0.00

Counter Defendant ALSCO, INC.
Total Charges
Total Payments and Credits
Balance Due as of 9/17/2018

221.00
221.00
0.00
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Filed
Electronically Filed
5/2/2017 10:31:28 AM
AM
Fourth
Judicial District,
Fourth Judicial
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
Heaton, Deputy Clerk
By: Jeri Heaton,

O’Neill/ISB #4021
J. O'Neill/ISB
Derrick J.
Stoddard/18B #7766
Lewis N. Stoddard/ISB
.S.
RS.
RCO Legal, P
300 Main Street, Suite 150
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: 208-489-3035
Facsimile: 208-854-3998
doneill@rcolegal.com
aeillgwrcolegal.com
1lstoddardﬂkrcolegal
stoddard(a)rco legal..com
com
Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALSCO INC.,
INC"
C ase No.

CV01-17-08091
CV01-17-08091

Plaintiff,

VERIFIED COMPLAINT
vs.
VS.

CLAY ROMAN, an individual d/b/a
PATTY'S; and FATTY’S
PATTY'S LLC, an Idaho
FATTY’S;
Limited Liability Corporation,

Fee:

$221.00

Defendant.

COMES NOW Plaintiff, by
by and through its counsel of record, RCO Legal, P.S.,
P.S., and
as follows:
submits this claim against Defendant, complaining and alleging as

PARTIES, JURISDICTION,
JURISDICTION. AND VENUE
PARTIES.

I.
1.

(“Plaintiff’) is aa corporation doing business in Ada County, Idaho.
ALSCO INC. ("Plaintiff')

2.
2.

FATTY’S
FA TTY'S LLC, is an Idaho Limited Liability Company, doing business in Idaho at

800 W. Idaho St.,
St, Ste 200, Boise, ID 83702 and believed to be successor in interest to CLAY
PATTY'S.
ROMAN d/b/a FATTY’
S.

COMPLAINT, Page
Page I
COMPLAINT.
1
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3.
3.

an individual who upon information and belief resides, does
CLAY ROMAN is an

business in,
business
in, or owns real property in Ada County, Idaho, and previously operated a business
called FATTY’S
FATTY'S at
at 800 W. Idaho St.,
St, Ste 200, Boise, ID 83702.
4.
4.

is proper pursuant to Idaho
Idaho Code §§ 5-514 and venue is proper pursuant to
Jurisdiction is

Idaho Code §
§ 5-404.

BREACH OF CONTRACT
5.
5.

as if fully set forth
and incorporates the preceding paragraphs as
Plaintiff re-alleges and

6.
6.

On or about March 17,
2011, Defendant Clay Roman d/b/a Patty’s
Fatty's entered into a
17, 2011,

herein.

(“Agreement”) with Plaintiff. Under the
textile rental service agreement ("Agreement")
the terms of the Agreement,

Defendantagreedto
use Plaintiff as
Defendant agreed ‘to use
as its exclusive supplier of certain goods and services. A true and
correct copy
copy of the Agreement, with the initial schedule of goods and services to be exclusively
attached hereto as
supplied by
by Plaintiff to Defendant, is
is attached
as Exhibit A.
7.

a
The Agreement had aa 5
5 year/60 month term which automatically renewed for a

was given by
by registered mail
year/60 month term unless
unless written notice of termination was
consecutive 55 year/60
days prior to the expiration of the term then in effect.
at least 90 days
8.
8.
as
as

The original term
tenn of the Agreement passed
passed and notice of termination
tennination was not given

being_automatically
renewed.
required under the Agreement, resulting in the Agreement being.
automatically remwed.
9.
9.

PATTY'S LLC became the
the successor to Clay Roman
Upon information and belief, FATTY’S

Fatty's in 2013.
d/b/a Patty’s

COMPLAINT, Page
Page 22
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10.
10.

FATTY’S LLC has continued operating the same business in the same business
PATTY'S

location as
has continued to accept services pursuant to the
as Defendant Roman since 2013 and has
Agreement with ALSCO and paid for those services.

11.
1.
1

Defendants breached the Agreement by failing to make payments when due. There is

by ALSCO.
currently aa past due balance of $870.35 for services rendered by
12.
12.

As pan
part of the Agreement, the parties also agreed to aa liquidated damages provision

whereby upon the occurrence of aa breach or premature termination Defendant, as
as Customer, agreed
to pay
pay a sum equal to the number of unexpired weeks remaining in the term
tenn then in effect, multiplied

ﬁfty percent (50%) of the average weekly charge for goods and services during the ten (10)
by fifty
(10) weeks
immediately preceding such breach.
13.

As an additional breach, Defendants have stopped services with ALSCO before the

end of the stated term.

14.

Two Hundred Seven (207) weeks remained under the Agreement when Defendants

breached the Agreement. The average weekly invoice during the 10
10 weeks prior to the breach was
$224.22, totaling a value of $46,412.92 in services to be provided that Plaintiff expected and was
entitled to receive under the Agreement. Therefore, Defendants owe Plaintiff liquidated damages in
the amount of$21,814.07.
of $21,814.07.
15.
15.

Plaintiff has made demand for
for the balance due,
clue, but Defendants have failed to satisfy

the sum. Attached hereto as
as Exhibit Bis
B is aa true and correct copy of March 2017 monthly statement
for the subject account and
and invoice for the
the liquidated damages set
set forth herein.
16.
16.

Defendants’ refusal to satisfy the obligations due and owing Plaintiff
Because of Defendants'

Rs. in order to
under the Agreement, Plaintiff has
has been
been forced to retain the services ofRCO
of RCO Legal, P.S.

COMPLAINT,
Page 33
COMPLAINT. Page
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prosecute this action and is entitled to recover from Defendant, pursuant to the Agreement, under

Plaintiff‘s costs and attorneys'
attorneys’ fees in having to enforce and/or
which Defendant agreed it would pay
pay Plaintiff's
protect its rights under the Agreement, and the law of the State of Idaho, including, but not limited
12-12] and 12-123, its reasonable attorneys'
attomeys’ fees and costs in the sum
to,
Code §§ 12-120{3),
to‘ Idaho Code§§
12-1206), 12-121

of not less than $750.00 if judgment is entered in this matter by
by default, and for such other and
further sums as this Court might find
ﬁnd reasonable in the events this matter is contested.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays
as follows:
prays for judgment as
1.

For liquidated damages due and owing Plaintiff in the total amount of $21,814.07,

together with $870.35 for unpaid changes and interest thereon through the date of judgment, together

with interest thereafter as allowed under Idaho law.
2.

attomeys’ fees incurred in
For judgment against Defendant for reasonable attorneys'

prosecution of this action in the amount of $750.00 if
if judgment is entered by
by default, and for such

other and further
as the Court might find
ﬁmher sums as
ﬁnd reasonable in the event the matter is contested.
3.
3.

For such other and further relief as
as the Court deems just and equitable in the

premises.

~day

ThisJ‘J day of-+-Mr--=-=-"1-------'
,2017.
DATED
out/1M,
DA
TED This
2017.
I
RCO Legal, P.S.

By:

I

4
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VERIFICATION
TION
XML—
STATE OF
County of

'LloJ10
Ag hg

))

I

)) SS.
85.

(\a()_..
A (1CD

)v

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,being
ﬁrst duly sworn,
sworn. deposes and says:
says:
, being first

.is

1110., the Plaintiff herein; that
That _Gis the ~ l. ~· of ALSCO Inc.,
~as
as r~ad
read the foregoing instrument, knows the contents thereof to be true and correct to
I3 knowledge.
ofh
the best of
h 1'J

Its :

WW
•

of
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ”LL;
2'4:, day of--4-A......,p,.,_..·~<~'
l~---l
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EXHIBITB
EXHIBIT B
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Al.Seo.

MONTHLY STATEMENT
j

Rania! Ser;ices
Unifomy Ren!el
Linen
mad and Uniform
Semces

‘

A|sco
Alsco
2254 E Braniff St
St,
Boise,
Boise. ID
ID 83716
Toll Free: (800)
(800) 657-6380

Phone : (208)
343-6473
(208)34316473
Fax: {208)
(208) 343-2768
:

I

March 2017
Customer Code

.

009294 ZEMAIL

THANK YOU FOR KEEPING YOUR ACCOUNT CURRENT.

P_ayment
Are' Net 10 EOM
Payment Terms A‘re'

Statement
For
L ________ -------~tat
el!'~.!.l_! _£~L.
'

I

'

I

I

_'

Fattys
Faitys
i1573
573 S Lakemoor Way
Eagle, ID 83616

Invoice Date

‘

'

'

Reference

Charg~s
Charges

lnvolce Amount
Invoice

Credits

Baiance
Balance

Mar072017
Mar 07 2017

LBOI1476250
LBOl1476250

$197.36

$197.36

$197.36

Mar142017
Mar
14 2017

1.8011478269
LBOI1478269

$211.81

$211.81

$409.17

Mar142017
Mar 14 2017

LBOl1478925
LBOH478925

$37.56

$37.56

$446.73

Mar 21 2017

LBOH480246
LBOl1480246

$211.81

$211.81

$658.54

Mar 282017
28 20W

LBOl1482205
LBOI1482205

$211.81
$211.81‘

$211.81‘
$211.81"

$87035
$870.35

Mar 28 2017

LBOI1483268
LBOl1483268

$21814.07
$218140?

$21814.07
$218140?

$22684.42
$226844?!

BalanCe
Over Due Balance

Balance
30 Day Oalance

$0.00

$0.00
$0.00

”3 Dollars
US
Data’s

Balanw
Current Balance
$268442
$22684.42

‘

$22684.42
$2684.42

Statement
Smtement Total

J.-.... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .... - - .. --.........
3‘. _________________________________
"
‘
V
ix-iRemHtance;”Advice,2'
.

,

\

.

.

‘

-

,

.

Pa ym ent To
Please Send Payment

IA!
Alsco
500
2254 East Braniff
Boise, ID 83716
800-657—6380
ToJl
To}: Free: 800-657-6380
'

;

..

,~

Customer No:

'

I

Statement For:

Statement Total:
We"

_

009294

»

,

I

.

V

“ Cm!” Card Pawn!

-'

1

C9“ N‘”
No: _ _ _«r~--------- 1
March 2017 ' Catd
Charge Amount:
AmountsS_ _ _ ,
Exp Date: ‘
52268442
$22684.42
Signature:
- - - - - - - - · - H ”7 __-_
gimme; __________
_,,_V____V,,#_,_AM
,

17

”M

1

US Dollars
us

V.»

,

»

V

Fm"
Payment Received
ReceWed From

'’

'

Fattys

000022

J“

INVOICE
invoice, Date:
Invoice
Customer No:
Location No:
90
Route:
Terms:

'

Alsco
2254 E Braniff St.
SL
{D 83716
Boise, ID
Boise.
To"
Toll Free: (800)
(800) 657-6380

-

I

Phone: (208) 343-6473
3436473
343-2 768
Fax :: (208) 343-2768

I n v o i c e For
For
Invoice

I

LBOH 483268
LBOl1483268

UnB'mm Renl;I
Linen ar.d
and Uniform
linen
Rental Ser,iois
Service;

Mar 28 2017
009294
009294
Stop:
001
Net 10
10 EOM

_" D_e_l_i_v_e_r....::y_T_o
I_._______
DelivéryTo_ _ _ ____,I

‘
»

.

[

1

Fattys
Lakemour Way
1573 S Lakemoor
Eagle,
Eagle. ID 83616

i

Fattys
tdaho St Ste 200
800 W Idaho
83702—5873
Boise, ID 83702-5873

208866-2524
Phone : 208-866-2524
:

Quantity

Item Code
449060

'ltem
Item Description

Wearer Name
Wearer Wearer

_

(’20?k

Liquidated Damages $46412.92
534641292 {207wks) less

lo you
youpursuanl
The services for which lhese
pursuant to a
these charges are made are being furnished to
customen Said
service agreement between our company as supplier and the
ihe above named customer.
merchandise is
cieaned or laundered other than by our company. Customers are
is not to be cleaned
damaged
responsible for articles lost
1031 or damaged.

*r‘lnvty
·tnvty Item Value
21814.07

'l'otal
Sub 'fotal

Tax 630%
6.00%

Invoice Total

$21814.07
$21814.D7
-

$0.00

$2181 4.07
$21814.07
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Filed
Electronically Filed
5/3/2017 12:21:29
12:21:29 PM
Fourth
Fourth Judicial
Judicial District,
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
Heiskari, Deputy Clerk
By: Lusina Heiskari,

O’Neill/ISB #4021
J. O'Neill/ISB
Derrick J.
Stoddard/18B #7766
Lewis N. Stoddard/ISB
RCO Legal, P.S.
300 Main Street, Suite 150
83702
Boise, Idaho 83
702
208-489—303 5
Telephone: 208-489-3035
208—854~3998
Facsimile: 208-854-3998
doneillgzﬂrcoléigral.com
doneill@rcolegal.com
Istoddardg®rcolegal.com
1stoddard@rcolega1.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALSCO INC.,
INC,
No.CVOl-17—08091
Case No.CVOl-17-08091

Plaintiff,
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT
VS.
vs.

CLAY ROMAN, an individual d/b/a
FATTY’S BAR, LLC an
FATTY’S; and PATTY'S
PATTY'S;
Idaho Limited Liability Corporation,
Defsndant.
Defendant.

COMES NOW Plaintiff, by
RS, and
by and through its counsel of record, RCO Legal, P.S.,
as follows:
submits this claim against Defendant, complaining and alleging as

PARTIES,
JURISDICTION. AND VENUE
PARTIES. JURISDICTION,
1.
1.

(“Plaintiff”) is a corporation doing business in Ada County, Idaho.
ALSCO INC. ("Plaintiff')

2.

FATTY’S
FA
TTY'S BAR, LLC, is an Idaho Limited Liability Company, doing business in

Idaho at 800 W. Idaho St.,
St., Ste 200, Boise, ID 83702 and believed to be successor in interest to
CLAY ROMAN d/b/aFATTY'S.
d/b/a FATTY’S.

FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT, Page 1I
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3.

CLAY ROMAN is an individual who upon information and belief resides, does

business in, or owns real property in Ada County, Idaho, and previously operated a business

FATTY’S at 800 W. Idaho St.,
called FATTY'S
2005 Boise, ID 83702.
St‘, Ste 200,
4.

5—514 and venue is proper pursuant
Jurisdiction is proper pursuant to Idaho Code §§ 5-514

5—404.
Code § 5-404.
to Idaho Code§

BREACH OF CONTRACT
5.

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates the preceding paragraphs as
as if fully set forth

6.

Fatty”s entered into aa
On or about March 17,
17, 2011, Defendant Clay Roman d/b/a Fatty's

herein.

(“Agreement”) with Plaintiff. Under the terms of the Agreement,
textile rental service agreement ("Agreement")
as its exclusive supplier of certain goods and services. A true and
Defendant agreed to use Plaintiff as

correct copy of the Agreement, with the initial schedule of goods and services to be exclusively
as Exhibit A.
supplied by Plaintiff to Defendant, is attached hereto as

7.
7.

The Agreement had aa 55 year/60
year/ 60 month term which automatically renewed for aa

tennination was given by registered mail
consecutive 5 year/60 month term unless written notice of termination

at least 90 days
days prior to the expiration of the term then in effect.
8.
8.

The original term of the Agreement passed and notice of termination was not given

as required under the Agreement, resulting in the Agreement being automatically renewed.
as

9.
9.

FATTY’S BAR, LLC became the successor to Clay
Upon information and belief, FATTY'S

Fatty’s in 2013.
Roman d/b/a Fatty's

10.
10.

FATTY’S BAR, LLC has continued operating the same business in the same
FATTY'S

business location as Defendant Roman since 2013 and has continued to accept services pursuant to
the Agreement with ALSCO and paid for those services.
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT, Page 22
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11.
11.

Defendants breached the Agreement by failing to make payments when due. There

is currently a past due balance of $870.35 for services rendered by ALSCO.
12‘
12.

As part of the Agreement, the parties also agreed to a liquidated damages provision

as Customer, agreed
whereby upon the occurrence of a breach or premature termination Defendant, as

to pay aa sum equal to the number of unexpired weeks remaining in the term then in effect,
multiplied by fifty
ﬁfty percent (50%) of the average weekly charge for goods and services during the
ten (10)
(10) weeks immediately preceding such breach.
13.

As an additional breach, Defendants have stopped services with ALSCO before the

end of the stated term.
14.

Two Hundred Seven (207) weeks remained under the Agreement when Defendants

breached the Agreement. The average weekly invoice during the 10 weeks prior to the breach was

$224.22, totaling a value of $46,412.92 in services to be provided that Plaintiff expected and was
0W6 Plaintiff liquidated damages in
entitled to receive under the Agreement.
Agreement Therefore, Defendants owe

the amount of$21,814.07.
15.

Plaintiff has made demand for the balance due,
Plaintiffhas
clue, but Defendants have failed to satisfy

the sum. Attached hereto as
as Exhibit Bis
B is a true and correct copy of March 2017 monthly statement
for the subject account and invoice for the liquidated damages set forth herein.
16.
16.

Defendants” refusal to satisfy the obligations due and owing Plaintiff
Because of Defendants'

of RCO Legal, P.S.
under the Agreement, Plaintiff has been forced to retain the services ofRCO
RS. in order to
prosecute this action and is entitled to recover from Defendant, pursuant to the Agreement, under
attomeys’ fees in having to enforce
which Defendant agreed it would pay
pay Plaintiffs costs and attorneys'

and/or protect its rights under the Agreement, and the law of the State of Idaho, including,
including: but not
12—121 and 12-123,
attorneys” fees and costs in
limited to,
12—123, its reasonable attorneys'
Code §§ 12-120(3), 12-121
to, Idaho Code§§

FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT, Page 33
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the sum of
not less than $750.00 if judgment is entered in this matter by default, and for such other
ofnot
and further sums as
as this Court might find reasonable in the events this matter is contested.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays
prays for judgment as
as follows:
1.
1.

For liquidated damages due and owing Plaintiff in the total amount of $21,814.07,

together with $870.35 for unpaid changes and interest thereon through the date of judgment,
together with interest thereafter as
as allowed under Idaho law.
2.

attorneys” fees incurred in
For judgment against Defendant for reasonable attorneys'

default; and for such
prosecution of this action in the amount of $750.00 if judgment is entered by default,

other and
and further sums as the Court might find
ﬁnd reasonable in the event the matter is contested.
3.
3.

For such other and further relief as
as the Court deems just and equitable in the

premises.

DATED This 2nd day
day of May, 2017.
RCO Legal, P.S.
By:

/s/ Lewis N. Stoddard
_/s/

O’Neill
Derrick O'Neill
Lewis N. Stoddard
Attorneys for Plaintiff

FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT, Page 4
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EXHIBIT A
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a
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are
Cuslomers am
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m laundered other than by
company, Customers
is not
by our company.
respohsibte for articles
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responsible
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‘
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SUD Total
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.
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.
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.

$000
$0.00
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Filed
Electronically Filed
5/24/2017 4:24:37 PM
Fourth
Fourth Judicial
Judicial District,
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
Heiskari, Deputy Clerk
By: Lusina Heiskari,

F. MATTHEW STOPPELLO

STOPPELLO LAW, PLLC
250 s. FIFTH STREET, SUITE 820
BOISE, IDAHO 83702
TELEPHONE: (208) 344-3606

FACISIMILE: (208) 389-9449
IDAHO STATE BAR NO. 6303
ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT CLAY ROMAN

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ALSCO, INC.,
Case No. CV01-17-8091

Plaintiff,
-vs-

ANSWER

CLAY ROMAN, an individual d/b/a
FATTY’S; and FATTY’S BAR, LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Corporation,

VVVVVVVVVVVV

Defendants.

COMES NOW, Clay Roman, an individual, by and through his attorney of record, F.

Matthew Stoppello of the ﬁrm Stoppello Law, PLLC, and in answer to the Plaintiff‘s First
Amended Complaint, states as follows:
1.

Defendant Clay Roman, an individual, admits the allegations contained in Paragraphs land
4

of Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint.
II.
Defendant Clay Roman, an individual, denies the allegations contained in Paragraphs 5, 8,

ANSWER

1

000037

9, 11, 12, and 16

of Plaintiff’s First Amended Complaint.
III.

Defendant Clay Roman, an individual, admits that portion

of Paragraph

2

of Plaintiffs

First Amended Complaint that Fatty’s Bar, LLC is an Idaho Limited Liability company doing
business in Idaho at 800 W. Idaho Street, Suite 200, Boise, ID, 83702. Defendant Clay Roman,
an individual, denies the remainder

of the paragraph.
IV.

Defendant Clay Roman, an individual, admits that he is an individual as set forth in
Paragraph

3

of Plaintiff‘s First Amended Complaint, that he resides in and owns property in Ada

County, Idaho. Defendant Clay Roman, an individual, denies the remainder

of Paragraph 3

as set

forth.

V.
Defendant Clay Roman, an individual, denies Paragraph 6

of Petitioner’s First Amended

Complaint, insofar as it alleges Defendant Clay Roman, an individual, was doing business as
Patty’s at the time

it

was alleged to have been executed on March 17, 2011. Clay Roman was

simply an employee of the owners at the time. Defendant Clay Roman, an individual, denies the
remainder of Paragraph 6 as the exhibit attached to Plaintiff’s First Amended Complaint is illegible
and, therefore, denies the same.

VI.
Defendant Clay Roman, an individual, denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 7

Plaintiff s First Amended Complaint as the exhibit attached is illegible

of

and, therefore, denies the

same.

ANSWER

2
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VII.
Defendant Clay Roman, an individual, denies the allegations contained in Paragraph 10

Plaintiff’s First Amended Complaint

as he has no

knowledge

of

of the facts contained therein.

VIII.
Defendant Clay Roman, an individual, lacks sufﬁcient personal knowledge in which to

admit or deny the allegations in Paragraphs 13, 14, and 15 of Plaintiff‘s First Amended Complaint
and, therefore, denies the same.

FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
For further answer by way

of afﬁrmative

defenses, Defendant Clay Roman an individual

alleges the following afﬁrmative defenses such that the same are not waived

if and when evidence

to support said afﬁrmative defenses is obtained during the discovery and litigation process. Other

afﬁrmative defenses are anticipated to be raised or may be raised as a result of information obtained
through discovery in this matter.
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Plaintiff s First Amended Complaint fails to

state a claim against the Defendant Clay

Roman upon which relief can be granted.

THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Plaintiff’s First Amended Complaint and all claims and/or causes of action contained
therein are barred, as Plaintiff has failed to mitigate its damages.

FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Plaintiff 5 claim of

damages is based upon an unenforceable contract as

it lacks

consideration speciﬁc to Clay Roman an individual.
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FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Plaintiff s damages

are speculative and not recoverable under any theory

of law or equity.

SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Plaintiff’s First Amended Complaint and all claims and/0r causes of action contained
therein are barred by the doctrine of unclean hands.

SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Plaintiff is guilty of such laches and delay

as should bar

Plaintiff from maintaining its

claims and actions alleged in the First Amended Complaint.

EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint
therein are barred by the doctrine

and all claims and/or causes

of action contained

of waiver and estoppel.

NINTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE

Plaintiff has no rights against Defendant Clay Roman
agreement and/or employment contract because

as an

individual pursuant to any

of a failure of consideration.

ELEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
Any alleged damages suffered by Plaintiff were proximately caused by its own acts and
not as a result

of anything Defendant Clay Roman said 01' did. As of the date of this Answer,

and

without the beneﬁt of discovery, Defendant Clay Roman is unable to fully state in complete detail
all of the available afﬁrmative defenses that may exist with respect to Plaintiffs First Amended
Complaint. Defendant hereby expressly reserves the right to assert additional afﬁrmative defenses

if discovery reveals other defenses are available consistent with I.R.C.P. Rule

11.

WHEREFORE, Defendant Clay Roman, an individual, prays for judgment against the

ANSWER
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Plaintiff as follows:
1.

That the Plaintiff” s First Amended Complaint against the above named Defendant be

immediately dismissed with prejudice and it takes nothing thereunder.
2.

For an award of attorney fees in the sum of $3,000.00 pursuant to Idaho Code Section
12-120 (1), (3) and 12-121 and all costs incurred pursuant to I.R.C.P. 54(d).

3.

For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and proper.

DATED this 24th day of May 2011.

STOPPELLO LAW, PLLC
1

[hm-[Aw

“

-'

MATTHEW STOPPELLO

F.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 24th day of May, 2017, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

Derrick J. O’Neill
Lewis N. Stoddard
RCO Legal, PS
300 Main Street #150
Boise, ID 83702

US Mail
2

Hand Delivery
Overnight Mail
E-File

l

Stoppello Law, PLLC
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THE DISTRICT
THE FOURTH
IN
DISTRICT
DISTRICT COURT
FOURTH JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE
COURT OF
THE STATE
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AND FOR
THE COUNTY
ADA
STATE OF
OF
FOR THE
OF THE
OF IDAHO,
COUNTY OF
OF ADA
IDAHO, IN

ALSCO
ALSCO INC.,
INC,

CV01-17-08091
Case
No. CV01-17-08091
Case No.

Plaintiff,
Plaintzfj‘;
vs.
vs.
CLAY
CLAY ROMAN,
an individual
individual d/b/a
d/b/a
ROMAN, an
ATTY’S
F ATTY’S; and
F
FATTY’S;
BAR,
an Idaho
Idaho
and FATTY’S
BAR, LLC,
LLC, an
limited
limited liability
liability company,
company,

FATTY’S BAR,
DEFENDANT
DEFENDANT FATTY’S
BAR,
LLC’S
PLAINTIFF’S
LLC’S ANSWER
ANSWER TO
TO PLAINTIFF’S
AMENDED COMPLAINT
FIRST AMENDED
FIRST
COMPLAINT
AND COUNTERCLAIM
COUNTERCLAIM
AND

Defendants.
Defendants.
F ATTY’S BAR,
FATTY’S
limited
an Idaho
Idaho limited
BAR, LLC,
LLC, an
liability
company,
liability company,

Counterclaimant,
Counterclaimant,
vs.
vs.
ALSCO,
an Idaho
Idaho corporation,
corporation,
ALSCO, INC.,
INC, an
Counterdefendant.
Counterdeféndant.

LLC’S ANSWER
FATTY’S BAR,
PLAINTIFF’S FIRST
DEFENDANT FATTY’S
AMENDED COMPLAINT
AND
DEFENDANT
FIRST AMENDED
COMPLAINT AND
ANSWER TO
TO PLAINTIFF’S
BAR, LLC’S
l
COUNTERCLAIM
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(“Defendant”), by
Defendant
by and
F atty’s Bar,
LLC (“Defendant”),
through its
its counsel
Defendant Fatty’s
of record,
and through
counsel of
record, Shelly
Shelly
Bar, LLC

Plaintiff’s First
H.
firm Pickens
First Amended
the firm
Complaint as
Pickens Cozakos,
H. Cozakos
of the
Amended Complaint
Cozakos of
answers Plaintiff’s
as
Cozakos, P.A.,
P.A., answers

follows:
follows:
FIRST
DEFENSE
FIRST DEFENSE
in this
Defendant
this Answer.
not specifically
Defendant denies
allegation not
admitted in
Answer.
denies each
and every
each and
speciﬁcally admitted
every allegation

ALLEGATIONS
RESPONSE TO
RESPONSE
TO ALLEGATIONS
1.
1.

In answer
In
information to
admit or
Defendant lacks
sufﬁcient information
to admit
or deny
to Paragraph
Paragraph 1,
lacks sufficient
answer to
deny
1, Defendant

the allegations
the same.
the
therefore denies
allegations contained
contained therein,
and therefore
denies the
same.
therein, and

2.
2.

In
In answer
F atty’s Bar,
it is
LLC admits
Paragraph 2,
Defendant Fatty’s
to Paragraph
admits it
is an
an Idaho
Idaho
answer to
Bar, LLC
2, Defendant

Limited
with its
principal place
place of
business is
Limited Liability
its principal
of business
is located
at 800
located at
Ste.
800 W.
W. Idaho,
Liability Company
Idaho, Ste.
Company with
200,
remaining allegations.
all remaining
Defendant denies
allegations.
Idaho 83702.
denies all
83702. Defendant
Boise, Idaho
200, Boise,
3.
3.

In answer
In
information to
admit or
Paragraph 3,
Defendant lacks
sufﬁcient information
to admit
or deny
to Paragraph
lacks sufficient
answer to
deny
3, Defendant

the allegations
the same
the
therefore denies
allegations contained
contained therein,
and therefore
denies the
same
therein, and

4.
4.

Defendant
Defendant admits
admits Paragraph
4.
Paragraph 4.

5.
5.

In answer
In
all its
its answers
Paragraph 5,
Defendant realleges
to
to Paragraph
reincorporates all
realleges and
answer to
and reincorporates
answers to
5, Defendant

all
all referenced
Paragraphs.
referenced Paragraphs.
6.
6.

In answer
In
information to
Defendant lacks
sufﬁcient information
to
to Paragraphs
Paragraphs 6,
lacks sufficient
answer to
and 8,
7 and
6, 7
8, Defendant

the allegations
the same.
admit or
admit
therefore denies
or deny
allegations contained
contained therein,
and therefore
denies the
same.
therein, and
deny the

7.
7.

Defendant
Defendant denies
Paragraphs 9,
denies Paragraphs
and 16.
16.
11, 12,
12, 13,
14, 15,
10, 11,
13, 14,
15, and
9, 10,
RESERVATION
ADDITIONAL DEFENSES
DEFENSES
RESERVATION OF
OF ADDITIONAL

Defendant
right and
intention to
the right
its intention
Defendant hereby
to plead
and affirmatively
states its
plead
reserves the
afﬁrmatively states
hereby reserves
additional
via an
First Amended
the First
Complaint should
additional
additional defenses
an Amended
Answer to
to the
Amended Answer
Amended Complaint
should additional
defenses Via
LLC’S ANSWER
FATTY’S BAR,
PLAINTIFF’S FIRST
DEFENDANT FATTY’S
AMENDED COMPLAINT
AND
DEFENDANT
FIRST AMENDED
COMPLAINT AND
ANSWER TO
TO PLAINTIFF’S
BAR, LLC’S
2
COUNTERCLAIM
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defenses
become known
in this
this case.
the course
the
known throughout
throughout the
of discovery
asserting the
defenses become
course of
case. By
discovery in
By asserting
following
burden of
proving any
not assume
the burden
following affirmative
afﬁrmative defenses,
Defendant does
of proving
elements
assume the
does not
defenses, Defendant
any elements
that any
thereof
upon
other authority
thereof that
regulation or
or other
applicable case
places upon
case law,
authority places
statute, regulation
rule, statute,
law, rule,
any applicable

Plaintiff.
Plaintiff.
AF F IRMATIVE DEFENSE
DEFENSE
FIRST
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE

Plaintiff’s First
As
first affirmative
First Amended
that Plaintiff’s
Complaint
afﬁrmative defense,
Defendant states
As aa first
Amended Complaint
states that
defense, Defendant

and
relief can
fails to
which relief
to state
of action
action upon
granted.
state aa cause
count therein,
upon which
and each
and every
can be
each and
cause of
be granted.
therein, fails
every count
AF F IRMATIVE DEFENSE
DEFENSE
SECOND
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE

As
it is
that it
afﬁrmative defense,
Defendant states
is an
an improperly
As aa second
named party.
states that
second affirmative
improperly named
defense, Defendant
party.
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE
AF F IRMATIVE DEFENSE
DEFENSE
THIRD

Plaintiff’s claims
As
part of
third affirmative
that all
all or
affirmative defense,
Defendant states
or part
of Plaintiff’s
claims are
As aa third
states that
are
defense, Defendant

barred
the statute
of frauds.
barred by
statute of
frauds.
by the
AF F IRMATIVE DEFENSE
DEF EN SE
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE
FOURTH

As
in privity
Plaintiff is
that Plaintiff
fourth affirmative
not in
affirmative defense,
Defendant states
As aa fourth
is not
of contract
contract
states that
defense, Defendant
priVity of
and
its claims
therefore its
claims are
and therefore
are barred.
barred.
FIFTH
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE
AF F IRMATIVE DEFENSE
DEFENSE
Plaintiff’s
ﬁfth affirmative
in Plaintiff’s
As
that the
the damages
afﬁrmative defense,
Defendant states
As aa fifth
states that
alleged in
damages alleged
defense, Defendant
Plaintiff.
the Plaintiff.
complaint reasonably
complaint
by the
have been
been avoided
could have
avoided by
reasonably could

SIXTH
AF F IRMATIVE DEFENSE
DEFENSE
SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE
Plaintiff’s alleged
As
part of
sixth affirmative
that all
all or
afﬁrmative defense,
Defendant states
As aa sixth
or part
of Plaintiff’s
states that
alleged
defense, Defendant
Plaintiff’s own
damages,
if any
intentional or
negligent acts
or negligent
or omissions.
omissions.
own intentional
were caused
acts or
caused by
damages, if
any were
by Plaintiff’s
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SEVENTH
AF F IRMATIVE DEFENSE
DEFENSE
SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE
Plaintiff’ s alleged
As
that all
all or
part of
afﬁrmative defense,
Defendant states
or part
of Plaintiff’s
As aa seventh
seventh affirmative
alleged
states that
defense, Defendant

if any,
the actions
damages,
Defendant had
of others
others over
Whom Defendant
no control.
control.
actions of
had no
were caused
over whom
caused by
damages, if
any, were
by the
EIGHTH
AF F IRMATIVE DEFENSE
DEF EN SE
EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE
Plaintiff’s claims
eighth affirmative
As
part of
that all
all or
affirmative defense,
Defendant states
or part
of Plaintiff’s
claims are
As an
an eighth
are
states that
defense, Defendant

barred on
waiver, unclean
unclean hands,
promissory estoppel,
quasi-estoppel
the theories
on the
theories of
of waiver,
barred
bad faith,
faith, promissory
estoppel, quasi-estoppel
hands, bad
Plaintiff’ s own
and/or
and/or Plaintiff’s
own conduct.
conduct.
NINTH AFFIRMATIVE
AF F IRMATIVE DEFENSE
DEF EN SE
NINTH
Plaintiff’ s alleged
As
ninth affirmative
if any,
that Plaintiff’s
afﬁrmative defense,
Defendant states
As aa ninth
states that
alleged damages,
defense, Defendant
damages, if
any,
Plaintiff’s actions,
were caused
not the
the actions
of Defendant.
Defendant.
actions of
and not
were
caused by
actions, and
by Plaintiff’s

TENTH
TENTH AFFIRMATIVE
AF F IRMATIVE DEFENSE
DEF EN SE
As
Plaintiff has
tenth affirmative
that Plaintiff
mitigate its
its
afﬁrmative defense,
Defendants states
failed to
to mitigate
As aa tenth
states that
has failed
defense, Defendants

if any.
alleged
alleged damages,
damages, if
any.
ELEVENTH
AF F IRMATIVE DEFENSE
ELEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE
DEFENSE
it has
in good
As
that it
faith.
afﬁrmative defense,
Defendant states
As an
an eleventh
eleventh affirmative
states that
has acted
acted in
good faith.
defense, Defendant

TWELFTH
AF F IRMATIVE DEFENSE
DEFENSE
TWELF TH AFFIRMATIVE
Plaintiff’s Complaint
As
violates
that the
the Plaintiff’s
Complaint violates
afﬁrmative defense,
twelfth affirmative
Defendant alleges
As aa twelfth
alleges that
defense, Defendant
CiVil Procedure
Idaho
Rule of
of Civil
Idaho Rule
Procedure 11(b).
11(b).

THIRTEENTH
THIRTEENTH AFFIRMATIVE
AF F IRMATIVE DEFENSE
DEF EN SE
it was
thirteenth affirmative
As
was not
that it
not aa party
the contract
afﬁrmative defense,
Defendant states
As aa thirteenth
to the
contract
states that
defense, Defendant
party to

at
in this
this case,
definition of
not meet
the definition
the contract.
at issue
meet the
of aa successor
to any
to the
contract.
and does
issue in
successor to
does not
case, and
party to
any party
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AND COSTS
ATTORNEY FEES
FEES AND
FOR ATTORNEY
REQUEST
COSTS
REQUEST FOR

Defendant
been required
ﬁrm of
retain the
the law
Pickens Cozakos,
Defendant has
to retain
of Pickens
P.A. to
to defend
required to
has been
law firm
defend
Cozakos, P.A.
First Amended
the allegations
the First
Complaint and
against
under Idaho
is entitled,
against the
allegations of
of the
Amended Complaint
Idaho law,
and is
entitled, under
law,

including,
but not
12-121, Rule
limited to
not limited
the
to Idaho
Rule 11(b)
Rule 54
54 of
of the
Idaho Code
and Rule
Code §§
including, but
12-1206), 12-121,
11(b) and
§§ 12-120(3),
Idaho
its reasonable
other applicable
CiVil Procedure,
to recover
of Civil
Idaho Rules
Rules of
applicable law,
and other
reasonable attorney
recover its
fees
Procedure, and
attorney fees
law, to
and
in the
the
incurred in
and costs
costs incurred
PRAYER
PRAYER FOR
RELIEF
FOR RELIEF
Plaintiff’s First
First Amended
having fully
WHEREFORE,
Defendant
Amended Complaint,
answered Plaintiff’s
WHEREFORE, having
Complaint, Defendant
fully answered

prays for
for relief
relief as
follows:
as follows:
prays
1.
1.

Plaintiff take
nothing and
First Amended
That
With
That Plaintiff
its First
Complaint be
take nothing
Amended Complaint
dismissed with
and its
be dismissed

prejudice;
prejudice;
2.
2.

That
be awarded
That Defendant
its reasonable
Defendant be
incurred
and costs
reasonable attorney
fees and
costs incurred
awarded its
attorney fees

First Amended
the First
defending
defending against
against the
Amended Complaint;
and
Complaint; and

3.
3.

That
just and
it deems
That the
the Court
relief as
other relief
further and
Court award
and other
and
such further
award such
deems reasonable,
as it
reasonable, just

proper.
proper.

COUNTERCLAIM
COUNTERCLAIM
F atty’s Bar,
Defendant/Counterclaimant
limited liability
Defendant/Counterclaimant Fatty’s
an Idaho
Idaho limited
liability company
Bar, LLC,
LLC, an
company

counterclaims,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant ALSCO,
complains and
against Plaintiff/Counterdefendant
an Idaho
Idaho
and alleges
alleges against
counterclaims, complains
ALSCO, Inc.,
Inc., an
“ALSCO”) as
(“Counterdefendant” or
corporation
or “ALSCO”)
corporation (“Counterdefendant”
follows:
as follows:
DISCLAIMER
I.R.C.P.
I.R.C.P. 8(e)(2)
8(e)(2) DISCLAIMER

Counterclaimant
it is
rights under
its rights
the
Counterclaimant hereby
notice it
is asserting
asserting its
Rule 8(e)(2)
of the
under Rule
gives notice
hereby gives
8(e)(2) of
Rules
which will
Will include
CiVil Procedure
of Civil
to assert
claims regardless
of consistency,
include
Rules of
Procedure to
assert several
regardless of
several claims
consistency, which
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Counterclaimant’s assertion
the
be used
right should
the following
not be
following Counterclaim.
of such
Counterclaim. Counterclaimant’s
assertion of
should not
such right
used

against
this Counterclaim
for impeachment
the extent
extent this
impeachment or
Counterclaimant for
against Counterclaimant
or otherwise.
To the
Counterclaim makes
makes
otherwise. To
Within the
spirit and
the spirit
letter of
inconsistent
inconsistent claims,
of Rule
Rule 8(e)(2).
inconsistencies are
are made
and letter
made within
such inconsistencies
claims, such
8(e)(2).

PARTIES,
AND VENUE
VENUE
JURISDICTION AND
PARTIES. JURISDICTION
1.
1.

in good
F atty’s Bar,
Counterclaimant
limited liability
Counterclaimant Fatty’s
is an
an Idaho
Idaho limited
good
liability company
company in
Bar, LLC,
LLC, is

standing,
with its
principal place
place of
in Ada
its principal
of business
of Idaho.
State of
Ada County,
Idaho.
located in
business located
standing, with
County, State
2.
2.

(“ALSCO”) is
Counterdefendant
Inc. (“ALSCO”)
is an
an Idaho
organized
Counterdefendant ALSCO,
Idaho Corporation,
Corporation, organized
ALSCO, Inc.

in Ada
the laws
the state
under
of Idaho.
of the
of Idaho,
doing business
State of
under the
state of
Ada County,
Idaho.
and doing
laws of
business in
Idaho, and
County, State

3.
3.

Venue
in this
this district
district and
lies in
and county.
Venue lies
county.

4.
4.

Pursuant
personal
this Court
5-514, this
Pursuant to
to Idaho
Section 5-514,
Idaho Code
Court may
exercise personal
Code Section
may exercise

jurisdiction over
parties to
this action.
all parties
jurisdiction
to this
action.
over all
5.
5.

in controversy
The
jurisdictional requirements
minimum jurisdictional
The amount
the minimum
requirements of
amount in
of
exceeds the
controversy exceeds

this Court.
this
Court.

GENERAL
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS
ALLEGATIONS
6.
6.

F atty’s Bar,
Fatty’s
limited liability
is an
an Idaho
formed on
on approximately
Idaho limited
approximately
liability company
Bar, LLC,
LLC, is
company formed

January
by Mr.
(“Masonheimer”), for
for the
the purpose
Mr. Steve
owning and
Masonheimer (“Masonheimer”),
of owning
2013 by
and
purpose of
Steve Masonheimer
January 4,
4, 2013
in Boise,
operating
operating aa restaurant/bar
restaurant/bar located
Idaho.
located in
Boise, Idaho.

7.
7.

F atty’s Bar,
it entered
organizing Fatty’s
into aa lease
for the
the space
after organizing
Soon
entered into
Soon after
lease for
space
Bar, LLC,
LLC, it

located
at 800
Idaho St.,
Suite 200,
Idaho 83702.
located at
83702.
800 W.
W. Idaho
Boise, Idaho
St., Suite
200, Boise,
8.
8.

F atty’s Bar,
Prior to
Prior
time Fatty’s
into the
the time
LLC entered
the lease,
the same
to the
location had
entered into
had
same location
lease, the
Bar, LLC

previously
business operating
utilizing the
F atty’s
the name
operating as
name Fatty’s
been occupied
occupied by
as a
a restaurant/bar,
restaurant/bar, utilizing
previously been
by aa business
(“F atty’s”).
(“Fatty’s”).
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9.
9.

Upon
belief, the
prior business
information and
the owner
the prior
the space
of the
owner of
Upon information
and belief,
business occupying
space
occupying the

(“Roman”).
was Clay
Roman (“Roman”).
was
Clay Roman

10.
10.

information and
Upon
belief, Roman
business
Roman never
or registered
registered aa business
never incorporated
incorporated or
Upon information
and belief,

known
F atty’s with
with the
the Idaho
known as
of State.
Idaho Secretary
State.
as Fatty’s
Secretary of
11.
11.

Roman’s bar/restaurant
F atty’s went
Upon
belief, Roman’s
bar/restaurant known
went out
information and
known as
Upon information
and belief,
out
as Fatty’s

of
business in
in approximately
2012.
of business
approximately 2012.
12.
12.

Masonheimer
purchase any
from Roman,
nor did
not purchase
Masonheimer did
he assume
did he
did not
assets from
assume any
Roman, nor
any assets
any

F atty’s business
the prior
liabilities of
legal
prior Fatty’s
business and/or
legal obligations
obligations and/or
of the
Roman.
and/or liabilities
and/or Roman.

13.
13.

Soon
F atty’s Bar,
after Masonheimer
operating Fatty’s
Masonheimer began
of
representative of
Soon after
began operating
Bar, LLC,
LLC, aa representative

F atty’s Bar,
it had
ALSCO
been charging
linens to
LLC for
for the
the same
charging to
to supply
to Fatty’s
price it
to
offered to
ALSCO offered
had been
same price
Bar, LLC
supply linens

Roman.
Roman.
14.
14.

Fatty’s
F atty’s Bar,
F atty’s Bar,
linen service
this an
LLC considered
offer to
an offer
to provide
to Fatty’s
provide linen
considered this
service to
Bar, LLC
Bar,

term arrangement
not agree
LLC as
long term
LLC
with
arrangement with
transactions each
to any
and did
did not
separate transactions
each time,
agree to
as separate
time, and
any long

ALSCO
for the
the supply
linens.
of linens.
ALSCO for
supply of
15.
15.

At no
At
time did
the representative
refer to
Masonheimer
to or
or provide
no time
of ALSCO
representative of
ALSCO refer
provide Masonheimer
did the

with
between Fatty’s
F atty’s Bar,
with aa copy
into between
written agreement
LLC and/or
Roman and
of aa written
agreement entered
entered into
and/or Roman
and
Bar, LLC
copy of
ALSCO.
ALSCO.
16.
16.

At no
time did
that Masonheimer
the representative
At
Masonheimer
no time
of ALSCO
or state
representative of
ALSCO suggest
state that
did the
suggest or

and/or
prior written
F atty’s Bar,
written agreement
LLC was
Roman.
ALSCO and
agreement between
and/0r Fatty’s
and Roman.
bound by
between ALSCO
was bound
Bar, LLC
by aa prior
17.
17.

At no
At
time did
into any
with
written agreement
enter into
Masonheimer sign
no time
or enter
agreement with
did Masonheimer
sign or
any written

ALSCO
linen service.
for linen
ALSCO for
service.
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18.
18.

ALSCO
billed Fatty’s
F atty’s Bar,
F atty’s Bar,
LLC for
for the
the delivery
linens and
LLC
of linens
ALSCO billed
and Fatty’s
delivery of
Bar, LLC
Bar, LLC

paid
for its
its services.
ALSCO for
paid ALSCO
services.
19.
19.

In approximately
spring 2017,
In
another company
Masonheimer located
to provide
provide
located another
approximately spring
2017, Masonheimer
company to

linen
F atty’s Bar
linen service
Bar LLC
LLC for
for aa better
to Fatty’s
better price.
price.
service to
20.
20.

F atty’s Bar
linen
Masonheimer
would no
that Fatty’s
Bar would
its linen
informed ALSCO
longer require
Masonheimer informed
no longer
require its
ALSCO that

supply
service.
supply service.
21.
21.

(“Ginnetti”),
In
In response
Mike Ginnetti
Ginnetti (“Ginnetti”),
March 22,
on or
or about
response thereto,
about March
thereto, on
2017, Mike
22, 2017,

threatening to
for ALSCO
Service
Manager for
to pursue
liquidated damages
emailed Masonheimer,
ALSCO emailed
pursue liquidated
damages
Service Manager
Masonheimer, threatening

for
termination of
for early
of aa service
agreement.
service agreement.
early termination
22.
22.

Shortly
through its
its attorney
March 29,
on or
or about
of
about March
thereafter, on
attorney of
Shortly thereafter,
ALSCO, through
2017, ALSCO,
29, 2017,

record,
written demand
payment
(“Stoddard”), made
F atty’s Bar
Bar LLC
LLC for
for payment
Lewis Stoddard
demand upon
upon Fatty’s
Stoddard (“Stoddard”),
made written
record, Lewis
of
termination of
Textile Rental
for early
Rental Service
of liquidated
Agreement
of aa Textile
liquidated damages
damages for
Service Agreement
early termination
(“Agreement”) executed
F atty’s.
the prior
(“Agreement”)
by aa representative
prior Fatty’s.
of the
representative of
executed by

23.
23.

ALSCO’s written
The
written demand
The Agreement
Agreement attached
March 17,
is dated
to ALSCO’s
attached to
demand is
dated March
2011,
17, 2011,

F atty’s Bar,
and
until 2013.
LLC did
not even
exist as
an entity
2013.
and Fatty’s
did not
even exist
as an
entity until
Bar, LLC

24.
24.

On
April 10,
through his
his undersigned
On or
or about
of
undersigned attorney
about April
Masonheimer, through
attorney of
2017, Masonheimer,
10, 2017,

(“Cozakos”) emailed
record,
him that
F atty’s Bar,
that Fatty’s
LLC is
H. Cozakos
is
emailed Stoddard,
Cozakos (“Cozakos”)
notifying him
Stoddard, notifying
record, Shelly
Shelly H.
Bar, LLC
that signed
not the
the same
the contract
not
with ALSCO
March 17,
2011.
contract with
on March
ALSCO on
same entity
signed the
entity that
17, 2011.

25.
25.

Cozakos
prior Fatty’s
F atty’s
that Masonheimer
not purchase
the prior
informed Stoddard
Masonheimer did
did not
Cozakos informed
purchase the
Stoddard that

business from
from Roman
nor assume
not aa successor
Roman nor
is not
thereto.
and therefore,
business
assume any
successor thereto.
liabilities, etc.,
therefore, is
etc., and
any liabilities,
26.
26.

Cozakos
that neither
from
neither Masonheimer
nor anyone
informed Stoddard
further informed
Masonheimer nor
Cozakos further
Stoddard that
anyone from

Fatty’s
party to
F atty’s Bar
Bar LLC
LLC signed
the Agreement
Agreement ALSCO
or is
is aa patty
to the
is seeking
seeking to
to enforce.
ALSCO is
enforce.
signed or
LLC’S ANSWER
FATTY’S BAR,
PLAINTIFF’S FIRST
DEFENDANT FATTY’S
AMENDED COMPLAINT
AND
DEFENDANT
FIRST AMENDED
COMPLAINT AND
ANSWER TO
TO PLAINTIFF’S
BAR, LLC’S
COUNTERCLAIM
COUNTERCLAIM - 88
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27.
27.

Despite
this information,
the Amended
Complaint
on May
Despite this
ﬁled the
Amended Complaint
ALSCO filed
information, on
2017, ALSCO
May 3,
3, 2017,

naming
party.
F atty’s Bar,
naming Fatty’s
LLC as
as a
a party.
Bar, LLC
I—ABUSE OF
COUNT
OF PROCESS
PROCESS
COUNT I—ABUSE

28.
28.

Fatty’s
by reference
F atty’s Bar,
if set
in full
forth in
LLC incorporates
the
full the
reference and
realleges as
incorporates by
and realleges
set forth
as if
Bar, LLC

preceding paragraphs.
preceding
paragraphs.
29.
29.

Fatty’s
party to
F atty’s Bar,
LLC is
not aa party
the Agreement
Agreement pursuant
which ALSCO
is not
to the
to which
is
pursuant to
ALSCO is
Bar, LLC

trying
to recover
liquidated damages.
recover liquidated
damages.
trying to
30.
30.

F atty’s Bar,
that Fatty’s
LLC is
not aa party
the Agreement.
ALSCO
was made
is not
to the
Agreement.
ALSCO was
made aware
aware that
Bar, LLC
party to

31.
31.

Despite
party to
F atty’s Bar,
that Fatty’s
its knowledge
LLC is
not aa party
Despite its
is not
to said
knowledge that
said Agreement,
Agreement,
Bar, LLC

F atty’s Bar,
in its
ALSCO
LLC as
its Amended
Defendant in
Complaint.
Amended Complaint.
ALSCO named
named Fatty’s
as a
a Defendant
Bar, LLC

32.
32.

By
F atty’s Bar,
in the
naming Fatty’s
LLC as
the use
ALSCO willfully
engaged in
as a
a Defendant,
use
Defendant, ALSCO
willfully engaged
Bar, LLC
By naming

F atty’s Bar,
of
process for
persuading Fatty’s
intimidating and/or
the legal
for the
the purpose
LLC to
its
of the
legal process
of intimidating
to pay
and/or persuading
purpose of
Bar, LLC
pay its

Roman’s prior
prior restaurant/bar
knowing Roman’s
alleged
of business.
restaurant/bar had
alleged damages,
had gone
gone out
out of
business.
damages, knowing

33.
33.

attorney’s
As
F atty’s Bar,
in connection
with attorney’s
LLC has
As aa result,
connection with
suffered damages
has suffered
damages in
result, Fatty’s
Bar, LLC

in an
F atty’s Bar,
fees
proven at
LLC is
entitled to
an amount
amount to
to be
at trial,
is entitled
to recover
and costs,
and Fatty’s
recover such
fees and
such
be proven
trial, and
costs, in
Bar, LLC

sums
from ALSCO.
ALSCO.
sums from

II—VIOLATION OF
COUNT
PROTECTION ACT
ACT
OF CONSUMER
CONSUMER PROTECTION
COUNT II—VIOLATION
34.
34.

in full
F atty’s Bar,
forth in
the
LLC incorporates
Fatty’s
full the
reference and
realleges as
incorporates by
and realleges
set forth
as if set
Bar, LLC
by reference

preceding
preceding paragraphs.
paragraphs.
35.
35.

The
The foregoing
the Idaho
foregoing conduct
or more
more breaches
of the
ALSCO constitutes
Idaho
constitutes one
one or
conduct by
breaches of
by ALSCO

Consumer
in that
that the
the conduct
Protection Act,
48-601, et.
Section 48-601,
Idaho Code
Consumer Protection
conduct described
described
et. seq.,
Code Section
Act, Idaho
seq., in
above
constituted and
and comprised:
comprised:
above constituted
LLC’S ANSWER
FATTY’S BAR,
PLAINTIFF’S FIRST
AMENDED COMPLAINT
AND
DEFENDANT FATTY’S
DEFENDANT
FIRST AMENDED
COMPLAINT AND
ANSWER TO
TO PLAINTIFF’S
BAR, LLC’S
COUNTERCLAIM
COUNTERCLAIM - 99
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a.
a.

Engaging
practices causing
in acts
Engaging in
likelihood of
of confusion
or of
of
or practices
confusion or
causing likelihood
acts or

misunderstanding
with, or
by, another
certiﬁcation by,
another
misunderstanding as
to affiliation,
or association
or certification
association with,
afﬁliation, connection,
as to
connection, or
(Section
(Section 48-603(3);
48-6036);
b.
b.

Engaging
practice which
which is
in an
Engaging in
or
is otherwise
an act
or practice
otherwise misleading,
act or
misleading, false,
false, or

deceptive
deceptive (Section
(Section 48-603(17);
48-60307);
c.
0.

Engaging
in the
in an
Engaging in
the conduct
an unconscionable
or practice
of
practice in
unconscionable method,
act or
conduct of
method, act

trade
or commerce
trade or
commerce (Section
48-6030 8).
(Section 48-603(18).
36.
36.

F atty’s Bar,
For each
LLC is
its actual
entitled to
For
violation proven,
is entitled
to its
actual damages
each such
such Violation
damages
proven, Fatty’s
Bar, LLC

or
whichever is
or $1,000,
is greater.
greater.
$1,000, Whichever
ATTORNEY
AND COSTS
ATTORNEY FEES
FEES AND
COSTS
Counterclaimant
been required
F atty’s Bar,
LLC has
retain the
the services
Pickens
Counterclaimant Fatty’s
to retain
of Pickens
required to
has been
services of
Bar, LLC
attorney’s fees
Cozakos,
in order
it is
this action
entitled to
to prosecute
action and
is entitled
to reasonable
order to
and it
and
reasonable attorney’s
prosecute this
fees and
Cozakos, P.A.,
P.A., in
12-121, Rule
11 (b)
12-120, 12-121,
the Idaho
costs
pursuant to
Rule 11
Rule 54
54 of
of the
of
of suit
suit pursuant
to I.C.
Idaho Rules
Rules of
and Rule
I.C. §§
costs of
(b) and
§§ 12-120,

Civil
in an
the Court.
CiVil Procedure,
other applicable
an amount
amount to
to be
determined by
applicable law,
and any
Court.
be determined
Procedure, and
law, in
any other
by the
DEMAND
DEMAND FOR
TRIAL
FOR JURY
JURY TRIAL
In
with I.R.C.P.
jury trial
In accordance
F atty’s Bar,
in this
trial of
this
LLC demands
all issues
of all
I.R.C.P. 38,
demands aa jury
accordance With
issues in
Bar, LLC
38, Fatty’s
case
jury of
persons in
in number.
Will not
than twelve
not stipulate
stipulate to
to aa jury
of less
number.
and will
less than
twelve (12)
case and
(12) persons
PRAYER FOR
RELIEF
PRAYER
FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE,
for relief
relief as
Counterclaimant prays
follows:
WHEREFORE, Counterclaimant
as follows:
prays for
1.
1.

in favor
F atty’s Bar,
That
judgment is
That judgment
LLC on
all claims
for relief
relief
is entered
of Fatty’s
on all
claims for
entered in
favor of
Bar, LLC

against
under the
the Counterclaim;
against ALSCO
ALSCO under
Counterclaim;

LLC’S ANSWER
FATTY’S BAR,
PLAINTIFF’S FIRST
DEFENDANT FATTY’S
AMENDED COMPLAINT
AND
DEFENDANT
FIRST AMENDED
COMPLAINT AND
ANSWER TO
TO PLAINTIFF’S
BAR, LLC’S
COUNTERCLAIM
COUNTERCLAIM - 10
10
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2.
2.

Awarding
attorney’s fees
F atty’s Bar,
in the
LLC its
its costs
the
Awarding Fatty’s
incurred in
and attorney’s
fees incurred
costs and
Bar, LLC

prosecution of
the Counterclaim;
of the
prosecution
and
Counterclaim; and
3.
3.

F atty’s Bar,
Granting Fatty’s
LLC such
relief as
the Court
the
Granting
just under
other relief
Court deems
under the
such other
deems just
as the
Bar, LLC

circumstances
this case.
of this
circumstances of
case.
DATED: May
DATED:
2017.
24, 2017.
May 24,
PICKENS
P
ICKENS C
OZAKOS, P
.A.
P.A.
COZAKOS,

By
H. Cozakos
/s/ Shelly H.
By
Firm
Shelly
the Firm
Ofthe
H. Cozakos,
Cozakos, Of
Shelly H.
Attorneys for
for Fatty
Fatty’s’5 Bar,
Bar, LLC

LLC’S ANSWER
FATTY’S BAR,
PLAINTIFF’S FIRST
AMENDED COMPLAINT
AND
DEFENDANT FATTY’S
DEFENDANT
FIRST AMENDED
COMPLAINT AND
ANSWER TO
TO PLAINTIFF’S
BAR, LLC’S
11
COUNTERCLAIM
COUNTERCLAIM - 11
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CERTIFICATE OF
CERTIFICATE
SERVICE
OF SERVICE
II HEREBY
HEREBY CERTIFY
CERTIFY that
that on
the foregoing
foregoing document
on May
document
served the
electronically served
2017, II electronically
24, 2017,
May 24,
E-File system,
Filing
using the
which
sent
a
Notice
of
Electronic
Filing
to
the
following
persons:
the iCourt
the
following
which
Electronic
using
iCourt E-File
sent
Notice
of
to
persons:
a
system,
O’Neill
Derrick
Derrick J.
J. O’Neill
Lewis
N. Stoddard
Lewis N.
Stoddard
RCO
P.A.
RCO Legal,
Legal, P.A.
300
Main St.,
150
Ste. 150
300 Main
St., Ste.
ID 83702
Boise,
83702
Boise, ID


III

El

El
III

IZI


First
First Class
Mail
Class Mail
7
Facsimile
Facsimile – 208.854.3998
208.854.3998
Hand
Hand Delivery
Delivery
Overnight
Mail
Ovemight Mail
7
iCourts
doneill rcole al.com
iCourts – doneill@rcolegal.com
lstoddard@rcolegal.com
lstoddard@rcolegal.com

H. Cozakos
/s/ Shelly H.
Shelly
H. Cozakos
Cozakos
Shelly H.

LLC’S ANSWER
FATTY’S BAR,
PLAINTIFF’S FIRST
DEFENDANT
AMENDED COMPLAINT
AND
DEFENDANT FATTY’S
FIRST AMENDED
COMPLAINT AND
ANSWER TO
TO PLAINTIFF’S
BAR, LLC’S
12
COUNTERCLAIM
COUNTERCLAIM - 12
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Electronically Filed
5/30/201711:15:35 AM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk ofthe Court
By: Lusina Heiskari, Deputy Clerk

Derrick J. O’Neill/18B #4021
Lewis N. Stoddard/18B #7766
RCO Legal, PS.
300 Main Street, Suite 150
Boise, Idaho 83702
Telephone: 208-489-3035
Facsimile: 208-854-3998
doneill@rco legal.com
1st0ddard@rcolegal.com

Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALSCO IN C.,
Case N0.CV01-17-08091

Plaintiff,

INC.’ S
COUNTERCLAIM
ALSCO

vs.

CLAY ROMAN, an individual d/b/a
FATTY’S; and FATTY’S BAR, LLC
Idaho Limited Liability Corporation,

ANSWER

TO

an

Defendant.

FATTY’S BAR, LLC
Liability Company,

an Idaho

Limited

Counterclaimant,
vs.

ALSCO, INC, an Idaho corporation,
Counterdefendant.

COMES NOW PlaintifﬁCounterdefendant, by and through its counsel

of record, RCO

Legal,

P.S., and herby responds to Fatty’s Bar, LLC’s Counterclaims as follows:

ANSWER TO COUNTERCLAIM, Page

1
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1.
1.

Any
basis of
not specifically
herein are
the basis
either lack
on the
of either
lack of
of
allegations not
denied on
admitted herein
are denied
speciﬁcally admitted
Any allegations

knowledge
the truth
the matter
truth of
or believe
to the
of the
matter asserted.
knowledge or
believe as
asserted.
as to
2.
2.

in paragraphs
With respect
1-5, ALSCO
that
the allegations
With
to the
allegations contained
contained in
ALSCO admits
respect to
admits that
paragraphs 1-5,

Fatty’s
F atty’s Bar,
that ALSCO,
Limited Liability
LLC is
an Idaho
is an
an Idaho
Idaho Limited
Idaho
is an
Corporation, that
Liability Corporation,
ALSCO, INC.,
Bar, LLC
INC, is
Corporation
venue and
jurisdiction are
that venue
Corporation and
proper.
and that
and jurisdiction
are proper.
3.
3.

With
in paragraph
With respect
that
the allegations
to the
contained in
allegations contained
ALSCO admits
respect to
paragraph no.
no. 6,
admits that
6, ALSCO

Fatty’s
F atty’s Bar,
Limited Liability
LLC is
Which appears
to have
is an
an Idaho
members
Idaho Limited
two members
have two
appears to
Liability Corporation,
Corporation, which
Bar, LLC
Jennifer Masonheimer.
consisting
Masonheimer and
of Steven
Masonheimer.
consisting of
Steven Masonheimer
and Jennifer

4.
4.

With
in paragraph
With respect
that
the allegations
to the
allegations contained
contained in
ALSCO admits
respect to
no. 10,
paragraph no.
admits only
only that
10, ALSCO

F atty’s
the
business known
the Idaho
known as
indicate no
no incorporated
or registered
of State
registered business
Idaho Secretary
State records
incorporated or
records indicate
as Fatty’s
Secretary of

operating
ID 83702,
F atty’s Bar,
prior to
operating at
to Fatty’s
at 800
LLC.
Idaho St.,
Suite 200,
800 W.
W. Idaho
Boise, ID
83702, prior
Bar, LLC.
200, Boise,
St, Suite
5.
5.

With
paragraph no.
in paragraph
With respect
that
the allegations
to the
contained in
allegations contained
ALSCO admits
respect to
no. 18,
admits only
only that
18, ALSCO

F atty’s Bar,
textile services
the terms
the existing
LLC pursuant
itit provided
existing textile
to Fatty’s
to the
of the
contract
pursuant to
telms of
provided services
services contract
services to
Bar, LLC

Fatty’s Bar,
Fatty’s Bar,
and
in that
forth in
that Fatty’s
that contract
LLC paid
for those
LLC as
billed Fatty’s
contract and
those
and billed
set forth
paid for
and that
as set
Bar, LLC
Bar, LLC

ALSCO’s services.
services
period of
years before
before terminating
for aa period
terminating ALSCO’s
of 33 years
services for
services.

6.
6.

With
in paragraph
19-21, ALSCO
With respect
the allegations
to the
paragraph no.
contained in
allegations contained
ALSCO admits
respect to
no. 19-21,
admits only
only

it’s contract
that
utilize the
F atty’s Bar,
it could
that Fatty’s
with ALSCO
that it
LLC pre-maturely
the
terminated it’s
contract with
ALSCO so
could utilize
pre-maturely terminated
so that
Bar, LLC
F atty’s Bar,
the early
LLC was
services
competing service
of aa competing
As aa result
result of
of the
provider. As
termination, Fatty’s
service provider.
services of
was
Bar, LLC
early termination,

ALSCO’s right
informed
pursue liquidated
right to
informed of
of ALSCO’s
to pursue
to early
liquidated damages
termination.
damages due
due to
early termination.

7.
7.

it’s attorney
in paragraph
With
that it’s
With respect
the allegations
to the
allegations in
ALSCO admits
respect to
paragraph no.
no. 22,
admits that
attorney
22, ALSCO

sent
payment of
premature termination
termination of
written demand
for payment
the contract
sent a
of liquidated
to premature
of the
contract
liquidated damages
demand for
a written
damages due
due to
under
which services
previous 66 years.
years.
for during
the previous
during the
under which
and paid
paid for
had been
been provided,
services had
billed, and
provided, billed,

ANSWER
2
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Page 2
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8.
8.

Paragraph
No. 23
which no
written contract
the written
for itself
itself and
which speaks
Paragraph N0.
23 refers
refers to
to the
contract which
to which
no
and to
speaks for

response
is required.
required.
response is
9.
9.

in paragraph
24-27, ALSCO
With respect
the allegations
With
to the
allegations contained
paragraph no.
contained in
ALSCO admits
respect to
no. 24-27,
admits only
only

that
written demand
part of
F atty’s Bar,
that counsel
for Fatty’s
LLC responded
the written
the part
to the
on the
of
counsel for
responded to
demand denying
liability on
denying liability
Bar, LLC
F atty’s Bar,
Fatty’s
LLC.
Bar, LLC.

10.
10.

With
in paragraph
it
With respect
that it
the allegations
to the
allegations contained
paragraph no.
contained in
ALSCO admits
respect to
no. 27,
admits that
27, ALSCO

filed
its Amended
Complaint on
ﬁled its
on May
Amended Complaint
2017.
May 3,
3, 2017.
I.
1.

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
DEFENSE
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE
FIRST

The
upon which
be granted.
The Complaint
relief can
Complaint fails
which relief
fails to
to state
granted.
state a
claim upon
can be
a claim
II.
11.

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
DEFENSE
SECOND
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE

LLC’s Answer
Pursuant
F atty’s Bar,
in this
it lacks
this matter,
Claim
standing to
Pursuant to
to Fatty’s
Answer in
to assert
lacks standing
assert aa claim
matter, it
Bar, LLC’s

for
violation of
being in
it denies
in aa contractual
ICPA because
with ALSCO.
for Violation
the ICPA
relationship with
of the
contractual relationship
denies being
ALSCO.
because it
III.
III.

THIRD AFFIRMATIVE
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
DEFENSE
THIRD

Defendant
mitigate damages.
Defendant has
failed to
to mitigate
has failed
damages.
IV.
IV.

AF FIRMATIVE DEFENSE
DEFENSE
FOURTH
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE

Defendant’s own
The
breach of
The Counterclaims
of contract.
contract.
are barred
Counterclaims are
barred by
own breach
by Defendant’s

V.
V.

FIFTH
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE
AF FIRMATIVE DEFENSE
DEFENSE

Plaintiff has
harm or
the alleged
Plaintiff
no harm
or damages
of the
of ALSCO.
suffered no
reason of
alleged conduct
ALSCO.
has suffered
conduct of
damages by
by reason

VI.
VI.

SIXTH
AF FIRMATIVE DEFENSE
DEFENSE
SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE

Enforcement
written contract
not constitute
nor
Enforcement of
of aa written
contract does
constitute misleading,
does not
misleading, false,
deceptive, acts,
false, deceptive,
acts, nor
does
it constitute
in the
that the
ICPA claim
the ICPA
the conduct
claim
an unconscionable
of trade
or commerce
constitute an
trade or
commerce such
act in
unconscionable act
conduct of
such that
does it
fails.
fails.
VII.
VII.

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
DEFEN SE
SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE
SEVENTH

ANSWER
ANSWER TO
Page 3
TO COUNTERCLAIM,
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The
breach of
party which
which has
ﬁljng of
The filing
for breach
of aa complaint
complaint for
of contract
contract against
against aa party
has operated
operated under,
under,
its’ behalf
accepted
under, and
paid for
the contract
for those
contract on
on its’
behalf does
those services,
accepted services
services under,
does
and paid
ratifying the
services, thereby
thereby ratifying
in the
in the
not constitute
the use
the regular
not
willful act
use of
process snot
of legal
legal process
snot property
of business
act in
regular course
constitute aa willful
business
course of
property in

which
ulterior, improper
purpose.
for an
improper purpose.
which is
committed for
an ulterior,
is committed
VII.
VII.

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
DEFENSE
EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE
EIGHTH

“mere complaint”
complaint” does
The
ﬁljng of
trigger aa claim
not trigger
for abuse
The filing
claim for
of aa “mere
of process.
process.
does not
abuse of

IX.
IX.

NINTH AFFIRMATIVE
NINTH
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE
DEFENSE

LLC’s ICPA
48-619 since
F atty’s Bar,
it arises
ICPA claim
time barred
claim is
Fatty’s
barred under
is time
of aa
since it
out of
I.C. §§ 48-619
under I.C.
arises out
Bar, LLC’s

contractual
than two
relationship formed
formed more
more than
earlier.
contractual relationship
two years
years earlier.
X.
X.

TENTH AFFIRMATIVE
AF FIRMATIVE DEFENSE
DEFENSE
TENTH

LLC’s ICPA
Fatty’s
F atty’s Bar,
it has
ICPA claim
not suffered
claim fails
fails because
of money
suffered any
has not
loss of
ascertainable loss
because it
Bar, LLC’s
money
any ascertainable
it was
or
property as
violations herein
where itit admits
was provided
that it
the alleged
herein Where
or property
result of
of the
alleged Violations
provided services
admits that
services
as a
a result
it has
which it
which
for.
has paid
paid for.

XI.
X1.

ELEVENTH
AF FIRMATIVE DEFENSE
ELEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE
DEFENSE

it’s counterclaims
LLC’s Answer
Fatty’s Bar,
in Fatty’s
in this
forth in
As
As set
this matter,
set forth
are prematurely
Answer in
counterclaims are
matter, it’s
prematurely
Bar, LLC’s

brought
where they
upon having
not ripe
ripe for
for adjudication
having lost
therefore not
lost or
or sustained
brought and
dependent upon
are dependent
sustained
adjudication Where
and therefore
they are
damages
the Amended
Complaint.
result of
of the
Amended Complaint.
damages as
as a
a result
PRAYER FOR
RELIEF
FOR RELIEF
PRAYER
attorney’s fees
Plaintiff
under
in responding
Plaintiff is
the Counterclaim
entitled to
to an
an award
of attorney’s
responding to
to the
Counterclaim under
fees in
award of
is entitled
12-121 and
in this
12-123, and
I.R.C.P.
the contract
this case.
the terms
ofthe
contract in
Idaho Code
I.R.C.P. 11,
and under
under the
terms of
case.
Code §§
and 12-123,
11, Idaho
§§ 12-121

WHEREFORE,
for relief
relief as
ALSCO prays
follows:
WHEREFORE, ALSCO
as follows:
prays for
1.
1.

it be
F atty’s Bar,
That
prejudice, and
That all
With prejudice,
that Fatty’s
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Filed
Electronically Filed
3/20/2018 3:57 PM
Fourth
Fourth Judicial
Judicial District,
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
By: Katee Hysell, Deputy Clerk

Derrick O’Neill/ISB #4021
JONES GLEHILL FUHRMAN GOURLEY, P.A.
225 N. 9'h SL, Ste. 820
PO Box 1097
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: 208—33 1—1 170
Facsimile: 208-331-1529
doneill@idu!aw.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

‘

Case No. CV01-17-8091

ALSCO INC.,
:

TRIAL BRIEF

Plaintiff,
VS.

CLAY ROMAN, an individual d/b/a
FATTY’S; and FA'I'I‘Y’S BAR, LLC,
Idaho Limited Liability Corporation,

an

Defendant.

COMES NOW, the Plaintiff by and through its counsel of record, and ﬁles the following

trial brief.

UNDISPUTED FACTS
1)

On or about March 17'“, 20l

known

as

2)

Clay Roman executed a Contract, on behalf of

Fatlys, with Alsco, Inc. for the rental

of sixty (60) months and contained
an

1,

additional sixty (60) months

a

of textile supplies. The Contract

a bar

was for a period

provision whereby the contract automatically renewed for

if not terminated in the manner set forth in the Contract.

In early 2013, Steve Masonheimer formed Fattys LLC. Fattys LLC operated a bar known

Trial Bricl' Page
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as Fattys,

which operated out of the same space as the bar prior known

signage as the prior bar known as Fattys, employed most

of the

as

Fatlys, used the same

same employees as the prior bar

known as Fattys, used the same social media account as the prior bar known

as

Fatlys and used

the same bar equipment as the prior bar known as Fattys.
3)

The textile supply rental contract with Alsco automatically renewed on March 17‘", 2016.

Alsco continued to provide services under that contract to the bar known

as Fattys

through and

after the renewal date. Alsco continued to supply services under the contract and Fauys LLC
continued to accept those services, until March of 2017. In March of 2017, Fattys LLC informed

Alsco that it would no longer be accepting services under the contract.

SUMMARY OF ISSUES FOR TRIAL
It is the position of Fattys LLC that it is completed unrelated to whatever entity ran Fattys
bar prior to January

of 2013.

Fattys LLC maintains Ithat it was not even aware

of who owned

Fattys bar before the LLC was formed. Fattys LLC also maintains that it had no relationship with
any prior owner and that it did not purchase any assets or portion

Plaintiff contends that Fattys LLC

of the business of Fattys

bar.

is the successor in interest to the entity that ran Fatlys

bar prior to the formation of Fattys LLC, and as such, they are party to, and bound by, the

contract with Plaintiff. In the alternative, Plaintiff further contends that Faltys LLC continued to
accept services from Plaintiff from January 2013 through the date Fattys LLC terminated the

contract and that the understanding and acceptance of services was a ratiﬁcation of the contract,

making Fatlys LLC a party to that contract and the terms thereof. Fattys LLC denies it is related
to the prior entity, denies

it

is a successor in interest to the

prior entity and denies that it ratiﬁed

the contract with Plaintiff.

Trial Brief Page
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While he signed the original contract, Clay Roman denies that he was

an owner or

principle of any entity which ran Fattys bar at any time. Plaintiff contends that in the event Clay
Roman executed the contract on behalf of an entity without disclosing his identity as an agent or
the identity

of the entity,

he is personally liable under the Contract.

Plaintiff contends that at the Contract renewed for a sixty (60) month term on March

18‘“,

2016, and that Fattys LLC continue to accept services under that contract from that date until the

time the contract was terminated in approximately March, 2017. That termination was

of the Contract
the contract.

Plaintiff is entitled to liquidated damages to be calculated

The contract provides that liquidated damages

of the

average

and the

last ten

([0) weekly invoices

will

a breach

as set

be calculated by taking the

and multiplying that number by the number

left under the contract (the balance that would be paid

forth in

of weeks

if the contract were satisﬁed through the

entire term) dividing that number in half. In the case at hand, there were 207 weeks left under
the contract and the average weekly invoice was $224.22.

If the contract was paid through the

entire term, Alsco would have received $46,412.92. Under the contract, the liquidated damages

for breach are one-half (1/2) that amount, or $21,314.07.

ADDITIONAL FACTS
Alsco contends that it continued to supply materials and services, uninterrupted, to the
bar in Boise known as Fattys from March 201

1

until March 2017. At no point did anyone inform

Alsco that Patty’s LLC was unrelated to whatever entity ran the bar known as Fattys prior to
January

of 2013. Moreover, the managing member of Fattys LLC

the contract because he is also the managing member

was

fully aware of the terms of

of another entity that runs

a bar

in Boise

and that bar is under the exact same textile supply rental contract with Alsco.

Trial Bricl‘ Page
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The evidence

will show

that.

despite

repeated

sworn

statements

from Steve

Masonheimer, the managing member of Fattys LLC that he did not have any relationship with the

entity running Fattys bar prior to 2013 and that he did not purchase any part of that entity, Mr.
Masonheimer was very familiar with the entity and, in fact, initially formed Fattys LLC with the

prior owner of that entity. In addition, Mr. Masonheimer executed
the assets

a contract

for the purchase of

of that entity months after Fatlys Bar LLC came into operation and existence.

To the average customer, neighboring business owner, general public and, speciﬁcally,

Alsco, the operation of Fattys bar appeared unchanged between the time the contract with Alsco
was originally executed in March 2011 until

it

was terminated in March 2017.

Plaintiff

maintains that Fattys LLC was a successor in interest to the Fattys bar which executed the
contract with Alsco in March of 201

1.

In the alternative, by continuing to accept services under

the contract for almost ﬁve (5) years, Fattys LLC ratiﬁed that contract.

CONTESTED ISSUES OF LAW
1)

Fattx’s LLC is liable

as successor

in interest.

While Fattys LLC, through Mr.

Masonheimer, claims to have been completely unaware of the nature or owner of the existing

Fatty‘s bar at the time he formed Falty’s LLC, the facts suggest otherwise. Fatty’s Bar LLC was

simply

an

entity change effected when Masonheimer became involved with the then

owner/operator of the existing Patty's bar. The business, employees and operation all remained
the same. There was never any indication to the outside world that Patty’s Bar was a different or

unrelated business entity as a result of Masonheimer and Justin Zora’s formation of Fatty’s Bar,

LLC. No notice was provided to Alsco and, in fact, services continued uninterrupted. While
“The traditional rule of successor liability has been that

Trial Brief
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another corporation does not take the liabilities of that corporation [citation omitted] Corporate
successor liability was created to prevent corporations from evading their liabilities through
changes

of ownership when there

is a buy out or a merger [citation omitted] Thus, four generally

recognized exceptions to the general rule developed:

(1) The purchasing corporation expressly or implied agrees to assume the liabilities of the seller,
(2) The transaction amounts to a “de facto” consolidation or merger,

(3)The purchasing corporation is merely

a

continuation of the selling corporation, or

(4) The transaction was fraudulently entered into in order to escape liability."

Washington v. United States, 930 F. Supp 474,486 (WDWA 1996)
In the case at hand, the “new" Falty’s was identical in all respects to the

with the exception of the ﬁling of

a

“old” Patty’s,

certiﬁcate with the Idaho Secretary of State. The “new’

entity continued to accept services from vendors like Alsco. There was no effort to inform
vendor, or the public, that Patty’s Bar LLC was unrelated to the prior operation.

Rather, the

undisputed facts show that Fatty's Bar, LLC was formed with owner of the then existing Patty’s

Bar which was owned and operated by Justin Zora

as

manager

of Tons of Fun, LLC. Fatty's Bar

LLC continued to operate the same business in the same space, using the same signage, same
ﬁxtures and employing the same staff.
Assuming, arguendo, Patty‘s LLC is not deemed a traditional successor in interest, they
can still be held liable under the continuity

of enterprise theory. Factors to

be considered include

“(1) retention of the same employees, (2) retention of the same supervisory personnel, (3)
retention of the same production facilities in the same physical location; (4) production of the
same product, (5) retention

Trial Brief Page
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business operations

“ ﬁat 487. Again,

the facts suggest that Fatty’s LLC was, at a minimum, a

continuation of the enterprise that was Fatty’s Bar and,

as such,

they can not hide from liabilities

by changing their name without letting vendors know.
Faltys LLC accepted, succeeded to and enjoyed all of the beneﬁts of the existing Fattys

By law, they should

bar, including the space, the employees, the equipment and the customers.

not be able to avoid the liabilities
2)

of the entity whose identity they assumed.

if Futty’s

Fattv’s LLC accegted and ratiﬁed the Alsco Agreement. Even

LLC isn‘t

deemed a successor in interest, it ratiﬁed the contract with Alsco. As previously noted,

ratiﬁcation may implied

“if

the principal, with

full knowledge of the material facts, received,

accepts and retains beneﬁts from the contract, remains silent, acquiesces in or fails to repudiate

or disafﬁrm the contact, or otherwise exhibits conduct demonstrating an adoption and

recognition of the agent’s act as binding

“

Restatement (Second)

of Agency

§ 82

(2017). Here,

Patty’s Bar, LLC accepted services from ALSCO for more than four (4) years. Even assuming
the original contract was executed by someone who was not an agent

of Faltys LLC, their

conduct in accepting those services ratiﬁed that contract. Moreover, Mr. Masonheimerhas other

entities with identical contracts with Alsco, such that he was fully aware of the Alsco business
model. Finally, at no point during those four (4) plus years where they accepted services under
the contract, did Patty’s Bar, LLC ever disafﬁrm the contract. It never provided notice to Alsco

that

it was not bound by

the contract. Instead,

it accepted services weekly for more than four (4)

years, staying silent as to its position.

3)

Fattxs LLC agreed to the terms of the contract with Alsco. Under Idaho law, silence

on the part

of Fatty LLC can constitute acceptance of the actual contract itself. As noted in Idaho

Trial Brief Page 6
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Jﬁry Instruction 6.05, silence can operate

as acceptance

of an offer to contract if “the silent party

accepts services from the offering party, after a reasonable opportunity to reject, with knowledge

that the offering party expects compensation."
aware

of contract terms

As discussed above, Steve Masonheimer was

based on his management

of a different bar under contract with Alsco.

Nonetheless, he continued to accept, and pay for, services for more than four (4) years after
He had ample opportunity to reject the Alsco contract.

taking over Faltys LLC.
accepted the beneﬁts

of that contract

Instead, he

and his silence should be deemed acceptance

of that

contract and all the terms contained therein.
4)

of

Statute of Frauds: Defendants will argue that the contract is unenforceable
the statue

of frauds. Of course,

the purpose

of

the statute

of frauds

as

violative

is to make certain

contractual terms are reduced to writing in order to avoid any ambiguity. In the case at hand, the
contract itself is in writing and was signed by the Defendants predecessor in interest.
no ambiguity in the terms

There is

of the contract. Moreover, Defendant accepted the beneﬁts of

contract for more than four (4) years.
exception to the Statute of Frauds.

the

Under Idaho law, acceptance of performance is an

In addition, Plaintiff would note that the Defendant is

equitably estopped from raising the statute of frauds as

a defense.

“Under Idaho law, pan

performance per se does not remove a contract from the operation of the statute of frauds.
Rather, the ‘doctrine
general principle

of part performance

is best understood as a speciﬁc form

of equitable estoppel.’ [citation omitted]

operation of the doctrine

of part performance,

of the more

to be speciﬁcally enforced by

an oral agreement ‘must be complete, deﬁnite and

certain in all its material terms, or contain provisions which are capable in therﬁselves of being
reduced to certainty." Lettunich v. Kev Bank National Association,

l4l

Idaho 362 (2005) citing

Triul Brief Page 7
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Bear Island Water Ass‘n Inc. v. Brown, 125 Idaho 717,723 (1994). Again, in the case at hand, it
s

undisputed that the parties performed under the contract for more than four (4) years.

In

addition, the is no confusion about the terms of the contract, particularly since Masonheimer
owned other entities operating under the exact same agreement.

Liability of Clay Roman. It

5.
201

1

is undisputed that Clay Roman signed the original March

contract with Alsco and on behalf of Fattys bar. Mr. Roman denies he was an owner of

Fattys bar at that time. However, Mr. Roman also failed to disclose that he was an agent for any

panicular entity. At the time of the contract, there was no dba ﬁling for Fattys bar. Under Idaho
law,

“It is a basic principle that an agent who enters into a contract on behalf of a corporation,

but

who neither disclosed his agency nor the existence of that corporation to the third puny, is
personal liable to the third party."Fronlier Develogment Group, LLC. Michael Horn v.

Carvavella, Louis and Patricia 157 Idaho 589, 597 (2014). That court goes on the state

“ the

‘onus’ is on the agent to clearly and afﬁrmatively inform the other party to the contract of his or
her agency relationship at or before the time

The evidence

of contracting." Q at 597.

will show that Alsco was under the impression Mr. Roman was

an

owner of

Fattys bar at the time he signed the contract. Assuming that was incorrect, Roman had an

afﬁrmative duty to inform Alsco of his agency in signing the contract. His failure to do so makes
him personally liable for all amounts due there under.

CONCLUSION
Defendant Fatty’s LLC explanation of the surrounding facts deﬁes common sense. The
creative explanations appear to be nothing more than an attempt to avoid liability under an
agreement, the beneﬁts

of which Defendant enjoyed for more than four (4)

years.

The actual

Trial Brief Page 8
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facts are far more consistent with common sense and

will clearly establish that Patty’s LLC was a

successor in interest to the entity that existed in 2011 when the agreement with Plaintiff was

originally signed.

Altemalively, Fattys LLC accepted and ratiﬁed that contract by accepting

services for more than four (4) years while fully aware

of

the contractual terms whereby those

services were being rendered. Accordingly, Fattys LLC is bound by the contract and liable for
breach

of that contract. The

be entered

agreed liquidated damages are set forth above and judgment should

for Plaintiff in that amount.

DATED This 20'h day of March, 2018.
JONES GLEHILL FUHRMAN GOURLEY, P.A.

Derrklk
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 20‘“ day of March, 2018, I caused a true and correct
copy of this document to be served upon the following listed below:
F. Matthew Stoppelo

E] vs. Mail

Stoppello Law, PLLC
250 S. Fifth Street, Suite 820
Boise, ID 83702
Email: mall@stoppellolaw.com

El Facsimile
E] Overnight Mail

I:I Hand Delivery
Email/iCourt

US. Mail
I] Facsimile

Shelley J. Cozakos
Pickens Cozakos, EA.
398 s. 9'h Street, Ste. 240
Boise, ID 83701
Email: laurie@pickenslawboise.com

E]

El Overnight Mail
El Hand Delivery
Email/iCourt

0,.
DerrickUl. O’Neill
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LLC” or
(“F attys Bar
“Defendant”), by
Defendant/Counterclaimant
by and
F attys Bar
Bar LLC
LLC (“Fattys
Bar LLC”
and
Defendant/Counterclaimant Fattys
or “Defendant”),
ﬁrm Pickens
through
the firm
the
through its
its attorney
Pickens Cozakos,
of record,
H. Cozakos
of the
Cozakos of
submits the
Cozakos, P.A.,
attorney of
record, Shelly
P.A., submits
Shelly H.

following
trial brief
following trial
brief
I.
I.
1.
1.

STATEMENT
STATEMENT OF
UNDISPUTD FACTS
FACTS
OF UNDISPUTD

(“the LLC”),
LLC”), is
F attys Bar
Defendant
limited liability
Bar LLC
LLC (“the
Defendant Fattys
is an
an Idaho
Idaho limited
liability company
company

(“Masonheimer”) and
owned
by Mr.
Mr. Steve
his former
former wife,
Masonheimer (“Masonheimer”)
Jennie
and operated
and his
operated by
owned and
Steve Masonheimer
wife, Jennie

It was
Masonheimer.
was formed
with the
the Idaho
Masonheimer. It
of State.
formed on
on January
2013 with
Idaho Secretary
State.
Secretary of
January 4,
4, 2013
2.
2.

in the
Prior
Prior to
the formation
formation of
the LLC,
the
Masonheimer had
to the
of the
substantial experience
experience in
had substantial
LLC, Masonheimer

At some
in late
restaurant/bar
point in
that the
the restaurant/bar
Masonheimer learned
late 2012,
restaurant/bar area.
learned that
restaurant/bar
some point
area. At
2012, Masonheimer
“Fattys” by
located
which was
by its
its
at 800
Idaho St.,
Suite 200,
Idaho 83702
called “Fattys”
located at
83702 which
800 W.
W. Idaho
was called
Boise, Idaho
St., Suite
200, Boise,

owners
either out
going out
the owner
Masonheimer spoke
of business
or going
of business.
to the
of
owner of
owners was
out of
out of
business or
spoke to
business. Masonheimer
was either
the
use his
the building
his own
his own
start his
building on
equipment and
on Idaho
Street and
he could
Idaho Street
and decided
own equipment
and start
could use
decided he
own
restaurant/bar
the same
the Idaho
Masonheimer searched
at the
location. (Masonheimer
restaurant/bar at
Idaho
same location.
searched the
(Masonheimer Dec.,
Dec., ¶ 4.)
4.) Masonheimer
11

F attys
F attys and,
Secretary
website for
ﬁnding no
that name,
for Fattys
formed Fattys
no business
of State
State website
business entity
entity by
Secretary of
name, formed
and, finding
by that

(“F attys Bar
LLC”) by
ﬁling aa Certificate
Bar
with the
Bar LLC
LLC (“Fattys
Bar LLC”)
the Secretary
Organization with
Certiﬁcate of
of Organization
of State
State
Secretary of
by filing

on
on or
or about
2013.
about January
January 4,
4, 2013.
3.
3.

F un,
The
was Tons
prior business
that operated
The prior
the restaurant/bar
on Idaho
Street was
Tons of
of Fun,
restaurant/bar on
Idaho Street
operated the
business that

in approximately
LLC.
because of
2012 because
Fun shut
its
of 2012
of violations
Violations of
of its
LLC. Tons
Tons of
of Fun
shut down
December of
down in
approximately December

liquor
liquor license.
license.
4.
4.

F attys Bar,
Fattys
with the
LLC signed
the owner
the building
building on
on Idaho
of the
Street.
signed aa new
owner of
Idaho Street.
new lease
lease with
Bar, LLC

F attys Bar
Fattys
used purchased
Bar LLC
LLC used
equipment and
started aa new
new equipment
and furnishings,
and started
new
purchased new
furnishings, etc.,
etc., and

in that
restaurant/bar
that location.
location.
restaurant/bar in
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2
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5.
5.

Soon
F attys Bar
Bar LLC,
after Masonheimer
operating Fattys
Masonheimer began
of
representative of
Soon after
began operating
LLC, aa representative

ALSCO
visited and
F attys Bar,
F attys Bar,
linens to
LLC
to Fattys
LLC. Fattys
to continue
continue to
to supply
offered to
ALSCO Visited
and offered
Bar, LLC.
Bar, LLC
supply linens
long-term arrangement
paid for
with ALSCO,
time did
for the
the linens
linens but
arrangement with
to aa long-term
at no
no time
never agreed
paid
but never
and at
did
agreed to
ALSCO, and

Fattys
F attys Bar,
linen service
into any
kind of
with ALSCO
LLC sign
sign or
for linen
enter into
written agreement
or enter
of written
agreement with
ALSCO for
service
Bar, LLC
any kind
at
the Idaho
at the
street location.
location.
Idaho street
6.
6.

Fattys
F attys Bar,
prior contract
the owners
LLC was
not aware
of aa prior
contract between
ALSCO and
and the
owners
aware of
between ALSCO
was not
Bar, LLC

of
business. Furthermore,
time did
the former
former business.
at no
no time
of ALSCO
or state
of the
representative of
ALSCO suggest
state
did any
suggest or
Furthermore, at
any representative
that
bound by
by aa prior
prior written
written agreement
F attys Bar
that Masonheimer
Bar LLC
LLC was
the
Masonheimer and/or
agreement between
and/0r Fattys
between the
was bound
previous business
F atty’s and
known as
and ALSCO.
ALSCO.
previous
business known
as Fatty’s
7.
7.

In
F attys Bar,
In approximately
LLC located
March of
another company
to
of 2017,
located another
approximately March
2017, Fattys
company to
Bar, LLC

provide linen
price and
it informed
F attys Bar,
linen service
that Fattys
the restaurant
for aa better
informed ALSCO
to the
restaurant for
better price
ALSCO that
provide
and it
service to
Bar,
LLC
would no
linen supply
LLC would
its linen
longer require
no longer
require its
service.
supply service.
8.
8.

Plaintiff
pay certain
F attys Bar,
Plaintiff ALSCO
LLC pay
later demanded
certain of
of liquidated
liquidated
ALSCO later
demanded Fattys
Bar, LLC

(“2011
damages
termination of
Textile Rental
for early
former Textile
Rental Service
Agreement (“2011
of aa former
damages for
Service Agreement
early termination

Agreement”). Fattys
Agreement”).
was not
F attys Bar,
2011 Agreement
prior
the 2011
not aa party
Agreement and
to the
no prior
and had
had no
however, was
Bar, LLC,
LLC, however,
party to

knowledge
F attys Bar,
in existence
time the
2011
its terms.
LLC was
not even
the time
the 2011
of its
terms. Fattys
at the
existence at
knowledge of
even in
was not
Bar, LLC
Agreement
2011 Agreement
the 2011
Agreement was
Agreement is
is between
Alsco and
signed by
and signed
executed. Instead,
between Alsco
was executed.
Instead, the
Clay
by Clay
“F atty’s.”
Roman
Roman on
on behalf
behalf of
of “Fatty’s.”
9.
9.
II.
II.
A.
A.

It is
It
business.
that Tons
LLC has
is believed
Tons of
of Fun,
of business.
has gone
gone out
out of
believed that
Fun, LLC
MEMORANDUM
ELEMENTS
MEMORANDUM OF
AUTHORITIES &
POINTS &
OF POINTS
& AUTHORITIES
& ELEMENTS
OF
CLAIM
EACH CLAIM
OF EACH

Successor
in Interest.
Interest.
Successor in
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Alsco
F attys Bar
it cannot
Bar LLC,
the
standing to
Defendant Fattys
no standing
to sue
cannot demonstrate
demonstrate the
Alsco has
has no
sue Defendant
as it
LLC, as
requisite
it is
that aa party
therewith. Under
axiomatic that
requisite privity
of contract
contract therewith.
general contract
contract law,
is axiomatic
must
Under general
priVity of
law, it
party must
show
breach of
for breach
standing to
to have
to sue
of contract.
contract. Campbell v.
show privity
have standing
sue for
v. Parkway Surgery Center,
Center,
priVity to
“refers to
who exchange
the
to those
1178 (2015).
exchange the
those who
Idaho 957,
158 Idaho
354 P.3d
P.3d 1171,
PriVity “refers
1171, 1178
LLC, 158
957, 963,
963, 354
(2015). Privity

directed.” DAFCO
[contractual]
words or
whom the
promissory words
the promissory
or those
to Whom
those to
are directed.”
words are
promissory words
[contractual] promissory

LLC v.
Idaho 749,
156 Idaho
331 P.3d
496 (2014)
P.3d 491,
v. Stewart Title Guaranty Company,
(quoting
491, 496
749, 754,
754, 331
(2014) (quoting
Company, 156
“[a] party
Wing
P.2d 1171,
1177 (1984)).
must
Idaho 267,
Wing v.
107 Idaho
v. Martin, 107
688 P.2d
1171, 1177
Accordingly, “[a]
272, 688
267, 272,
party must
(1984)). Accordingly,
in aa direct
in the
look
person with
whom he
that person
with Whom
that
for relief,
the event
relationship for
look to
to that
he is
is in
direct contractual
event that
contractual relationship
relief, in

met.” Wing
his
under the
his expectations
the contract
not met.”
contract were
at 272,
P.2d 1171,
1177
expectations under
Wing v.
were not
v. Martin at
688 P.2d
1171, 1177
272, 688

(1984)
P.2d 590,
Idaho 38,
v. Sewell,
97 Idaho
539 P.2d
597 (1975);
v.
Sewell, 97
(citing Pierson v.
590, 597
45, 539
(1984) (citing
38, 45,
(1975); Minidoka County v.
Krieger, 88
P.2d 962
Idaho 395,
962 (1965))
88 Idaho
399 P.2d
Krieger,
395, 399
(1965))..
F atty’s entered
ALSCO
that Clay
into aa textile
textile rental
rental service
entered into
ALSCO alleges
alleges that
service
d/b/a Fatty’s
Roman, d/b/a
Clay Roman,

“the
(“2011 Agreement”).
Agreement”). ALSCO
F attys Bar
it in
in 2011
agreement
that Fattys
with it
2011 (“2011
Bar LLC
LLC became
agreement with
ALSCO alleges
alleges that
became “the
2013.” (First
F atty’s in
in 2013.”
successor
Roman d/b/a
further
to Clay
Amended Complaint,
ALSCO further
successor to
d/b/a Fatty’s
Complaint, ¶ 9.)
(First Amended
Clay Roman
9.) ALSCO
11

Fatty’s”, it
“successor to
it
alleges
by virtue
that by
Bar LLC
LLC being
Roman d/b/a/
of Fattys
being aa “successor
to Clay
alleges that
Virtue of
d/b/a/ Fatty’s”,
Fattys Bar
Clay Roman

breached the
failing to
2011 Agreement
the terms
the 2011
Agreement by
terms of
stopping
of the
to make
make payments
when due
and stopping
breached
due and
payments when
by failing
Agreement’s stated
F attys Bar
services
before the
2011 Agreement’s
that Fattys
the 2011
Knowing that
Bar LLC
LLC is
not
the end
term. Knowing
of the
is not
stated term.
end of
services before

it based
aa direct
party to
pin liability
based
2011 Agreement,
the 2011
attempts to
on it
direct party
to the
to pin
nonetheless attempts
ALSCO nonetheless
Agreement, ALSCO
liability on

upon an
an assumption
assumption theory.
upon
theory.
F attys Bar
To
bears the
proving that
became the
this end,
that Fattys
the burden
Bar LLC
LLC became
the successor
To this
of proving
ALSCO bears
burden of
successor
end, ALSCO
F atty’s, assuming
to
the responsibilities
Roman d/b/a
Roman d/b/a
responsibilities and/or
to Clay
of Clay
assuming the
and/0r liability
d/b/a Fatty’s,
d/b/a
liability of
Clay Roman
Clay Roman

assignee’s assumption
Fatty’s Vis
Fatty’s
vis aa vis
“[a]n assignee’s
2011 Agreement.
the 2011
Agreement. Under
of an
an
assumption of
Under Idaho
Idaho law,
Vis the
law, “[a]n
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assignor’s liabilities
assignor’s
burden of
proof is
upon the
who asserts
that
the burden
the party
liabilities is
is never
of proof
is upon
never presumed,
and the
asserts that
presumed, and
party who

there
been an
113 Idaho
there has
an assumption.
P.2d 1302,
assumption. Murr v.
Idaho 773,
747 P.2d
has been
v. Selag Corporation, 113
1302,
7809, 747
773, 7809,
“F ATTYS BAR,
1309
that “FATTYS
its contention
LLC has
contention that
operating
App. 1987).
Despite its
continued operating
has continued
1309 (Ct.
BAR, LLC
1987). Despite
(Ct. App.

2013...” Amended
the
in the
the same
the same
Roman since
Defendant Roman
location as
Amended
since 2013…”
same business
business in
same business
business location
as Defendant
Complaint,
this conclusory
the location
the business
regarding the
statement regarding
location and
nature of
of the
and nature
business does
does
Complaint, ¶ 10,
conclusory statement
10, this
11

ALSCO’s burden.
F attys Bar
not
burden. ALSCO
that Fattys
not meet
Bar LLC
LLC has
the
meet ALSCO’s
no evidence
of the
ALSCO has
has no
has assumed
evidence that
assumed any
any of
F atty’s. As
F attys Bar
liabilities
neither he
nor Fattys
Bar
liabilities of
Roman d/b/a
Masonheimer has
of Clay
As Masonheimer
he nor
has attested,
d/b/a Fatty’s.
attested, neither
Clay Roman

LLC
purchased any
from the
prior owner
the prior
LLC purchased
liabilities
or assumed
legal obligations
obligations and/or
owner or
and/or liabilities
assets from
assumed any
any assets
any legal
thereof.
thereof.
F attys Bar
ALSCO
that Fattys
2011 Agreement.
Bar LLC
LLC is
the 2011
Agreement.
cannot demonstrate
is aa direct
direct party
to the
demonstrate that
ALSCO cannot
party to
F attys Bar
in existence
in 2011,
Fattys
neither Masonheimer
Bar LLC
LLC was
not in
nor any
Masonheimer nor
existence in
agents and/or
and neither
and/0r
was not
2011, and
any agents

employees
In the
2011 Agreement.
Bar LLC
LLC signed
the 2011
the exchange
the absence
Agreement. In
of Fattys
of the
of
exchange of
signed the
absence of
employees of
Fattys Bar
“promissory words”
“promissory
words” between
F attys Bar
in the
2011 Agreement,
Bar LLC
LLC in
the context
the 2011
context of
of the
ALSCO and
and Fattys
between ALSCO
Agreement,

no
the two
relationship between
cannot
no direct
direct contractual
exists. Likewise,
ALSCO has
contractual relationship
has not,
and cannot
between the
two exists.
Likewise, ALSCO
not, and
F attys Bar
F atty’s and
demonstrate
prior Fatty’s
that Fattys
the prior
Bar LLC
LLC is
the
therefore assumed
to the
is aa successor
demonstrate that
and therefore
assumed the
successor to
F atty’s under
contractual
2011 Agreement.
the former
former Fatty’s
the 2011
liabilities of
Agreement. Because
of the
cannot
under the
ALSCO cannot
contractual liabilities
Because ALSCO

demonstrate
privity of
the requisite
its claim
claim must
fail.
requisite priVity
of contract,
must fail.
demonstrate the
contract, its
B.
B.

ALSCO’s Claim
ALSCO’s
Claim for
Ratiﬁcation.
for Ratification.
F attys Bar,
ALSCO
next claims
2011 Agreement.
LLC ratified
the 2011
ratified the
Agreement. Ratification,
claims Fattys
ALSCO next
Ratification, however,
however,
Bar, LLC

It is
is
principal. It
undisputed Clay
was not
that applies
not an
Roman was
is a
to an
an agent
agent and
is undisputed
an agent
agent
applies to
concept that
and principal.
a concept
Clay Roman
F attys Bar,
F attys Bar,
of
was signed,
that Fattys
LLC when
the contract
LLC was
not
of Fattys
when the
contract was
given that
was not
especially given
signed, especially
Bar, LLC
Bar, LLC
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even
in existence.
by ALSCO
the claim
ratiﬁcation cannot
claim by
of ratification
cannot apply
to the
against
existence. Thus,
ALSCO against
even in
Thus, aa theory
theory of
apply to
Fattys
F attys Bar,
LLC.
Bar, LLC.
C.
C.

The
The Statute
Statute of
of Frauds.
Frauds.
Plaintiff’s claim
F attys Bar,
in addition
The
their
The statute
LLC in
claim against
against Fattys
addition to
to their
of frauds
frauds bars
statute of
bars Plaintiff’s
Bar, LLC

it could
F attys Bar.
it provided
theory
provided for
years of
for five
to Fattys
Bar. Since
of
of ratification,
assuming it
Since it
ﬁve years
could apply
ratiﬁcation, assuming
theory of
apply to

linen
linen delivery
2011 Agreement
the 2011
the statute
Agreement is
is governed
of frauds.
Idaho Code
governed by
statute of
frauds. Idaho
Code
services, the
delivery services,
by the
“that by
Section
by its
be performed
year
within aa year
that an
not to
its terms
terms is
is not
to be
performed within
an agreement
Section 9-505,
requires that
agreement “that
9-505, requires

M

“invalid unless
thereof” is
from
unless the
making thereof”
from the
the making
the same
is “invalid
or some
note or
or memorandum
memorandum thereof,
same or
some note
thereof, be in
agent.” I.C.
9-505 (2017)
writing and
by his
writing
and subscribed
the party
his agent.”
to be
or by
1.0 §§ 9-505
subscribed by
partv to
be charged,
charged, or
bv the
(2017)
F attys
(emphasis
was not
by the
not signed
the party
the 2011
201 1 Agreement
to be
Agreement was
signed by
Since the
be charged,
(emphasis added).
charged, i.e.,
i.e., Fattys
added). Since
party to
F attys Bar
Bar,
prove that
was an
that Roman
time he
Bar LLC
LLC at
the time
Roman was
must prove
an agent
agent of
of Fattys
at the
he signed
ALSCO must
signed
Bar, LLC,
LLC, ALSCO

it simply
the
2011 Agreement.
the 2011
not so.
Agreement. ALSCO
is not
ALSCO has
has not,
and cannot,
because it
so.
cannot, because
not, and
simply is

When
the statute
of frauds,
mere knowledge
of or
or oral
oral approval
of
When aa contract
contract is
is subject
to the
knowledge of
approval of
statute of
subject to
frauds, mere
ratification.11 See
the
by the
principal is
prove ratification.
N.Y. Jur.2d
the contract
the principal
insufﬁcient to
contract by
is insufficient
to prove
61 NY.
Jur.2d Frauds,
See 61
Frauds,

Statute
that requires
written authorization,
216 Ratification
the
Ratiﬁcation (2017)
of §§ 216
an act
is one
requires aa written
act is
one that
Statute of
authorization, the
(Where an
(2017) (Where
in writing).
ratification
unauthorized act
be in
where an
lacking
ratiﬁcation of
of an
an unauthorized
must be
an agent
agent lacking
act also
also must
writing). Similarly,
Similarly, Where

authority
be made
within the
into aa contract
the statute
ratiﬁcation can
enters into
contract within
of frauds,
an
can only
statute of
made by
authority enters
frauds, ratification
only be
by an
in writing,
instrument
been required
that would
original authorization.
for the
the original
instrument in
authorization. Van’t
required for
since that
Van ’t
have been
would have
writing, since
th
App.6th
Santa Clara, 113
Dist.
113 Cal.App.4th
Dist. 2003).
Cal.App.4th 549,
Cal.Rptr.3d 746
746 (Ct.
Rood v.
v. County of
6 Cal.Rptr.3d
ofSanta
2003).
549, 6
(Ct. App.6

It is
It
to note
that Masonheimer
the 2011
2011
important to
Masonheimer had
no knowledge
of the
is important
note here,
knowledge of
had no
however, that
here, however,
Agreement,
not orally
it.
therefore could
and therefore
could not
approve it.
Agreement, and
orally approve
1
1
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For
that are
For contracts
the statute
writing applies
the necessity
ratiﬁcation
to the
of frauds,
of aa writing
to ratification
contracts that
applies to
are subject
statute of
subject to
necessity of
frauds, the
as
well as
principal’s behalf.
behalf. Erb.
Erb. v.
121
original authorization
authorization of
an original
of an
an agent
agent to
to act
on aa principal’s
act on
as well
as an
v. Kohnke, 121
Idaho
Frauds, §§ 389
824 P.2d
Am. Jur.2d,
P.2d 903,
App. 1992)
71 Am.
Idaho 328,
Statute of
907 (Ct.
389
ofFrauds,
(citing 71
Jur.2d, Statute
1992) (citing
328, 332,
332, 824
903, 907
(Ct. App.
at
Bass Builders,
Inc. v.
914 (1974));
at 914
715 (Missouri
W.W.2d 711,
See also Austin & Bass
v. Lewis, 359
359 W.W.2d
Builders, Inc.
(Missouri
711, 715
(1974)); See
1962).
1962).
The
which falls
under the
that anytime
the statute
The law
falls under
contract which
of frauds
is
indicates that
statute of
frauds is
law clearly
anytime aa contract
clearly indicates
“signed by
charged” requirement
involved,
party to
original
for the
the original
the same
the party
requirement is
is present
present both
both for
to be
same “signed
be charged”
involved, the
by the

contract
the statute
the same.
the 2011
201 1 Agreement
ratiﬁcation of
Agreement is
is subject
to the
contract and
of the
Since the
and any
alleged ratification
statute
same. Since
subject to
any alleged
of
F attys Bar
in writing.
writing.
Bar LLC
LLC of
ratiﬁcation by
of frauds,
an agent
agent of
of Fattys
of said
agreement would
to be
said agreement
have to
would have
be in
frauds, ratification
by an
Merely
writing requirement.
this writing
the delivery
linens is
not sufficient
sufficient to
requirement.
to circumvent
circumvent this
of linens
is not
accepting the
delivery of
Merely accepting
“signed by
charged,” i.e.,
Clearly,
party to
2011 Agreement
not “signed
the party
the 2011
Agreement was
to be
or
be charged,”
Masonheimer, or
was not
i.e., Masonheimer,
Clearly, the
by the

his
was not
writing.
in writing.
it was
F attys Bar
it did
his agent,
not do
not ratified
Bar LLC
LLC since
ratiﬁed by
likewise it
since it
and likewise
did not
do so
so in
agent, and
by Fattys
ALSCO’s ratification
Accordingly,
by the
failing
the statute
ratiﬁcation argument
argument is
of frauds,
is precluded
statute of
precluded by
frauds, thereby
thereby failing
Accordingly, ALSCO’s

as
matter of
of law.
law.
as a
a matter
D.
D.

Liquidated
Damages Clause.
Liquidated Damages
Clause.
Defendant
penalty. The
the liquidated
The
Defendant claims
claims the
at issue
is an
an unenforceable
liquidated damages
unenforceable penalty.
issue is
damages clause
clause at

liquidated
in the
the contract
not intended
for the
the consequences
contract is
is not
intended to
to be
compensation for
liquidated damages
stated in
consequences
damages stated
be compensation
of
be aa penalty
from not
the contract,
rather intended
not
of any
of the
intended to
to be
to deter
deter aa party
breach of
but rather
contract, but
penalty to
party from
any breach
performing or
punishment against
party for
breaching the
prove
F attys Bar,
performing
will prove
for breaching
the contract.
LLC will
or as
against aa party
contract. Fattys
as punishment
Bar, LLC
that
that the
the liquidated
not bear
relationship to
to any
liquidated damages
suffered
reasonable relationship
bear aa reasonable
damages clause
clause does
damages suffered
does not
any damages
by Plaintiff.
Brokers, Inc.
Inc. v.
Meyer, 982
Tmck Brokers,
Plaintiff. Magic Valley
110 (App.
P.2d 945,
Idaho 110
982 P.2d
133 Idaho
v. Meyer,
945, 133
Valley Truck
(App. 1999),
1999),
by
citing
citing Howard v.
81 Idaho
P.2d 103,
Idaho 189,
340 P.2d
v.
v. Bar Bell Land & Cattle Co.,
189, 340
103, (1959);
C0., 81
(1959); McEnroe v.
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1248
P.2d 595;
P.2d 1248
Idaho 326,
Idaho 633,
106 Idaho
107 Idaho
691 P.2d
678 P.2d
Co. v.
v. B.F.K.,
B.F.K., Ltd., 107
Morgan, 106
326, 678
595; Lockhart Co.
633, 691

(Ct.App.1984);
P.2d 837
Idaho 157,
107 Idaho
v. Hathaway, 107
686 P.2d
837 (App.
1984).
157, 686
(Ct.App.1984); Fleming v.
(App. 1984).
III.
III.

EVIDENTIARY
EVIDENTIARY ISSUES
ISSUES

Defendant
unaware of
F attys Bar,
LLC is
Defendant Fattys
is unaware
of any
issues.
evidentiary issues.
Bar, LLC
any evidentiary
DATED:
DATED: March
March 21,
2018.
21, 2018.
P
ICKENS C
OZAKOS, P
.A.
PICKENS
P.A.
COZAKOS,
By
H. Cozakos
/s/ Shelly H.
By
Shelly
the Firm
Firm
Ofthe
H. Cozakos,
Cozakos, Of
Shelly H.
for F
Fattys
Bar, LLC
Attorneys for
01t Bar,
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CERTIFICATE
CERTIFICATE OF
SERVICE
OF SERVICE
II HEREBY
HEREBY CERTIFY
CERTIFY that
that on
the foregoing
March 21,
foregoing document
on March
document
served the
electronically served
2018, II electronically
21, 2018,
E-File system,
using
which sent
Filing to
the iCourt
the following
following persons:
Electronic Filing
using the
iCourt E-File
sent aa Notice
Notice of
of Electronic
to the
persons:
system, which
O’Neill
Derrick
Derrick J.
J. O’Neill
Jones
Fuhrman Gourley,
Gledhill Fuhrman
P.A.
Jones Gledhill
Gourley, P.A.
225
N. 9th
225 N.
9th St.,
820
Ste. 820
St., Ste.
P.O.
Box 1097
PO. Box
1097
Boise,
ID 83701
83701
Boise, ID


III

El

El

IZI

First
First Class
Mail
Class Mail
Facsimile
Facsimile – 208.331.1529
208.331.1529
Hand
Hand Delivery
Delivery
iCourts
– doneill@idalaw.com
iCoutts 7
doneill@idalaw.com

F.
Matthew Stoppello
F. Matthew
Stoppello
Stoppello
PLLC
Stoppello Law,
Law, PLLC
250
S.
Fifth
St.,
Fifth
250 S.
820
Ste. 820
St, Ste.
Boise,
ID 83702
83702
Boise, ID
for Clay Roman
Attorneys for


III

El

El

IZI

First
First Class
Mail
Class Mail
Facsimile
Facsimile – 208.389.9449
208.389.9449
Hand
Hand Delivery
Delivery
iCourts
– matt@stoppellolaw.com
iCoutts 7
matt@stoppellolaw.com

,

,

H. Cozakos
/s/ Shelly H.
Shelly
H. Cozakos
Cozakos
Shelly H.
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Filed
Electronically Filed
5/11/2018 3:25 PM
Fourth
Judicial District,
Fourth Judicial
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
King, Deputy Clerk
By: Amy King,

O’Neill/ISB #4021
Derrick
Derrick O’Neill/ISB
#4021
F UHRMAN GOURLEY,
GLEHILL FUHRMAN
JONES
JONES GLEHILL
PA.
GOURLEY, P.A.
th
225
225 N.
N. 99th St.,
820
Ste. 820
St., Ste.
Box 1097
PO
PO Box
1097
Boise,
Idaho 83701
83701
Boise, Idaho
208-331-1170
Telephone:
Telephone: 208-331-1170
208-331-1529
Facsimile:
Facsimile: 208-331-1529
doneill@idalaw.com
doneill idalaw.com

Attorneys
Plaintiff
for Plaintiff
Attorneys for
IN THE
THE DISTRICT
THE FOURTH
THE
IN
DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF
FOURTH JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE
OF THE
COURT OF
STATE
IN AND
AND FOR
THE COUNTY
ADA
STATE OF
FOR THE
OF IDAHO,
OF ADA
COUNTY OF
IDAHO, IN
CV01-17-8091
Case
No. CV01-17-8091
Case No.

ALSCO
ALSCO INC.,
INC,

AND
FINDINGS
FINDINGS OF
FACT AND
OF FACT
CONCLUSIONS
LAW
OF LAW
CONCLUSIONS OF

Plaintiff,
Plaintiff,
vs.
VS.
CLAY
CLAY ROMAN,
an individual
individual d/b/a
d/b/a
ROMAN, an
FATTY’S BAR,
FATTY’S; and
FATTY’S;
an
and FATTY’S
BAR, LLC,
LLC, an
Limited Liability
Idaho
Idaho Limited
Corporation,
Liability Corporation,
Defendant.
Defendant.

COMES
NOW, the
by and
Plaintiff by
the following
through its
its counsel
the Plaintiff
following
of record,
ﬁles the
COMES NOW,
and files
and through
counsel of
record, and
findings
ﬁndings of
of fact
fact and
of law.
conclusions of
and conclusions
law.
UNDISPUTED
UNDISPUTED FACTS
FACTS
1)
1)

th
17th,
On
, 2011,
bar
March 17
Roman executed
On or
or about
on behalf
behalf of
of aa bar
executed aa Contract,
about March
Contract, on
2011, Clay
Clay Roman

known
F attys, with
with Alsco,
textile supplies.
for the
the rental
rental of
for aa period
The Contract
known as
Inc. for
of textile
Contract was
period
supplies. The
as Fattys,
was for
Alsco, Inc.
of
months and
the contract
for
of sixty
provision whereby
contract automatically
contained aa provision
and contained
renewed for
automatically renewed
whereby the
sixty (60)
(60) months
in the
in the
an
forth in
months if not
not terminated
the manner
manner set
the Contract.
terminated in
an additional
additional sixty
Contract. (Ex.
set forth
sixty (60)
(EX. 1I
(60) months

Line 14)
Tr. Pg.
admitted
admitted Tr.
Pg. 43
43 Line
14)
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2)
2)

At
was run
by Justin
At the
F attys Bar
time of
the time
the above
Bar was
Mr.
of the
Justin Zora.
referenced contract,
Zora. Mr.
run by
above referenced
contract, Fattys

Zora
the bar
through an
LLC called
Fun LLC,
there was
although there
Zora did
an LLC
Tons of
of Fun
no recording
recording
did run
run the
bar through
called Tons
was no
LLC, although
16-17 Line
with the
In
With
that arrangement
Line 18-11).
the Idaho
reﬂecting that
arrangement (Zora-Tr.
18-11). In
(Zora-Tr. Pg.
of State
Pg. 16-17
Idaho Secretary
State reflecting
Secretary of

late
Mr. Zora
looking for
for aa financial
ﬁnancial partner.
partner.
late 2012,
Zora was
was looking
2012, Mr.

Mr.
Mr. Zora
for Steve
Zora worked
worked for
Steve

in the
Drink (( Zora
22
the past,
The Drink
Tr. Pg.
Masonheimer
bar called
Impact Wireless
Masonheimer in
both at
at Impact
at aa bar
Zora Tr.
Pg. 22
Wireless and
and at
called The
past, both

Line
Line 4-5;
4-5; Tr.
Line 14).
Tr. Pg.
Mr. Zora
Mr. Masonheimer
Masonheimer about
Pg. 33
Zora approached
becoming involved
involved
approached Mr.
about becoming
33 Line
14). Mr.
th
4th,
with Fattys
, 2013,
F attys and
with
with the
the Idaho
Organization with
on January
ﬁled aa certificate
certiﬁcate of
of Organization
Idaho
and on
2013, they
January 4
they filed

3-Admitted Tr.
Secretary
F attys Bar
forming Fattys
Bar LLC
LLC (Ex
Tr. Pg.
of State
Pg. 152)
State forming
Secretary of
152)
(EX 3-Admitted

2)
2)

F attys out
In early
F attys Bar
In
bar known
Bar LLC
LLC operated
the bar
the same
known as
of the
out of
operated the
same space
space as
as
as Fattys
2013, Fattys
early 2013,

F attys, used
F attys, employed
the bar
the same
the prior
the
prior known
known as
prior bar
known as
signage as
bar prior
bar known
same signage
as Fattys,
used the
as the
as Fattys,
employed

most
prior bar
used the
F attys, had
the same
the prior
the same
the
known as
most of
of the
and used
bar known
had the
vendors and
same employees
same vendors
as the
as Fattys,
employees as
same
bar equipment
prior bar
bar known
F attys.(Zora-Tr. Pg.
24 Lines
11-19; Roman
the prior
Tr.
known as
Lines 11-19;
Roman Tr.
equipment as
Pg. 24
same bar
as the
as Fattys.(Zora-Tr.
Pg.306
Line 19;
Line 19-25)
Tr. Pg.
143 Line
Masonheimer Tr.
Pg. 143
19-25)
Pg.306 Line
Steve Masonheimer
19; Steve
3)
3)

The
with Alsco
textile supply
rental contract
The textile
its terms
terms on
contract with
on
Alsco automatically
renewed by
automatically renewed
supply rental
by its

th
17th,
that contract
the bar
March
, 2016.
provide services
under that
March 17
known as
to provide
contract to
to the
continued to
2016. Alsco
Alsco continued
bar known
services under
as

Fattys
F attys through
F attys Bar
through and
the renewal
Bar LLC
LLC continued
after the
to accept
continued to
renewal date
those services,
and after
and Fattys
date and
accept those
services,
until March
would no
be
F attys LLC
In March
it would
until
that it
LLC informed
informed Alsco
March of
March of
longer be
of 2017.
of 2017,
no longer
2017. In
Alsco that
2017, Fattys
172-173 Line
accepting
Line 13-1)
the contract.
13-1)
Pg. 172-173
contract. (Tr.
accepting services
under the
services under
(Tr. Pg.
F attys, Mr.
4)
with Fattys,
with the
the Alsco
Mr. and
LLC
Masonheimer had
contract with
Mrs. Masonheimer
an LLC
A1500 contract
and Mrs.
had an
Concurrently with
4) Concurrently

In
The Drink,
call
was also
which was
identical Alsco
call The
an identical
contract (Ex.
admitted Tr.45)
under an
Alsco contract
also under
5 admitted
Drink, which
Tr.45) In
(EX. 5

“buying Fattys”
addition,
Drink contacted
F attys” (Ex
The Drink
110 admitted
admitted
indicated they
Alsco and
contacted Alsco
and indicated
were “buying
addition, The
they were
(EX 110

Tr.
in the
billing address
making changes
from aa COD
Tr. Pg.
the billing
for Fattys
changing from
Pg. 79)
and making
changes in
and changing
COD
address for
Fattys and
79) and
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relationship
F attys agreement
that time
time the
the Fattys
relationship to
There was
indication at
relationship. There
to aa charge
no indication
at that
agreement
charge relationship.
was no
7 19).
was terminated.
Lines 6
terminated. (Tr.
Pg. 79
was
79 Lines
6–
(Tr. Pg.
19).

5)
5)

The
provides that
breach and
that early
that the
termination of
The contract
the contract
the
contract provides
of the
contract is
is aa breach
and that
early termination

breaching patty
party Will
will be
for liquidated
The liquidated
breaching
liable for
liquidated damages.
liquidated damages
are calculated
calculated by
damages are
damages. The
be liable
by
taking the
that number
the average
the last
ten (10)
the
taking
of the
last ten
number by
invoices and
and multiplying
average of
multiplying that
weekly invoices
(10) weekly
by the

number
weeks left
would be
be paid
were
if the
that would
left under
the contract
the contract
number of
of weeks
contract (the
contract were
under the
paid if
balance that
(the balance
satisfied
in half.
In the
that number
the case
through the
the entire
entire term)
there were
dividing that
number in
at hand,
satisfied through
half. In
were
case at
hand, there
term) dividing
207
weeks left
weekly invoice
left under
the contract
the average
the contract
contract and
contract
invoice was
under the
$224.22. If the
207 weeks
and the
average weekly
was $224.22.
was paid
paid through
through the
the entire
entire term,
the contract,
Alsco would
Under the
have received
received $46,412.92.
would have
was
contract,
$46,412.92. Under
term, Alsco
one-half (1/2)
that amount.
the liquidated
for breach
the
Pg. 84)
liquidated damages
amount. (Tr.
breach are
are one-half
damages for
(Tr. Pg.
84)
(1/2) that

CONCLUSIONS
LAW
OF LAW
CONCLUSIONS OF

1)
1)

Fattys
Bar LLC
in interest.
LLC is
liable as
interest.
is liable
as successor
successor in
Fattvs Bar

At trial,
F attys Bar
it did
maintain that
that it
the assets
Bar LLC
LLC continued
not purchase
At
of
of the
to maintain
continued to
did not
purchase any
assets of
trial, Fattys
any of
any
until December
F attys bar
ran Fattys
Mr. Masonheimer
2012. Mr.
Masonheimer filed
or individual
individual who
of 2012.
ﬁled aa
December of
who ran
bar up
up until
entity or
any entity
“F atty’s Bar
declaration
wherein he
Tr. Pg.
149 line10)
Bar LLC
LLC used
15 admitted
admitted Tr.
Pg. 149
he testified
testiﬁed “Fatty’s
declaration (exhibit
used
(exhibit 15
linelO) wherein
its
in aa new
F atty’s Bar
its own
Bar LLC
LLC did
not buy
equipment and
restaurant/bar. Fatty’s
own equipment
and furnishings,
new restaurant/bar.
did not
furnishings, etc.,
etc., in
buy
the
business dealings
prior business.
business.
prior business,
with owner
the assets
the prior
the prior
of the
no business
of the
dealings with
owner of
and had
had no
assets of
business, and
F atty’s Bar
Bar LLC
LLC did
not assume
the prior
liabilities of
Fatty’s
prior business
legal obligations
obligations and/or
of the
or
and/0r liabilities
did not
business or
assume any
any legal

business.” In
have
prior business.”
In fact,
with the
the owners
Mr. Masonheimer
the prior
Masonheimer
sort of
of agreement
agreement with
of the
owners of
have any
fact, Mr.
any sort

“I was
stated
was not
who the
business was,
in that
that same
that “I
not sure
the owner
the business
of the
owner of
stated in
same declaration,
sure exactly
declaration, that
exactly who
was,
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but later
believed Mr.
it to
that II believed
LLC that
Mr.
later believed
Roman or
to be
or an
an entity
Tons of
of Fun,
but
called Tons
believed it
be Clay
entity called
Fun, LLC
Clay Roman
in.”
Roman
was part
part owner
Roman was
owner in.”
Mr.
position at
when he
was asked:
trial when
this position
Mr. Masonheimer
Masonheimer reiterated
reiterated this
at trial
he was
asked:
it’s your
Q:
you just
just opened
brand-new business
unrelated to
that you
there unrelated
to
business there
opened aa brand-new
testimony that
your testimony
So, it’s
Q: So,
the old
the
business:
old business:

A:
line 13-15)
Pg.140 line
A: Yes.
13-15)
Yes. (Tr.
(Tr. Pg.140
According
wasn’t aa
initial testimony
this wasn’t
Mr. Masonheimer,
the declaration
According to
to the
of Mr.
declaration and
and initial
Masonheimer, this
testimony of
traditional
vs. aa stock
was completely
matter of
his business
traditional matter
to
of an
an asset
unrelated to
stock purchase,
sale VS.
business was
asset sale
completely unrelated
purchase, his
the
prior business.
position is
by aa number
This position
trial.
the prior
is contradicted
number of
of facts
at trial.
contradicted by
facts at
business. This
F atty’s Bar
Exhibit 88 (admitted
line 10)
Bar LLC
LLC
Tr. Pg.
143 line
The Agreement:
entitled Fatty’s
1)
Agreement: Exhibit
Pg. 143
is entitled
(admitted Tr.
10) is
1) The

agreement
was executed
for the
the purchase
Justin
agreement and
of numerous
enumerated assets
numerous enumerated
and was
purchase of
executed for
owned by
assets owned
by Justin
Zora
Zora and/or
Tons of
of Fun,
LLC.
and/0r Tons
Fun, LLC.
F attys bar
it existed
F attys Bar
2)
before Fattys
Timing: Fattys
The Timing:
Bar LLC,
shut down
on December
existed before
December
bar as
down on
as it
LLC, shut
2) The
st
315‘,
F attys Bar
31
, 2012.
line 21)
164 line
Bar LLC
LLC managed
the bar,
2012. (Tr.
Pg. 164
to investigate
investigate ownership
ownership of
of the
managed to
(Tr. Pg.
bar,
21) Fattys

Smith and
hire
from Colby
liquor license,
negotiate
purchase aa liquor
purchase equipment
equipment from
negotiate aa lease,
and hire
license, purchase
lease, purchase
Colby Smith
th
4th,
, 2013
Justin
F attvs Bar
all before
the LLC
LLC agreement
for Fattys
Bar
Justin Zora
Zora as
2013 when
when the
agreement for
before January
as a
a manager,
JanuarV 4
manager, all

“So all
LLC
was filed
with the
LLC was
the secretary
Mr. Masonheimer
all the
the big
Masonheimer testified
ﬁled with
of state.
testiﬁed “So
big equipment,
state. Mr.
equipment,
secretary of

from
big assets
from refrigerators
the company,
all owned
the bar
the actual
refrigerators to
to the
to the
of the
bar to
were all
owned by
actual big
assets of
they were
company, they
by
didn’t find
in there
Smith and
until we
Colby
we didn’t
we went
went in
that out
ﬁnd that
ﬁnd out
the
there trying
to find
and we
out until
out who
who owned
owned the
trying to
Colby Smith
abandoned.” (Tr.
it had
it could
143-144, lines
24-4) Since
not have
lines 24-4)
equipment
equipment because
Pg. 143-144,
Since it
had been
been abandoned.”
have
could not
because it
(Tr. Pg.

m

been
until the
that would
the old
to have
on aa date
December
01d bar
bar closed,
date after December
been abandoned
have to
have been
been on
abandoned until
would have
closed, that
st
31“,
Masonheimer’s testimony
31
, 2012.
this issue
not
the timing,
Mr. Masonheimer’s
2012. Particularly
is not
given the
on this
issue is
Particularly given
timing, Mr.
testimony on
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credible.
credible.
3)
was facing
that he
Roman Testimony
facing
relationship: Justin
Zora and
on relationship:
Justin Zora
Zora testified
testiﬁed that
he was
and Roman
Testimonv on
3) Zora
some
partner (Tr.
F attys in
in 2012
2012 and
line 8).
running Fattys
ﬁnancial issues
ﬁnancial partner
Pg. 31
31 line
and needed
some financial
issues running
needed aa financial
(Tr. Pg.
8).
F attys Bar
in anticipation
He
with Steve
the Fattys
Bar LLC
LLC agreement
anticipation of
Masonheimer in
He signed
agreement with
of aa
signed the
Steve Masonheimer

partnership
partnership (Tr.
Pg. 21,
line4).
(Tr. Pg.
21, line4).

that Zora
Even
Masonheimer testified
Even Masonheimer
testiﬁed that
Zora asked
being aa
asked about
about being

partner (Tr.
was being
being
that Steve
line 2).
partner
Roman testified
testified that
Masonheimer was
Pg. 167
167 line
Steve Masonheimer
Finally, Clay
(Tr. Pg.
Clay Roman
2). Finally,
brought in
in to
Line 7)
the operation
partner (Tr.
brought
to the
operation as
Pg. 46.
46. Line
as a
a partner
(Tr. Pg.
7)
4)
F attys never
The bar
Roman testimony
known as
Zora and
on reopening:
reopening: The
never actually
and Roman
bar known
testimonv on
as Fattys
actually
4) Zora
st
31St
shut
closure
The December
shut down.
Justin Zora
Zora testified:
testified:
December 31
closure was
down. The
was temporary.
temporary. Justin

infraction on
A:
liquor license
to close.
A: We
an infraction
on our
license and
had an
our liquor
and we
forced to
were forced
close. They
We had
we were
They
st
th
30th
gave
us the
was not
ﬁnding aa time,
the option
through January
not aa
option of
of finding
and obviously
gave us
was
time, and
obviously January
January 11St through
January 30

Year’s Eve.
very busy
busy time
we decided
in our
time in
to close
of New
New Year’s
our industry,
Eve.
close as
decided to
as of
so we
industry, so
very

Q:
was aa temporary
that was
closure?
So that
temporary closure?
Okay, So
Q: Okay,
Absolute- Well
it was.
A:
A: AbsoluteWell theoretically
was.
theoretically it

And did
ﬁre all
all your
Q:
did you
employees
Okay. And
your employees
you fire
Q: Okay.
22-23. Lines
A:
Lines 19-7)
A: No
No (Tr.
Pg. 22-23.
19-7)
(Tr. Pg.

Similarly,
in his
F attys Bar
that Fattys
Mr. Roman
his deposition
Bar never
Roman testified
testiﬁed in
deposition that
never closed
closed (Tr.
Similarly, Mr.
(Tr.
Pg.
in business
line 19)
that there
time he
the time
there were
Pg. 305
no differences
he
differences in
operations between
and that
between the
were no
business operations
305 line
19) and
F attys Bar
worked
worked for
line 19)
time worked
for Justin
the time
for Fattys
Bar LLC
LLC (Tr.
Justin Zora
Zora and
Pg. 306
worked for
and the
306 line
(Tr. Pg.
19)

5)
5)

Bar LLC
LLC called
Statements
Statements to
to Alsco:
to indicate
indicate they
Alsco to
Alsco: Fattys
called Alsco
acquired
Fattys Bar
they acquired

Fattys
F attys Bar
Exhibit 110
from COD
line 10
Bar and
for aa change
110
to ask
to charge
Pg. 79
10 and
change from
charge status
and to
ask for
COD to
and Exhibit
status (Tr.
79 line
(Tr. Pg.
261-261
admitted
well (Tr.
line 4).
this fact
Tr. Pg.
Jennifer Masonheimer
Masonheimer confirmed
admitted Tr.
Pg. 79
conﬁrmed this
fact as
Pg. 261-261
79 line
as well
(Tr. Pg.
4). Jennifer
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7 9).
lines
No mention
was aa new
unrelated business.
business.
F attys Bar
that Fattys
mention was
Bar LLC
LLC was
lines 19
19 –
or unrelated
new or
made that
was made
9). No

The
with the
F attys Bar
that Fattys
The overwhelming
Bar LLC
LLC had
the
relationship with
overwhelming evidence
had some
evidence was
some relationship
was that
prior
written contract
F attys Bar,
prior business
with Alsco.
known as
which business
contract with
under aa written
Alsco.
business known
business was
as Fattys
was under
Bar, which
it may
The
been aa merger
that all
The evidence
the fact
all of
the same
merger given
given the
fact that
of the
and
evidence suggests
have been
same assets
suggests it
assets and
may have
in the
F attys Bar
that Fattys
the continued
the bar
the fact
Bar LLC
LLC later
employees
later
operation of
of the
fact that
continued operation
bar and
and the
were used
used in
employees were

paid Justin
brought to
business. If
If itit was,
then
Fun LLC
LLC for
for the
the assets
the business.
Justin Zora/Tons
of Fun
to the
Zora/Tons of
paid
assets they
they brought
was, then
Fattys
with Plaintiff.
F attys Bar
F attys as
in contract
Plaintiff.
into the
Bar LLC
LLC steps
the shoes
the entity
of Fattys
contract with
steps into
shoes of
as the
entity in
wasn’t an
However,
with or
the
there wasn’t
an agreement
agreement to
to merge
merge with
or acquire
assuming arguendo,
acquire the
However, assuming
arguendo, there
F attys Bar
Plaintiff maintains
prior business
still liable
prior
maintains Fattys
Bar LLC
LLC is
is still
liable
and liabilities),
business entirely
entirely (assets
liabilities), Plaintiff
(assets and

the theory
under
of successor
under the
successor liability
liability
theory of

“The traditional
traditional rule
Admittedly,
of successor
rule of
successor liability
liability
Admittedly, “The

has
buys the
that aa corporation
that buys
not take
the liabilities
the assets
liabilities
another corporation
of another
corporation does
take the
corporation that
has been
been that
assets of
does not
of
that corporation
of that
to prevent
prevent
corporation [citation
created to
Corporate successor
successor liability
was created
[citation omitted]
liability was
omitted] Corporate
corporations
when there
their liabilities
from evading
through changes
liabilities through
there is
of ownership
ownership when
is aa buy
corporations from
evading their
changes of
out
buy out
or
the general
merger [citation
or aa merger
four generally
to the
general rule
recognized exceptions
exceptions to
rule
[citation omitted]
omitted] Thus,
generally recognized
Thus, four
developed:
developed:
(1)
purchasing corporation
The purchasing
implied agrees
the liabilities
the seller,
liabilities of
corporation expressly
or implied
to assume
of the
agrees to
assume the
seller,
expressly or
(1) The
“de facto”
facto” consolidation
(2)
The transaction
transaction amounts
to aa “de
or merger,
consolidation or
amounts to
merger,
(2) The

(3)
purchasing corporation
the selling
selling corporation,
The purchasing
continuation of
corporation is
is merely
of the
or
corporation, or
merely aa continuation
(3) The

liability.”
in order
(4)
into in
The transaction
transaction was
to escape
entered into
order to
was fraudulently
escape liability.”
fraudulently entered
(4) The
Washington
v. United
Washington V.
United States,
F. Supp
930 F.
Supp 474,486
474,486 (WDWA
States2 930
(WDWA 1996).
1996).
At
At trial,
F attys Bar
in interest.
the evidence
Bar LLC
LLC as
identiﬁed Fattys
interest.
evidence clearly
successor in
as a
a successor
trial, the
clearly identified
Looking
F attys Bar
the
Looking at
the factors
Bar LLC
LLC expressly,
at the
or at
at least
factors above,
least impliedly,
assumed the
impliedly, assumed
above, Fattys
expressly, or
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agreement
phone to
with Alsco
calling Alsco
the phone
the terms
terms of
agreement with
on the
to change
of service
Alsco by
Alsco on
change the
and provide
provide aa
service and
by calling
7 9).
261-261 lines
new
by Jennifer
In
Jennifer Masonheimer.
lines 19
testiﬁed to
to by
Masonheimer. (Tr.
Pg. 261-261
19 –
new payment
as testified
address, as
payment address,
(Tr. Pg.
9). In

“new” Fatty’s
addition,
F atty’s Bar
forth about
the facts
the “new”
Bar was
merger
continuation or
or merger
facts set
set forth
about reflect,
as the
was aa continuation
addition, as
reﬂect, the

“old” Fattys
F attys bar,
24 line
of
using the
line 16
the “old”
the same
Tr. Pg.
Tr. Pg.
of the
Pg. 24
16 and
Pg. 307
signage (Zora
and (Roman
same signage
307
(Roman Tr.
(Zora Tr.
bar, using
line 6)
line 7)
the same
the same
Tr. Pg.
the
including the
line
Pg. 23
23 line
and including
same business
business name,
same employees
employees (Zora
name, the
(Zora Tr.
6) the
7) and
18-20 and
same
line 18-20
Tr. Pg.
146 line
Tr. 152
152
Roman (Masonheimer
Justin Zora
Zora and
Pg. 146
and Clay
and Tr.
same managers,
(Masonheimer Tr.
managers, Justin
Clay Roman

Line
in exactly
Line 23
Line 15)
Tr. Pg.
the same
The same
operating in
23 and
Pg. 180
and Tr.
180 Line
and operating
same lease
same
lease space.
space. The
exactly the
15) and

“new” LLC
“old”
evidence
that the
the conclusion
the “new”
LLC was
the “old”
continuation of
of the
conclusion that
supports the
evidence supports
was simply
simply aa continuation
LLC,
line 10).
Tr. Pg.
152 line
having Justin
admitted Tr.
Pg. 152
both having
Justin Zora
Zora as
member (Exhibit
as a
a member
(Exhibit 33 admitted
LLC, both
10).
the characterization
the transaction
Mr. Masonheimer
Finally,
characterization of
transaction by
Masonheimer appears
of the
to be
appears to
be entirely
entirely
Finally, the
by Mr.

Masonheimer’s inconsistent
shaped
by aa desire
Mr. Masonheimer’s
not
inconsistent statements
statements about
to avoid
desire to
about not
avoid liability.
shaped by
liability. Mr.

knowing
who owned
before he
business dealings
F attys Bar
knowing who
Bar before
his LLC,
not having
having and
he formed
formed his
dealings
and business
owned Fattys
LLC, not
with the
prior owner
prior owner
from the
with
the prior
all
the prior
not purchasing
the assets
purchasing any
of the
owner are
owner and
are all
and not
assets from
any of
contradicted
the evidence
trial.
at trial.
contradicted by
presented at
evidence presented
by the

No
prior owner:
N0 knowledge
of prior
knowledge of
owner:

Mr.
Mr.

him about
in Fattys
F attys (Tr.
Masonheimer
Masonheimer admitted
admitted Justin
Justin Zora
Zora approached
Pg.
becoming involved
involved in
approached him
about becoming
(Tr. Pg.

160
Line 25)
that he
the Secretary
determine who
to try
of State
he looked
at the
State records
and determine
who
160 Line
and that
looked at
records to
Secretary of
25) and
try and
owned
bar (Tr.
Line 11).
that Clay
the bar
140 Line
far as
Roman owned
Pg. 140
He even
went so
to suggest
even went
owned the
suggest that
owned
so far
as to
(Tr. Pg.
11). He
Clay Roman
he’d sent
in
the
Exhibit 15)
text back
the bar
though he’d
Roman aa text
sent Clay
bar (Masonheimer
back in
even though
Declaration, Exhibit
(Masonheimer Declaration,
Clay Roman
15) even

owner” (Exhibit
“you were
May
Line 11).
Tr. Pg.
of 2017
2017 saying
an owner”
admitted Tr.
Pg. 51
51 Line
never legally
were never
(Exhibit 77 admitted
legally an
saying “you
11).
May of
Prior business
the owner
Prior
with owner:
with the
having any
He also
dealings with
dealings with
owner
owner: He
denied having
business dealings
also denied
business dealings
any business

of
prior business
business (Masonheimer
but admitted
Exhibit 15)
trial:
the prior
Declaration Exhibit
admitted at
at trial:
of the
(Masonheimer Declaration
15) but
Q:
At the
in fact
time you
that statement,
the time
the agreement
fact executed
agreement
had in
made that
executed the
statement, you
you made
you had
Q: At
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with Mr.
Exhibit 8,
with
Mr. Zora,
correct?
Zora, Exhibit
8, correct?
A:
A: Correct
Correct
Q
you made
you were
were aware
time you
that statement,
that Mr.
the
And at
the time
Mr. Zora
at the
Zora was
made that
aware that
was the
statement, you
Q And
F atty’s, correct?
prior owner
prior
of Fatty’s,
owner of
correct?

Objection-I withdraw
it. Sorry
Ms.
Withdraw it.
Ms. Cozakos
Cozakos Objection-I
Sorry
149-150 Lines
A.
Lines 20-4)
20-4)
A. Yes.
Pg. 149-150
Yes. (Tr.
(Tr. Pg.

Finally,
while the
that he
from Mr.
Mr. Masonheimer
the Declaration
Masonheimer was
Declaration from
he did
of assets:
did
purchase of
assets: While
was that
Finally, purchase
not
purchase any
from the
prior owner,
sign the
the asset
not purchase
the prior
he did
agreement (Exhibit
purchase agreement
asset purchase
assets from
(Exhibit
owner, he
any assets
@ sign
8).
was just
just referring
referring to
the majority
the discrepancy
of assets
to the
he suggested
he was
When asked
asked about
about the
assets
suggested he
discrepancy he
majority of
8). When
In addition,
in running
F attys
Line 19).
the equipment
running Fattys
(Tr.
used in
equipment used
Pg. 143,
he admits
admits he
he purchased
purchased the
addition, he
143, Line
(Tr. Pg.
19). In

Bar
up until
used until
until December
until that
that date
Bar up
the liquor
liquor license
an agreement
agreement
license used
December 2012,
and executed
date and
executed an
2012, the
for
by Fattys
F attys Bar
until that
that date.
for the
the lease
the same
Bar up
164 Lines
11-17)
Lines 11-17)
of the
Pg. 164
same space
lease of
date. (Tr.
space used
used by
up until
(Tr. Pg.
in operation
F attys up
All of
All
were assets
used in
until December
things were
Mr.
2012. Mr.
operation of
of Fattys
of these
these things
December 2012.
assets used
up until
mis-characterization of
Masonheimer
his mis-characterization
the facts
not aa credible
Masonheimer is
of the
is aa deliberate
is not
Witness and
facts is
deliberate
credible witness
and his
attempt to
attempt
to avoid
avoid liability.
liability.

In
under the
In addition,
F atty’s Bar
in interest
Bar LLC
LLC is
the continuity
interest under
is a
of enterprise
enterprise
successor in
a successor
addition, Fatty’s
continuity of
“(1) retention
theory.
retention of
the same
retention of
to be
of the
of
Factors to
include “(1)
considered include
same employees,
be considered
theory. Factors
employees, (2)
(2) retention

the
in the
the same
retention of
the same
the same
facilities in
of the
production facilities
same supervisory
same production
same
personnel, (3)
supervisory personnel,
(3) retention
physical
the same
retention of
the same
of the
of the
production of
same product,
same name,
location; (4)
product, (5)
physical location;
name, (6)
(4) production
(5) retention
(6)
“Id.at 487.
the facts
continuity
business operations
of assets,
of general
general business
operations “Id.at
facts
487. Again,
continuity of
continuity of
Again, the
assets, (7)
(7) continuity

suggest
F attys Bar
F atty’s
that Fattys
that was
Bar LLC
LLC was,
the enterprise
continuation of
at aa minimum,
of the
enterprise that
suggest that
minimum, aa continuation
was Fatty’s
was, at
Bar.
trial as
the criteria
for above.
criteria above
criteria was
single one
Bar. Every
of the
conﬁrmed at
at trial
one of
set for
Same
above criteria
was confirmed
as set
above. Same
Every single
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employees:
panel: Zora
Roman as
Zora and
location: yes;
and Roman
Same location:
Same supervisory
supervisog panel:
as managers;
managers; Same
employees: yes;
yes;
yes; Same
Same
yes-both those
form Zora
of assets:
Zora and
those purchased
those purchased
name: yes;
and those
purchased form
purchased
Same name:
Continuitv of
assets: yes-both
yes; Continuity
F attys’ existing
from
business operations:
from Fattys’
existing landlord;
all
of general
general business
to Alsco
Alsco and
operations: yes,
and all
Continuitv of
landlord; Continuity
yes, to

it was,
still is,
the
from
the world,
Bar LLC
LLC cannot
cannot hide
hide from
Bar. Accordingly,
and still
world, it
Accordingly, Fattys
Fattys Bar.
Fattys Bar
was, and
is, Fattys
letting vendors
their corporate
changing their
liabilities by
liabilities
by changing
Without letting
know.
vendors know.
corporate entity
entity without

Finally,
this is
the Defendants
the issue
the Statute
Defendants have
of the
of Frauds.
is
raised the
Statute of
Frauds. However,
have raised
issue of
However, this
Finally, the
not
in interest
if the
in aa successor
not applicable
the was
interest discussion.
merger or
an actual
or
applicable in
discussion. Obviously,
actual merger
successor in
was an
Obviously, if
full
prior business,
would take
F attys Bar
existing contracts
the prior
Bar LLC
LLC would
all existing
Without
full acquisition
acquisition of
of the
take all
contracts without
business, Fattys
“re-signed.” Similarly,
F attys Bar
if there
having
that Fattys
Bar LLC
LLC
determination that
there is
having to
is aa determination
to get
get everything
everything “re-signed.”
Similarly, if
in interest,
the statue
part of
is
continuation of
of
of enterprise,
is aa successor
of defacto
or aa continuation
defacto merger,
statue of
successor in
enterprise, the
interest, part
merger, or

frauds
in Pennsylvania
in Lehman
District Court
not applicable.
the U.S.
is not
As discussed
Court in
frauds is
applicable. As
discussed by
US. District
Pennsylvania in
by the
Holdings, Inc.
Inc. v.
Diversified Mortgage Services,
942 F.
F.
Brothers Holdings,
v. Gateway Funding Diversiﬁed
Services, L.P., 942
“then by
in interest,
if itit isis determined
that aa patty
Supp.2d
party is
Penn. 2013)
determined that
is a
516 (E.D.
Supp.2d 516
successor in
a successor
interest, “then
2013) if
(ED. Penn.
by

Arlington’s [predecessor]
definition
written liabilities.
deﬁnition Gateway
liabilities.
assumes Arlington’s
successor] assumes
[alleged successor]
Gateway [alleged
[predecessor] written

There
Arlington and
that aa written
therefor
There is
written contract
is no
no dispute
contract existed
existed between
and Lehman,
and therefor
dispute that
between Arlington
Lehman, and
Arlington’s successor
there
problem, assuming
be Arlington’s
that Gateway
there is
is no
no statute
of frauds
is found
to be
assuming that
found to
frauds problem,
statute of
successor
Gateway is
interest.” Id.
in interest.”
in
Id.at
at 533.
533.

The
F attys Bar
trial clearly
that Fattys
The testimony
the determination
Bar
determination that
at trial
and evidence
supports the
evidence at
testimony and
clearly supports
LLC
benefits of
bar, including
F attys bar,
existing Fattys
LLC accepted,
all of
the beneﬁts
the existing
including
to and
of the
of the
and enjoyed
succeeded to
accepted, succeeded
enjoyed all
the
the space,
the employees,
the managers,
the equipment
the customers.
equipment and
and the
should
customers. By
managers, the
space, the
law, they
employees, the
they should
By law,
not
be able
whose identity
not be
the liabilities
the entity
liabilities of
to avoid
of the
able to
avoid the
assumed.
identity they
entity Whose
they assumed.
2)
2)

Fatty’s
if Fattys
F attv’s LLC
ratified the
LLC accepted
and ratified
the Alsco
LLC
Agreement. Even
Even if
Alsco Agreement.
accepted and
Fattys Bar,
Bar, LLC
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isn’t deemed
isn’t
with Alsco.
in interest
it ratified
the contract
interest by
ratiﬁed the
operation of
of law,
contract with
As
Alsco. As
deemed aa successor
successor in
law, it
by operation

“if the
previously noted,
with full
the material
ratification may
implied “if
the principal,
material
full knowledge
of the
knowledge of
principal, with
previously
noted, ratification
may implied
facts,
benefits from
in or
from the
the contract,
retains beneﬁts
remains silent,
or
and retains
accepts and
acquiesces in
contract, remains
silent, acquiesces
received, accepts
facts, received,
fails
the contact,
exhibits conduct
disafﬁrm the
fails to
demonstrating an
or otherwise
to repudiate
or disaffirm
an
repudiate or
otherwise exhibits
conduct demonstrating
contact, or
agent’s act
“Restatement (Second)
the agent’s
binding “Restatement
adoption
recognition of
of the
of Agency
82
adoption and
and recognition
act as
as binding
Agency §§ 82
(Second) of

Fatty’s Bar,
(2017).
years.
from ALSCO
than four
for more
LLC accepted
more than
four (4)
ALSCO for
accepted services
services from
Here, Fatty’s
Bar, LLC
(2017). Here,
142 years.

(Tr.
by someone
Line 9)
original contract
the original
not
Pg. 80
Even assuming
contract was
assuming the
who was
someone who
executed by
80 Line
was executed
was not
(Tr. Pg.
9) Even
F attys Bar,
in accepting
an
their conduct
that contract.
Mr.
ratified that
an agent
agent of
of Fattys
contract. Mr.
accepting those
those services
conduct in
services ratified
Bar, LLC,
LLC, their

and
were already
under an
LLC called
the Drink,
another LLC
Mrs. Masonheimer,
of another
and Mrs.
owners of
called the
Masonheimer, as
as owners
Drink, were
already under
Q

A contract
their manager
with Alsco.
written contract
Roman (Exhibit
identical
identical written
contract with
contract signed
manager Clay
signed by
Alsco. A
(Exhibit 55
Clay Roman
by their
Tr.
Drink as
Pg 44
44 line
line 20)
the Drink
Tr. Pg
though they
Masonheimer admitted
Mrs. Masonheimer
admitted that,
and Mrs.
even though
closed the
as a
a
that, even
they closed
20) and
business,
that contract
the paid
through the
the end
its 5-year
term.
contract through
of its
paid that
end of
5-year term.
business, the
Q:
with respect
remaining
then what
the remaining
to the
What did
to do
respect to
did you
and Steve
Steve decide
decide to
do with
So then
you and
Q: So
Exhibit 5?
eight
eight months
months on
on Exhibit
5?
the payments
the end
the contract
term.
A:
A: We
to make
make the
to the
of the
contract term.
continued to
end of
We continued
payments to

Q:
that?
to do
did you
decide to
do that?
Why did
you guys
guys decide
Q: Why
11A:
us to
Pg 259
felt that
that our
that contract.
Lines 11committed us
A: We
to that
contract. (Tr
our employee
259 Lines
We felt
employee committed
(Tr Pg

17)
17)
The
bound by
that they
The Masonheimers
Roman
Masonheimers admitted
admitted that
contract signed
signed by
were bound
they were
Clay Roman
by aa contract
by Clay
Drink. As
that contract
That
for the
the Drink.
the terms
terms of
them. That
for
As such,
of the
of that
contract are
imputed to
to them.
knowledge of
are imputed
such, knowledge

contract
with Fattys
F attys and
in contacting
form as
the exact
the Alsco
contacting Alsco
contract is
is the
contract with
to
exact same
A1500 contract
Alsco to
and in
same form
as the
continue
F attys Bar
the Masonheimers/
Bar LLC
LLC ratified
ratiﬁed
continue services,
Masonheimers/ Fattys
continued services,
accepting continued
and accepting
services, the
services, and
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that
by their
their existing
that contract
existing agent.
though executed
contract as
agent.
executed by
as though
Defendants
will argue
that the
the ratified
the statue
ratified contract
Defendants will
contract is
is unenforceable
of the
Violative of
unenforceable as
argue that
statue
as violative
of
the purpose
the statute
terms are
certain contractual
of frauds.
Of course,
of the
of frauds
is to
to make
make certain
contractual terms
frauds is
are
frauds. Of
statute of
purpose of
course, the
in order
In the
in
reduced
writing in
the case
there is
to writing
to avoid
at hand,
is no
no ambiguity
order to
avoid any
reduced to
case at
ambiguity. In
ambiguity in
hand, there
any ambiguity.
the terms
the contract.
the beneﬁts
the contract
for more
the
benefits of
terms of
Defendant accepted
of the
of the
contract for
more
contract. Moreover,
accepted the
Moreover, Defendant

than
performance is
than four
the Statute
four (4)
of performance
is an
an exception
exception to
to the
Under Idaho
Idaho law,
Statute
acceptance of
years. Under
law, acceptance
(4) years.
of
In addition,
Plaintiff would
that the
from raising
the Defendant
raising
Defendant is
of Frauds.
note that
is equitably
Frauds. In
would note
estopped from
addition, Plaintiff
equitably estopped
“Under Idaho
the
per se
the statute
part performance
not remove
of frauds
performance per
Idaho law,
frauds as
remove aa
statute of
defense. “Under
as a
a defense.
56 does
does not
law, part
‘doctrine of
contract
from the
the ‘doctrine
part performance
the operation
the statute
of part
performance is
is
contract from
operation of
of the
of frauds.
statute of
frauds. Rather,
Rather, the
estoppel.’ [citation
form of
principle of
the more
best
of the
more general
general principle
of equitable
equitable estoppel.’
speciﬁc form
understood as
best understood
as a
a specific
[citation

omitted]
part performance,
performance, an
the doctrine
an oral
oral
operation of
of the
doctrine of
of part
to be
enforced by
be specifically
omitted] to
speciﬁcally enforced
by operation
‘must be
agreement
in all
all its
its material
material terms,
definite and
contain provisions
certain in
or contain
agreement ‘must
provisions
and certain
be complete,
complete, definite
terms, or

certainty.” Lettunich
which
National
in themselves
Bank National
which are
Lettunich v.
of being
being reduced
to certainty.”
themselves of
are capable
capable in
reduced to
V. Key
Kev Bank
Ass’n, Inc.
141 Idaho
citing Bear
Association,
125 Idaho
Inc. v.
Bear Island
Island Water
Idaho
Water Ass’n,
Idaho 362
362 (2005)
V. Brown,
Association, 141
Brown, 125
(2005) citing
the contract,
the terms
there is
terms of
717,723
is no
no confusion
of the
since
confusion about
about the
particularly since
contract, particularly
717,723 (1994).
Again, there
(1994). Again,

Masonheimer
In addition,
the exact
entities operating
other entities
operating under
Masonheimer owned
Mrs.
agreement. In
under the
exact same
same agreement.
owned other
addition, Mrs.
Masonheimer
Drink Contract
in October
that she
the Drink
testified that
Masonheimer testified
of the
Contract in
of
she specifically
October of
received aa copy
speciﬁcally received
copy of
F attys for
2016
that they
from Alsco
for another
months
another 5
2016 and
to receive
at Fattys
or 66 months
continued to
Alsco at
and that
receive services
services from
5 or
they continued

afterwards.
afterwards.
F attys Bar
Bar LLC
LLC on
the invoice
for
the signature
Finally,
by employees
of Fattys
on the
invoice receipts
receipts for
signature by
employees of
Finally, the

delivery
by the
writing that
that satisfies
the statute
the Utah
of frauds.
As noted
Utah Supreme
statute of
constitute aa writing
noted by
satisﬁes the
Supreme
frauds. As
delivery constitute
“This Court
Court
writings may
be
in addressing
that several
the issue,
held that
Court in
Court has
addressing the
has previously
several writings
previously held
issue, “This
may be
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construed
property,
containing all
all the
the terms
for the
the sale
terms of
together as
of aa contract
contract for
of real
real property,
sale of
construed together
as containing
notwithstanding
that they
than
the fact
not all
all signed
the party
notwithstanding the
fact that
to be
more than
signed by
Where more
are not
charged. Where
be charged.
they are
patty to
by the
one
writing is
the requirements
the Statute
requirements of
is used
to satisfy
of the
of Frauds,
nexus
one writing
Statute of
some nexus
used to
however, some
Frauds, however,
satisfy the
between the
writings must
the writings
must be
shown.
between
be shown.

This
by express
This requirement
either by
requirement may
satisﬁed either
express
be satisfied
may be

in the
writing to
from the
the signed
the unsigned
implied reference
the
reference
unsigned one,
to the
or by
reference in
reference gleamed
signed writing
gleamed from
one, or
by implied
transaction.” Gregerson v.
contents
writings and
Jensen,
the writings
the circumstances
the transaction.”
contents of
of the
circumstances surround
surround the
and the
v. Jensen,

In the
617
that they
the case
the invoices
P.2d 369,
at hand,
indicate that
themselves indicate
invoices themselves
617 P.2d
373 (Utah
case at
hand, the
(Utah 1980).
1980). In
369, 373
they
F attys
are
The endorsement
written contract
to aa signed
contract on
on file.
ﬁle. The
of those
endorsement of
pursuant to
those invoices
signed written
invoices by
are pursuant
by Fattys

Bar LLC
LLC employees
Bar
ties those
together.
agreements together.
those agreements
employees ties

3.
3.

It is
Liability
undisputed that
that Clay
original March
Roman. It
the original
Roman signed
March
of Clay
is undisputed
signed the
Liabiliﬂ of
Clay Roman.
Clay Roman

F attys bar.
2011
with Alsco
behalf of
2011 contract
contract with
on behalf
of Fattys
Alsco and
and on
bar.

in doing
However,
Mr. Roman,
doing so,
failed
However, Mr.
Roman, in
so, failed

At the
time of
that he
the time
the contract,
for any
there was
to
was an
particular entity.
of the
to disclose
he was
an agent
agent for
disclose that
was
contract, there
entity. At
any particular
no
bar or
public filing
ﬁling for
F attys bar
ﬁling tying
F attys Bar
for Fattys
Bar to
other public
no dba
or other
to any
Idaho entity.
Under
dba filing
entity. Under
tying Fattys
any Idaho

“It is
Idaho
basic principle
that an
into aa contract
principle that
an agent
agent who
enters into
is a
contract on
on behalf
behalf of
of aa
Idaho law,
who enters
a basic
law, “It
corporation,
that corporation
neither disclosed
his agency
nor the
the existence
the
of that
to the
existence of
corporation to
but who
who neither
disclosed his
corporation, but
agency nor
third party.
third party,
third
personal liable
party. ”” Frontier
Frontier Development
the third
Michael
is personal
liable to
to the
Development Group,
LLC, Michael
Group, LLC,
palty, is
Horn V.
That court
the state
Patricia 157
Horn
v. Carvavella,
on the
Louis and
Idaho 589,
court goes
state
and Patricia
157 Idaho
597 (2014).
goes on
Carvavella, Louis
589, 597
(2014). That
‘onus’ is
““ the
inform the
the ‘onus’
the agent
the other
the contract
other party
to the
contract of
of
is on
on the
agent to
to clearly
and affirmatively
afﬁrmatively inform
clearly and
patty to

contracting.” I_d.
his
Id. at
time of
his or
her agency
the time
relationship at
or her
at or
or before
of contracting.”
at 597.
before the
597.
agency relationship

“ﬂoor operating
partner” (Tr.
Pg
The
was that
was aa “floor
that Mr.
Mr. Roman
The testimony
Roman was
operating partner”
of Justin
Justin Zora
Zora was
testimony of
(Tr. Pg
trial further
18
under the
that Alsco
Line 21).
further showed
the impression
Mr.
The evidence
impression Mr.
at trial
18 Line
Alsco was
evidence at
showed that
was under
21). The
F attys bar
time he
that was
the time
the contract
Roman was
Roman
was an
Assuming that
an owner
of Fattys
at the
contract (Ex.
he signed
owner of
signed the
bar at
was
(EX. 1).
1). Assuming
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incorrect,
in signing
inform Alsco
signing the
his agency
the contract.
Roman had
afﬁrmative duty
an affirmative
to inform
of his
contract.
Alsco of
had an
incorrect, Roman
agency in
duty to
His
personally liable
under. His
him personally
His failure
for all
all amounts
His repeated
there under.
failure to
to do
liable for
amounts due
makes him
repeated
do so
so makes
due there
“no idea
signing” do
statements
what he
was signing”
plaintiff’ss
that he
not create
statements that
he had
he was
to plaintiff’
had “no
create aa defense
defense to
idea What
do not

complaint.
that he
thought the
the contract
complaint. Similarly,
he speculation
he thought
contract was
is
invoice is
speculation that
was aa delivery
delivery invoice
Similarly, he
with the
Mike Ginnetti
Ginnetti that
that no
the testimony
the
inconsistent
be made
until the
inconsistent with
of Mike
no delivery
even be
made until
could even
testimony of
delivery could

contract
was signed
Line 1-8).
Tr. Pg.
126 Line
contract was
an account
Pg. 126
signed and
1-8).
and an
account created
created (( Tr.
4.
4.

Damages:
behind allowing
parties to
The purpose
Damages: The
allowing parties
to agree
to liquidated
is
liquidated damages
agree to
purpose behind
damages is

trial regarding
that Defendants
all of
the arguments
the costs
the materials
to
regarding the
materials
to avoid
of the
arguments that
Defendants raised
at trial
of the
raised at
avoid all
costs of

provided,
possible savings
mitigation
termination or
the contract
extent of
the possible
contract termination
or extent
of mitigation
afforded by
savings afforded
provided, the
by the
attributed
put, liquidated
the termination.
termination. Simply
after the
other clients
clients signed
an
attributed to
to other
liquidated damages
signed after
are an
damages are
Simply put,
agreed
the potential
long as
potential
relation to
to the
of damages
valuation of
upon valuation
reasonable relation
bear aa reasonable
agreed upon
damages and,
as long
as they
and, as
they bear
actual
appropriate.
are appropriate.
actual damages,
damages, are
Defendants’ outrage
the request
for liquidated
fails because
First,
because
liquidated damages
outrage over
request for
over the
damages fails
First, Defendants’

Defendants
provision when
signing the
the specific
the contract
the case
Defendants agreed
to the
when signing
contract (in
of Clay
specific provision
agreed to
case of
(in the
Clay
Roman)
that contract
the case
Bar LLC)
The clear
or assuming
adopting that
contract (in
of Fattys
assuming and
clear
and adopting
case of
Roman) or
Fattys Bar
LLC) The
(in the
in the
language
the contract
the Defendants
for liquidated
the event
of the
contract indicated
Defendants are
liable for
indicated the
liquidated damages
event
language of
are liable
damages in
pre-mature termination.
in Idaho,
of
breach or
provides:
termination. Specifically,
the law
of breach
or pre-mature
law provides:
Idaho, the
Speciﬁcally, in

It
that
has
It
is
well
established
that
aa
person
who
has
executed
is
well
established
person
who
executed
aa contract
understanding the
the nature
nature and
and effect
contract is
is presumed
capable of
of understanding
effect of
of
presumed capable
such
462 (1965).
Idaho 28,
contract. Olsen v.
P.2d 462
As aa
408 P.2d
such contract.
v. Hawkins,
90 Idaho
Hawkins, 90
28, 408
(1965). As
it on
written contract
cannot be
the parties
parties to
the
contract cannot
corollary,
by one
of the
to it
on the
one of
avoided by
be avoided
corollary, aa written
ground
failing
that he
it without
it and
reading it
and did
not understand
without reading
he signed
understand it;
ground that
signed it
did not
it; failing
to
it read
him or
inform himself
himself as
the contract
contract or
to read
read the
or to
to have
have it
read to
to him
or to
to otherwise
as to
to
otherwise inform
than
nothing more
the
the nature,
and conditions
the contract
contract constitutes
terms and
more than
conditions of
of the
constitutes nothing
nature, terms
**56 *849
*849 ground
gross
party and
an insufficient
part of
that party
and is
insufficient **56
the part
is an
negligence on
on the
of that
ground
gross negligence
upon which
the contract
contract aside.
which to
to set
set the
aside. Milner v.
upon
v. Earl Fruit Company of
Qf the
232 P.
Northwest, 40
Idaho 339,
P. 581,
40 Idaho
Northwest,
583 (1925);
see also Grant Lumber
34546, 232
581, 583
339, 345–46,
(1925); see
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Co.
Ins. Co.
New York,
that
F. 83
Idaho 1918)
253 F.
Co. v.
v. North River Ins.
Co. of
83 (D.
(holding that
York, 253
1918) (holding
ofNew
(D. Idaho
signing aa written
one
written instrument
will be
instrument will
to have
one signing
had
presumed to
have had
be conclusively
conclusively presumed
knowledge
be
estopped
by
his
own
negligence
to
deny
its contents).
his
of its
negligence
to
knowledge of
One may
own
estopped
be
contents). One
deny
may
by
liability
written instrument
by him
where he
him without
it Where
instrument signed
having read
Without having
on aa written
he
signed by
read it
liability on
had
was not
the instrument
not fraudulently
instrument and
an opportunity
to read
or
had an
and was
read the
dissuaded or
fraudulently dissuaded
opportunity to
prevented from
from reading
it. West
reading it.
P.2d 273
Idaho 583,
prevented
273 (1937)
West v.
v. Prater,
57 Idaho
67 P.2d
Prater, 57
583, 67
(1937)
55756 (Ct.
118 Idaho
P.2d 52,
App. 1990).
Idaho 845,
801 P.2d
Liebelt v.
v. Liebelt, 118
84849, 801
1990).
845, 848–49,
(Ct. App.
52, 55–56

Defendants’ contention
Second,
Plaintiff fails
forth an
that because
contention that
fails to
to set
an estimate
estimate of
of
set forth
because Plaintiff
Second, Defendants’

“the burden
actual
proving that
in the
that the
For starters,
the damages
the
is meritless.
meritless. For
of proving
burden of
speciﬁed in
actual damages
damages is
damages specified
starters, “the

contract
bear no
that the
the liquidated
relation to
contract bear
no reasonable
to actual
or that
liquidated damages
are
reasonable relation
actual damages
damages or
damages are
exorbitant
exorbitant

and
and

unconscionable
unconscionable

rests
rests

upon
upon

the
the

party
patty

seeking
seeking

relief
relief

from
from

the
Inc. v.
Meyer, 133
the liquidated
liquidated damages
Idaho 110,
133 Idaho
damages clause.
clause. Magic Valley
v. Meyer,
Brokers, Inc.
110, 117,
117,
Valley Truck Brokers,
“provisions in
982
in aa contract
for liquidated
App. 1999).
P.2d 945,
contract for
liquidated
952 (Ct.
Stated differently,
982 P.2d
differently, “provisions
1999). Stated
945, 952
(Ct. App.
in the
damages
valid.” Woodger
prima facie
the event
of default
default are
event of
facie valid.”
Idaho 199
are prima
106 Idaho
199
damages in
Woodger v.
v. AMR Corp.,
Corp, 106

in order
the liquidated
(Ct.
burden is
App. 1984.)
to avoid
Defendants burden
is
liquidated damages
order to
avoid the
damages provision,
provision, Defendants
Thus, in
1984.) Thus,
(Ct. App.

to
in this
forth proof
that the
this case
This
the liquidated
exorbitant and
to set
proof that
liquidated damages
set forth
are exorbitant
and unreasonable.
unreasonable. This
damages in
case are
is
not met.
Defendants have
met.
is aa burden
burden Defendants
have not
The
were 207
weeks left
time of
left
The undisputed
the time
there were
is that,
at the
of termination,
undisputed evidence
207 weeks
evidence is
termination, there
that, at
under the
prior to
the ten
ten weekly
the contract.
the average
to termination,
Using the
of the
contract. Using
Alsco
under
invoices prior
termination, Alsco
average of
weekly invoices

if the
term (as
the contract
through its
its term
the Masonheimers
would have
paid through
contract was
Masonheimers
have received
received $46,412.97
would
was paid
$46,412.97 if
(as the
did
Drink LLC)
with the
Line 5-19).
the obligation
the Drink
the total
total
obligation owing
owing by
Pg. 84
84 Line
is the
did with
5-19). $46,412.97
$46,412.97 is
LLC) (Tr.
(Tr. Pg.
by the
amount
half of
that
entitled to,
amount Alsco
of that
Alsco would
but they
are only
and seeking,
one half
have received,
would have
seeking, one
received, but
they are
only entitled
to, and
amount.
amount.
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Plaintiff
Plaintiff made
prima facie
that the
the liquidated
facie showing
related
liquidated damages
made aa prima
showing that
damages were
were reasonably
reasonably related
to
present any
burden of
their burden
the actual
actual damages.
failed to
sustaining their
Defendants have
to the
have failed
to present
of
damages. Defendants
evidence sustaining
any evidence
proving otherwise.
proving
otherwise.
CONCLUSION
CONCLUSION
Masonheimer’s convenient
in this
this case
the facts
Steve
explanation of
convenient explanation
of the
common
facts in
defies common
Steve Masonheimer’s
case defies

sense.
nothing more
than an
The creative
attempt to
explanations appear
to be
more than
an attempt
to avoid
creative explanations
appear to
avoid liability
sense. The
be nothing
liability
under an
which Fattys
F attys Bar
than four
the benefits
Bar LLC
LLC enjoyed
for more
an agreement,
benefits of
of which
more than
four (4)
under
agreement, the
enjoyed for
years.
(4) years.
The
with common
trial was
The actual
far more
at trial
more consistent
consistent with
common sense
established
actual testimony
and clearly
sense and
was far
testimony at
clearly established
in 2011
in interest
that
was aa successor
when the
that existed
2011 when
that Fattys
the entity
the
Bar LLC
LLC was
interest to
to the
existed in
successor in
entity that
Fattys Bar

Plaintiff was
Bar LLC
LLC accepted
agreement
with Plaintiff
was originally
agreement with
signed. Alternatively,
and
accepted and
originally signed.
Alternatively, Fattys
Fattys Bar
ratified
while fully
than four
that contract
for more
the
ratified that
more than
four (4)
of the
contract by
accepting services
aware of
services for
fully aware
years While
by accepting
(4) years
contractual
whereby those
F attys Bar
Bar LLC
LLC is
terms whereby
being rendered.
is
those services
contractual terms
rendered. Accordingly,
were being
services were
Accordingly, Fattys
bound by
by the
In addition,
that contract.
the contract
for breach
Mr. Roman
the
Roman signed
contract and
liable for
of that
contract. In
signed the
and liable
breach of
bound
addition, Mr.
agreement
the result
his own
While the
Without disclosing
agreement without
result may
disclosing any
own testimony
seem harsh,
testimony
harsh, his
agency. While
any agency.
may seem
signing documents,
evidenced
binding legal
which can
to signing
legal
cavalier approach
approach to
documents which
can have
have binding
evidenced aa cavalier
documents, documents

consequences,
in the
the case
at hand.
hand.
as in
case at
consequences, as
Finally,
judgment
forth above
the agreed
liquidated damages
set forth
are reasonable
and judgment
reasonable and
agreed liquidated
damages set
above are
Finally, the
should
both Defendants.
in that
Plaintiff in
that amount
for Plaintiff
amount and
against both
Defendants.
entered for
should be
and against
be entered
DATED this
11th day
DATED
this 11th
of May,
2018.
day of
May, 2018.

JONES
GLEHILL FUHRMAN
FUHRMAN GOURLEY,
P.A.
JONES GLEHILL
GOURLEY, P.A.
By:
By:

O’Neill
____/s/_Derrick
J. O’Neill_________
/s/_Derrick J.
O’Neill
Derrick J.
Derrick
J. O’Neill
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CERTIFICATE
CERTIFICATE OF
SERVICE
OF SERVICE
th
11th
II HEREBY
day
HEREBY CERTIFY
CERTIFY that
that on
the 11
on the
of May,
correct copy
and correct
true and
caused aa true
2018, II caused
day of
copy
May, 2018,
this document
the following
following listed
of
be served
upon the
below:
of this
to be
listed below:
document to
served upon

F.
Matthew Stoppelo
F. Matthew
Stoppelo
Stoppello
PLLC
Stoppello Law,
Law, PLLC
250
Fifth Street,
Suite 820
250 S.
820
S. Fifth
Street, Suite
ID 83702
Boise,
83702
Boise, ID
Email:
Email: matt@stoppellolaw.com
matt@st0ppellolaw.com

Mail
US. Mail
|:] U.S.

Shelley
Cozakos
J. Cozakos
Shelley J.
Pickens
Pickens Cozakos,
PA.
Cozakos, P.A.
th
9th
398
240
Ste. 240
398 S.
s. 9 Street,
Street, Ste.
ID 83701
Boise,
83701
Boise, ID
Email:
Email: laurie@pickenslawboise.com
laurie@pickenslawboise.com

Mail
US. Mail
E U.S.

Facsimile
I: Facsimile
Mail
Overnight Mail
|:| Overnight
Hand
Delivery
Hand
Delivery
I:

Email/iCourt
IE Email/iCourt

Facsimile
I: Facsimile
Mail
Overnight Mail
|:] Overnight
Hand
Delivery
Hand
Delivery
I:

Email/iCourt
IE Email/iCourt

O’Neill
____/s/_Derrick
/s/ Derrick J.
J. O’Neill_________
O’Neill
Derrick
Derrick J.
J. O’Neill
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Electronically Filed
5/15/2018 8:26 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk ofthe Court
By: Nichole Snell, Deputy Clerk

Shelly H. Cozakos, ISB No. 5374
Shell
ickenslawboise.com
PICKENS COZAKOS, P.A.
398 S. 9‘“ Street, Suite 240
PO. Box 915

Boise, Idaho 83701-0915
Telephone: 208.954.5090
Facsimile: 208.954.5099
A ttomey for Fatty ’s Bar,

LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
Case No. CV01-17-8091

ALSCO, IN C.,

Plaintiff,
VS.

DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT
FATTYS BAR LLC’S PROPOSED
FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

CLAY ROMAN, an individual
d/b/a FATTY’S; and, FATTY’S
BAR, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Defendants.

FATTY’S BAR LLC,
Idaho limited liability

an

company,

Counterclaimant,
VS.

ALSCO, INC., an Idaho
corporation,
Counterdefendant.

DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT FATTYS BAR LLC’S PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT AND
000094
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, Page 1

Defendant/Counterclaimant F attys Bar LLC, by and through its counsel of record, Shelly
H. Cozakos

of the ﬁrm Pickens

Fact and Conclusions

of Law,

DATED: May

Cozakos, P.A., hereby submit the following proposed Findings

attached hereto as

15, 2018.

of

EXHIBIT A.

PICKENS COZAKOS, P.A.

By:

/s/Shellv H. Cozakos‘
Shelly H. Cozakos, ofthe ﬁrm
Attorneys for Fatty ’s Bar, LLC

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on May 15, 2018, I electronically served the foregoing document
using the iCourt E-File system, which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following persons:
Derrick J. O’Neill
Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A.
225 N. 9th St, Ste. 820
PO. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701

E]

F. Matthew Stoppello

E] First Class

Stoppello Law, PLLC
250 S. Fifth St, Ste. 820
Boise, ID 83702
Attorneys for Clay Roman

El Facsimile

First Class Mail
El Facsimile — 208.331.1529
E] Hand Delivery
|ZI iCourts — doneill idalaw.corn

E] Hand
|ZI

Mail

—

208.389.9449

Delivery

iCourts

—

mattstoppellolaw.com

/s/Shellv H. Cozakos
Shelly H. Cozakos

DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT FATTYS BAR LLC’S PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT AND
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IN THE
THE DISTRICT
THE FOURTH
IN
DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT
FOURTH JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE
COURT OF
THE STATE
IN AND
AND FOR
THE COUNTY
ADA
OF
STATE OF
FOR THE
OF THE
OF IDAHO,
COUNTY OF
OF ADA
IDAHO, IN

ALSCO,
ALSCO, INC.,
INC,

CV01-17-8091
Case
No. CV01-17-8091
Case No.

Plaintiff,
Plaintiff,
vs.
vs.

FINDINGS
AND
FINDINGS OF
FACT AND
OF FACT
CONCLUSIONS
LAW
OF LAW
CONCLUSIONS OF

CLAY
CLAY ROMAN,
an individual
individual d/b/a
d/b/a
ROMAN, an
F ATTY’S; and,
F ATTY’S BAR,
FATTY’S;
BAR, LLC,
LLC,
and, FATTY’S
an
limited liability
an Idaho
Idaho limited
liability company,
company,
Defendants.
Defendants.
FATTY’S
F ATTY’S BAR
BAR LLC,
an Idaho
Idaho
LLC, an
limited
company,
limited liability
liability company,
Counterclaimant,
Counterclaimant,
vs.
vs.
ALSCO,
an Idaho
Idaho corporation,
corporation,
ALSCO, INC.,
INC, an
Counterdefendant.
Counterdefendant.

This matter
District Judge
matter having
the Honorable
the
having come
This
of the
Honorable Steven
before me,
Steven Hippler,
come before
Judge of
Hippler, District
me, the
in and
District Court
for the
the County
the Fourth
Fourth Judicial
for
District
of the
of Idaho,
of Ada,
Court of
State of
Judicial District,
and for
District, State
Idaho, in
County of
Ada, for

Derrick
through its
its attorneys,
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant Alsco,
Trial,
by and
Inc. was
represented by
and through
was represented
Trial, Plaintiff/Counterdefendant
Alsco, Inc.
attorneys, Derrick

O’Neill of
J.
firm Jones
Fuhrman Gourley,
the firm
Gledhill Fuhrman
Roman individually
Defendant Clay
of the
Jones Gledhill
J. O’Neill
individually
P.A., Defendant
Gourley, P.A.,
Clay Roman
and
by and
F atty’s was
ﬁrm
through his
his attorneys,
the firm
Matthew Stoppello
F. Matthew
of the
Stoppello of
represented by
and dba
and through
dba Fatty’s
was represented
attorneys, F.
Stoppello
by and
F attys Bar
Bar LLC
LLC was
Defendant/Counterclaimant Fattys
Stoppello Law,
represented by
and Defendant/Counterclaimant
and
was represented
PLLC, and
Law, PLLC,
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2
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ﬁrm Pickens
through
through its
its attorneys,
the firm
The court
Pickens Cozakos,
H. Cozakos
of the
court hereby
Cozakos of
RA. The
Cozakos, P.A..
Shelly H.
attorneys, Shelly
hereby
issues
Findings of
the following
following Findings
of Law:
of Fact
Fact and
Conclusions of
and Conclusions
Law:
issues the
FINDINGS
FINDINGS OF
FACT
OF FACT
1.
1.

(“A1500”) is
in
Alsco,
linen supply
that is
is aa linen
is headquartered
Incorporated (“Alsco”)
headquartered in
Alsco, Incorporated
company that
supply company

in Boise,
in the
Salt
business of
with aa local
the business
Salt Lake
Lake City,
is in
of supplying
local office
ofﬁce in
A1500 is
Idaho. Alsco
Boise, Idaho.
Utah, with
supplying
City, Utah,

food
beverage linens
by
linen services.
linen services
linens and
of Alsco
obtain these
A1500 obtain
these linen
and beverage
and linen
Customers of
food and
services by
services. Customers
long-term contracts,
entering
pursuant to
into long-term
entering into
linens such
which Alsco
to which
Alsco supplies
bar towels,
supplies linens
such as
as bar
contracts, pursuant
towels,

napkins
use, and
up,
picking up,
then services
the business
napkins and
the business
for use,
cloths to
to the
table cloths
and table
and then
business by
business for
services the
by picking
laundering,
basis.
the supplies
delivering the
on aa regular
regular (usually
and delivering
supplies on
laundering, and
(usually weekly)
weekly) basis.
2.
2.

(“the LLC”),
LLC”), is
F attys Bar
Defendant
limited liability
Bar LLC
LLC (“the
Defendant Fattys
is an
an Idaho
Idaho limited
liability company
company

(“Masonheimer”) and
It
owned
Mr. Steve
Masonheimer (“Masonheimer”)
Jennie Masonheimer.
Masonheimer. It
and operated
and Jennie
operated by
owned and
Steve Masonheimer
by Mr.

was formed
with the
the Idaho
Masonheimer
of State.
Jennie Masonheimer
formed on
on January
2013 with
Idaho Secretary
State. Steve
and Jennie
Steve and
was
Secretary of
January 4,
4, 2013
also
previously operated
limited liability
The Drink,
which previously
restaurant/bar
own aa limited
operated aa restaurant/bar
also own
Drink, LLC,
liability company,
LLC, which
company, The
in Boise.
located
Boise.
located in

3.
3.

In March
In
by Alsco
form textile
textile services
March of
of 2011,
contract issued
Alsco was
standard form
issued by
services contract
was
2011, aa standard

signed
underneath
textile services
the textile
Roman signed
Defendant Clay
Roman. Roman
signed by
signed the
and underneath
services contract,
contract, and
Clay Roman.
by Defendant
“F attys” (“the
“owner” of
(“the Alsco
Contract”).
his
was the
word “owner”
his signature
the word
of “Fattys”
A1500 Contract”).
signature was
4.
4.

In March
In
time Roman
201 1, at
the time
the Alsco
working at
March of
Roman signed
of 2011,
at the
he was
at
A1500 Contract,
signed the
was working
Contract, he

“Fattys” by
in Boise,
aa bar
which was
its owner.
The
at 800
Street in
Idaho Street
bar located
called “Fattys”
owner. The
located at
800 W.
W. Idaho
was called
Boise, which
by its
trial was
that the
undisputed evidence
was that
was owned
the bar
at trial
on Idaho
Street was
Idaho Street
undisputed
bar on
now defunct
defunct
evidence at
owned by
by aa now
“Tons of
LLC,” which
company
was owned
the only
which was
of Fun,
Justin Zora.
Zora testified
testiﬁed he
he was
Zora. Zora
owned by
was the
company “Tons
Fun, LLC,”
only
by Justin

it owned
F attys. Zora
that
owner
Fun and
the Bar
Bar on
of Tons
Tons of
of Fun
on Idaho
Street he
he called
Zora testified
testiﬁed that
owner of
Idaho Street
and it
called Fattys.
owned the
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“F attys” with
he
with the
because he
the Idaho
not know
not register
the name
register the
know
name “Fattys”
of State
he did
he did
Idaho Secretary
State because
did not
did not
Secretary of

he
he needed
to.
needed to.
5.
5.

Roman
was not
was paid
not an
Fun and
Roman also
testified he
an owner
of Tons
Tons of
of Fun
he was
owner of
and was
paid solely
also testified
as a
a
solely as

W-2 employee
F attys. This
W-2
This testimony
for his
his services
the managers
the bar
of the
of the
managers of
one of
bar called
called Fattys.
services as
as one
testimony
employee for

was not
signing the
not refuted.
not specifically
the Alsco
Roman testified
testiﬁed he
he could
remember signing
A1500 Contract,
refuted. Roman
could not
was
Contract,
speciﬁcally remember
“owner” underneath
think he
but did
word “owner”
the word
not think
his signature.
he wrote
underneath his
wrote the
but
did not
signature.

6.
6.

“Term” which
The
titled “Term”
The Alsco
which states
Roman contains
contains aa section
Contract signed
section titled
Alsco Contract
signed by
states
by Roman

as
follows:
as follows:
in full
Term.
period of
This Agreement
for aa period
remain in
Term. This
shall remain
effect for
of 60
Agreement shall
full force
force and
and effect
60
months,
be
the date
installation of
the goods,
shall be
commencing on
on the
of installation
of the
and shall
date of
months, commencing
goods, and
automatically
periods thereafter
month periods
either
for consecutive
thereafter unless
unless either
renewed for
consecutive 60
60 month
automatically renewed
party shall
written notice
by registered
mail
termination by
the other
other party
shall give
to the
notice of
of termination
registered mail
give to
party written
patty
in effect.
at
prior to
term then
then in
the expiration
expiration of
the term
at least
to the
of the
effect.
least 90
90 days
days prior

(Exhibit
p. 1.)
(Exhibit 1,
1.)
1, p.
7.
7.

The
term of
further states
the term
the agreement,
The Alsco
during the
of the
Contract further
Alsco
Alsco Contract
states that,
agreement, Alsco
that, during

“shall be
“shall
be the
the exclusive
the services
the Schedule
supplier to
to Customer
of the
listed on
on the
Customer of
exclusive supplier
and goods
Schedule
services and
goods listed

time.” (Exhibit
attached
be amended
was aa
from time
time to
There was
to time.”
attached hereto,
amended from
such Schedule
Schedule may
as such
(Exhibit 1)
hereto, as
may be
1) There
2 laundry
itemizing 80
schedule
bags; one
bag
the Alsco
Bar White
White towels;
to the
Contract itemizing
A1500 Contract
attached to
one bag
schedule attached
80 Bar
towels; 2
laundry bags;

4 gruerey
stand;
different sizes);
mat slates
18 mat
fragrance cups;
16 fragrance
fragrance cups;
and
slates (of
8 fragrance
stand; 18
mats; and
gruerey mats;
cups; 16
cups; 4
sizes); 8
(of different

Alsco’s representative,
F attys Bar
44 micro
Mike Ginnetti,
Bar was
micro fiber
ﬁber mop
mop heads.
testiﬁed Fattys
heads. (Id.)
was
representative, Mike
Ginnetti, testified
(Id.) Alsco’s
the quantities
the Contract,
able
items at
time. Pursuant
quantities of
to reduce
or increase
of these
at any
Pursuant to
to the
these items
increase the
able to
reduce or
Contract, aa
any time.

for Alsco
the
driver
pick up
up these
week and
items every
them. Thus,
return them.
driver for
Alsco would
these items
and wash
and return
wash and
would pick
Thus, the
every week
Ginnetti admitted
trial.
Alsco
primarily aa services
which Ginnetti
during trial.
admitted to
to during
Contract was
A1500 Contract
services contract,
was primarily
contract, which
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8.
8.

in December
F attys was
Zora
that in
LLC d/b/a
of 2013,
Tons of
of Fun,
Zora testified
testiﬁed that
December of
d/b/a Fattys
was
2013, Tons
Fun, LLC

experiencing
been suspended.
its liquor
ﬁnancial difficulties
liquor license
While Zora
experiencing financial
difﬁculties and
Zora looked
license had
looked
and its
had been
suspended. While
F attys Bar
for
partner, he
for aa financial
Bar as
ﬁnancial partner,
he testified
testiﬁed he
he ultimately
to close
of December
2013.
December 31,
had to
close Fattys
as of
ultimately had
31, 2013.

During
was also
During that
that time
time frame
the Drink,
working for
for the
the Masonheimers
frame he
at the
Masonheimers as
he was
bartender at
also working
as a
a bartender
Drink,
LLC.
LLC.
9.
9.

F attys Bar
Steve
the Fattys
Bar Zora
Masonheimer testified
testiﬁed he
he became
Zora was
involved
Steve Masonheimer
aware the
became aware
was involved

with was
was shutting
was looking
backing. Steve
with
from Zora
shutting down
looking for
for financial
financial backing.
Zora was
Zora himself,
and Zora
down from
Steve
himself, and
F attys or
Masonheimer
not clear
the old
further testified
testified he
Masonheimer further
he was
on who
or Tons
Tons of
of
clear on
who actually
01d Fattys
owned the
was not
actually owned

Fun,
but had
with Zora
because Zora
LLC but
partners with
no desire
to be
Zora because
Zora had
incurred too
much of
of debt
had no
desire to
had incurred
too much
debt
be partners
Fun, LLC
in Violation
and
was in
violation of
been leasing.
Fun had
The
the terms
the liquor
terms governing
liquor license
governing the
Tons of
of Fun
of the
license Tons
leasing. The
had been
and was

Masonheimers
possibility of
their own
into the
that
the possibility
opening their
Masonheimers decided,
to look
look into
of opening
at that
own bar
bar at
however, to
decided, however,
in the
location
their experience
the industry.
location given
given their
experience in
industry.

10.
10.

their own
The
up their
the Idaho
The Masonheimers
to open
at the
Street
Masonheimers ultimately
Idaho Street
open up
own bar
bar at
decided to
ultimately decided

location.
hire Zora
the general
The Masonheimers
the
to hire
Zora as
general manager.
Masonheimers searched
location. They
manager. The
searched the
agreed to
as the
They agreed
“F attys” and,
ﬁnding no
Idaho
website for
business entity
by that
that
for the
the name
of State
name “Fattys”
no business
State website
Idaho Secretary
entity by
Secretary of
and, finding
(“F attys Bar
LLC”) by
F attys Bar
filing aa Certificate
name,
by filing
with the
Bar LLC
LLC (“Fattys
Bar LLC”)
the
Organization with
Certificate of
formed Fattys
of Organization
name, formed

initial Certificate
Secretary
The initial
lists Steve
Masonheimer and
Certiﬁcate filed
ﬁled lists
of State
on January
State on
2013. The
and
Steve Masonheimer
Secretary of
January 4,
4, 2013.
“the name
Justin
the category
Justin Zora
Zora under
of “the
name and
of at
at least
member of
of manager
manager of
of
under the
least one
and address
one member
address of
category of
Zora’s name
company.” Jennie
this
limited liability
the limited
the
placed Zora’s
Masonheimer testified
Jennie Masonheimer
testiﬁed she
name on
on this
she placed
liability company.”

document
because he
was going
going to
the bar.
later
Masonheimer testified
he was
testiﬁed when
when he
he later
to manage
manage the
document because
bar. Steve
Steve Masonheimer

it amended
this document,
saw
of this
he promptly
to show
Zora had
no
returned copy
had it
had no
amended to
show Zora
saw aa returned
document, he
promptly had
copy of
this Certificate
ownership.
partner. On
Zora testified
testiﬁed he
he signed
Certiﬁcate as
an employee
On
ownership. Zora
signed this
and future
future partner.
as an
employee and
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F attys Bar
January
for Fattys
Bar LLC
LLC was
the Certificate
Organization for
an amended
to the
Certiﬁcate of
of Organization
amended to
was filed,
filed,
2013, an
January 15,
15, 2013,

removing
removing Zora
Zora as
manager/member. (Ex.
as a
a manager/member.
(EX. 103)
103)
1 1.
11.

The
that they
the only
The Masonheimers
Without contradiction,
Masonheimers testified,
owners
were the
contradiction, that
testiﬁed, without
they were
only owners

in Fattys
F attys Bar,
F attys Bar,
of
become an
With the
the
not become
an owner
LLC. With
of Fattys
LLC. Zora
Zora testified
testiﬁed he
he did
did not
owner in
Bar, LLC.
Bar, LLC.

it was
exception
with the
original certificate
the Secretary
the original
organization filed
filed with
of State
exception of
of the
certiﬁcate of
of organization
State (before
was
Secretary of
(before it
amended),
was no
by Plaintiff
Plaintiff showing
there was
showing any
common ownership
ownership between
no evidence
presented by
evidence presented
between
amended), there
any common
F attys and
F attys Bar,
Tons
Fun LLC
LLC d/b/a
Tons of
of Fun
LLC.
and Fattys
d/b/a Fattys
Bar, LLC.

12.
12.

F attys Bar,
Steve
with
LLC signed
Masonheimer testified
Jennie Masonheimer
testiﬁed Fattys
and Jennie
new lease
Steve and
signed aa new
lease with
Bar, LLC

F attys Bar,
the
building on
prior employees
then interviewed
the owner
the building
LLC then
the prior
of the
on Idaho
Street. Fattys
owner of
Idaho Street.
interviewed the
employees
Bar, LLC
F attys and
of
but not
Fun d/b/a
not all
all of
the employees.
The Masonheimers
hired some,
of Tons
Tons of
of Fun
of the
Masonheimers
and hired
d/b/a Fattys
employees. The
some, but

testified
purchase aa liquor
ultimately
for Fattys
LLC and
liquor license
testiﬁed they
to purchase
license for
applied to
and were
were ultimately
Fattys Bar,
Bar, LLC
they applied
approved
purchase aa liquor
was not
purchased from
This license
from
for the
the location.
not purchased
liquor license
location. This
license for
license was
and did
did purchase
approved and
it had
Tons
because Tons
been using.
using.
LLC because
Fun had
the liquor
liquor license
Tons of
of Fun,
Tons of
of Fun
leasing the
license it
had been
had been
been leasing
Fun, LLC
it was
Instead,
from Colby
the same
at the
location
who had
had operated
operated aa business
purchased from
business at
same location
was purchased
Smith, who
Instead, it
Colby Smith,
F attys Bar.
F attys Bar,
Smith $130,000
prior to
prior
time Zora
the time
LLC paid
for the
the liquor
liquor
to the
Zora opened
Bar. Fattys
paid Smith
opened Fattys
$130,000 for
Bar, LLC

license.
license.
13.
13.

Steve
used some
the same
testified he
furniture and
Masonheimer testified
he also
of the
ﬁxtures
and fixtures
also used
some of
same furniture
Steve Masonheimer

F attys Bar,
Smith for
from
purchased directly
from the
from Colby
the old
for the
the
items were
LLC. These
These items
old Fattys
were purchased
directly from
Bar, LLC.
Colby Smith
F attys Bar,
interior
LLC also
the interior
price of
remodeling the
price
of $40,000.00.
spent approximately
also spent
approximately $20,000
$40,000.00. Fattys
Bar, LLC
$20,000 remodeling

in
remaining items
the location.
thought he
all of
the remaining
of
purchased all
items in
Masonheimer testified
of the
testiﬁed he
he thought
he had
of the
location. Masonheimer
had purchased
F attys Bar
Smith and
from Colby
the old
Bar location
the
purchase agreement
location directly
an asset
signed an
agreement
old Fattys
and signed
asset purchase
directly from
Colby Smith
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It is
F attys Bar,
it did
with Smith.
undisputed that
was opening,
that at
with
time Fattys
Smith. It
the time
not purchase
is undisputed
at the
did not
purchase
opening, it
Bar, LLC,
LLC, was

any
from Zora
Zora or
or Tons
Tons of
of Fun,
LLC.
assets from
Fun, LLC.
any assets
14.
14.

F attys Bar,
F attys
Fattys
LLC opened
Fun d/b/a
after Tons
45 -60 days
Tons of
of Fun
opened approximately
d/b/a Fattys
approximately 45-60
Bar, LLC
days after

F attys Bar,
shut
worked for
for Fattys
LLC as
for approximately
six months
months or
shut down.
Zora worked
an employee
or
down. Zora
as an
approximately six
employee for
Bar, LLC

At that
F attys
until August
was fired
until
time he
that time,
for suspected
which time
fired for
embezzlement. At
at which
he was
August 6,
suspected embezzlement.
time, Fattys
2013, at
6, 2013,
“F atty’s Bar
Agreement” pursuant
Bar
pursuant
Bar LLC
LLC Agreement”
Bar LLC
LLC and
Fun LLC
LLC signed
entitled “Fatty’s
Tons of
of Fun
document entitled
and Tons
signed document
F attys Bar
to
which Fattys
paid $10,000
still
Bar LLC
LLC paid
for items
items of
equipment Zora
to which
of equipment
Zora claimed
to Zora
Zora for
claimed were
were still
$10,000 to

him or
owned
paid this
that
this money
The Masonheimers
testified they
or Tons
Tons of
of Fun,
LLC. The
Masonheimers testified
owned by
so that
Fun, LLC.
money so
they paid
by him

Zora
would not
with Zora.
not assert
interest and
Zora would
ownership interest
to avoid
Zora.
assert any
and to
disputes with
avoid any
any disputes
any ownership
15.
15.

F attys Bar,
The
up Fattys
that after
The Masonheimers
for
after they
Masonheimers testified
testiﬁed that
driver for
opened up
Bar, LLC,
LLC, aa driver
they opened

it accepted
Alsco
began delivering
linens to
the new
which it
delivering linens
for. Thus,
to the
Alsco
Alsco began
and paid
paid for.
new business
business which
accepted and
Thus, Alsco
F attys Bar,
provided the
basis and
billed Fattys
which
linen services
LLC for
for its
its services,
the linen
on aa weekly
and billed
provided
services on
services, which
weekly basis
Bar, LLC
F attys Bar,
invoices
were paid
The Masonheimers
the Alsco
LLC. The
Masonheimers denied
Contract
seeing the
A1500 Contract
invoices were
paid by
denied ever
ever seeing
Bar, LLC.
by Fattys
F attys Bar,
it no
until
until approximately
the
March of
longer wanted
of 2017,
when Fattys
determined it
no longer
wanted the
approximately March
2017, when
Bar, LLC,
LLC, determined

it had
services
price from
from
for aa much
the same
much lower
to obtain
obtain the
of Alsco
lower price
A1500 because
had decided
same services
decided to
services for
services of
because it

aa competitor.
competitor.
16.
16.

F attys Bar
The
were not
that the
prior Fattys
The Masonheimers
not aware
the prior
Bar owned
testified they
Masonheimers testified
aware that
owned
they were

by Tons
term contract
with Alsco.
Fun had
long term
this.
Tons of
of Fun
contract with
no evidence
to refute
Alsco presented
presented no
had aa long
Alsco. Alsco
refute this.
evidence to
by
that he
from Steve
Alsco
presented no
the testimony
not see
Masonheimer that
no evidence
to refute
refute the
he did
Alsco presented
did not
evidence to
Steve Masonheimer
see
testimony from

until March
the
the Alsco
March of
Contract until
of 2017.
A1500 Contract
2017.

17.
17.

Drink had
that the
Alsco
present evidence
the Drink
the Alsco
identical contract
an identical
contract to
to the
A1500 did
A1500
did present
had an
evidence that

F attys. This
This contract
Contract
with Tons
was signed
by Clay
Fun LLC
LLC d/b/a
Roman on
Contract with
Tons of
of Fun
contract was
on August
signed by
August
d/b/ a Fattys.
Clay Roman
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“owner” was
Roman’s name
1,
word “owner”
was also
written under
under Roman’s
2012 (Exhibit
The word
the Alsco
name on
on the
A1500
also written
(Exhibit 5).
5). The
1, 2012
in on
Contract
word in
that word
with the
the Contract.
the Drink,
Roman testified
on the
testiﬁed he
he did
Contract with
Contract.
write that
did write
however Roman
Drink, however
long-term contract
Roman
was not
signing aa long-term
with Alsco
not aware
Roman instead
testified he
he was
he was
contract with
on
instead testified
Alsco on
aware he
was signing

It
behalf of
but instead
was signing
Drink. It
linen services
the Drink,
thought he
for the
the Drink.
signing to
behalf
of the
he was
to accept
instead thought
accept linen
services for
Drink, but
in the
Drink and
was undisputed
the Drink
not have
the authority
Roman was
an owner
never an
undisputed Roman
and would
had the
have had
owner in
would not
was never
as
was
authority as
long-term textile
an
textile services
sign aa long-term
an employee
to sign
agreement.
services agreement.
employee to

18.
18.

Alsco’s representative,
Alsco’s practice
it was
Alsco’s
Mike Ginnetti,
not Alsco’s
ﬁnd
testiﬁed it
to find
practice to
representative, Mike
Ginnetti, testified
was not

long-term
out
was of
prior to
them to
the actual
asking them
particular business
of aa particular
to asking
to sign
owner was
out who
who the
sign aa long-term
business prior
actual owner

“concern.” Instead,
Alsco’s “concern.”
Alsco’s practice
it was
it was
textile
was not
textile services
not Alsco’s
to
practice to
and it
services agreement,
was Alsco’s
agreement, and
Instead, it
long-term contract
in charge
have
present the
whoever appeared
bar.
their driver
the long-term
the bar.
driver present
contract to
to Whoever
to be
at the
charge at
have their
appeared to
be in

Ginnetti
Ginnetti testified
testiﬁed as
follows:
as follows:
Q.
Q.

think that
it means
. . .Well,
your word
– II guess
we can
just agree
that was
the
means the
and 7
can just
word and
was your
guess we
agree it
.Well, II think
.

.

thing as
same
you’re not
worried about,
business with
with respect
not worried
the business
to
who owns
respect to
same thing
owns the
care about,
as you’re
about, care
about, who
that’s your
who owns
he business
correct?
who
owns he
business that’s
customer, correct?
your customer,

A.
A.

That’s agreeable,
That’s
agreeable, yeah
yeah

Q.
Q.

Alscoiin your
And
when Alsco—in
your experience
when Alsco
that looks
like
And so
contract that
experience when
Alsco has
looks like
has a
so when
a contract

don’t ask
Exhibit 1,
right?
Exhibit
who the
form contracts,
the owner
these form
owner is,
ask who
contracts, they
they don’t
is, right?
1, these

A.s
As

We
not.
We do
do not.

Q.
Q.

don’t even
right?
And
who the
And they
the manager
manager is,
ask who
even ask
they don’t
is, right?

A.
A.

don’t’ ask
We
who the
the manager
manager is.
ask who
is.
We don’t’

Q.
Q.

showiAlsco shows
Exhibit 11 to
that looks
like Exhibit
You
just show—Alsco
contract that
to whoever
looks like
You just
whoever they
shows aa contract
they

are
the linens
linens to
for aa signature,
delivering the
to and
are delivering
and asks
asks for
true?
signature, true?
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A.
A.

We
yes.
for aa signature
signature and
ask for
and title,
We ask
title, yes.

(Tr.,
88-89)
pp. 88-89)
(Tr., pp.
19.
19.

F attys owned
Alsco
become aware
by Tons
that the
the old
Fun shut
Tons of
of Fun
shut down
on
A1500 did
did become
01d Fattys
down on
aware that
owned by

December
was sending
pick up
the linens
linens and
the
2012. Alsco
sending aa driver
driver weekly
to pick
deliver the
Alsco was
December 31,
and deliver
and the
up and
weekly to
31, 2012.
driver
were shut
business
this time
time frame,
the business
not make
the doors
during this
make any
shut and
driver did
deliveries during
and the
did not
doors were
as the
frame, as
any deliveries
in January
In
was closed.
from Alsco
The invoices
2012. In
of 2012.
Alsco also
invoices from
and February
also show
show aa gap
closed. The
was
gap in
February of
January and
Alsco’s internal
F attys Bar,
addition,
internal notes
from someone
LLC
indicate they
call from
at Fattys
notes indicate
someone at
received aa call
addition, Alsco’s
Bar, LLC
they received
in ownership.
about
ownership.
change in
about aa change

20.
20.

F attys had
Despite
that the
the old
not
its knowledge
Despite its
shut down,
Alsco did
knowledge that
old Fattys
did not
had likely
likely shut
down, Alsco

F attys Bar
it opened,
approach
signing aa new
from Fattys
textile services
Bar LLC,
after it
individual from
approach any
new textile
about signing
services
opened, about
LLC, after
any individual

agreement.
agreement.
21.
21.

Alsco’s driver
F attys Bar
F attys
Alsco’s
the Fattys
Bar location
driver assigned
to the
location did,
approach Fattys
assigned to
however, approach
did, however,

LLC’s manager,
in January
F attys
Bar,
that Fattys
or February
of 2017
2017 and
told Andrews
Andrews that
and told
Andrews, in
manager, Ryan
February of
January or
Bar, LLC’s
Ryan Andrews,

current
sign aa new
current contract
testified
contract had
he needed
to sign
contract. Andrews
Andrews to
Andrews testified
new contract.
had expired,
and he
needed Andrews
expired, and
he
would have
talk to
the driver
the Masonheimers
not sign
sign anything.
he told
told the
driver he
he would
to talk
to the
Masonheimers first,
and did
did not
have to
first, and
anything.
22.
22.

At some
in 2017,
F attys Bar,
At
point in
the current
current manager
manager of
of Fattys
he could
some point
discovered he
could
2017, the
Bar, LLC,
LLC, discovered

linen services
purchase the
then informed
the same
for aa lot
lot less,
the
informed the
notiﬁed. Alsco
Alsco was
Alsco then
and Alsco
purchase
same linen
services for
was notified.
less, and
Masonheimer’s request,
At Steve
in breach
Masonheimers
were in
breach of
the old
Masonheimers they
of the
Contract. At
Alsco Contract.
01d Alsco
Steve Masonheimer’s
request,
they were

him aa copy
in 2011.
Alsco
the Alsco
the
Roman in
2011. Despite
to him
of the
Contract signed
Despite the
Alsco forwarded
A1500 Contract
signed by
forwarded to
copy of
by Roman
F attys Bar,
that no
from Fattys
this contract,
explanation
explanation that
no one
ﬁled
signed this
Alsco promptly
one from
had ever
ever signed
contract, Alsco
promptly filed
Bar, LLC,
LLC, had

aa lawsuit
to recover
liquidated damages.
lawsuit to
recover liquidated
damages.
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W

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
23.
23.

In its
In
breach of
Plaintiff brings
First Amended
its First
for breach
brings aa claim
claim for
of contract
contract
Amended Complaint,
Complaint, Plaintiff

F attys Bar,
F attys Bar,
in interest
F un,
against
became the
alleging Fattys
LLC became
the successor
interest to
against Fattys
to Tons
Tons of
of Fun,
successor in
Bar, LLC,
LLC, alleging
Bar, LLC

in 2013.
F attys or
LLC
pleads the
breached by
Plaintiff pleads
the Alsco
LLC d/b/a
Roman in
Contract was
or Clay
2013. Plaintiff
A1500 Contract
was breached
d/b/a Fattys
Clay Roman
by
F attys Bar,
it failed
Fattys
payments due
by stopping
when there
was
LLC when
stopping services
there was
when it
failed to
to make
make payments
and by
services when
due and
Bar, LLC

still
weeks remaining
year term
still 207
remaining under
term of
the second
the Alsco
of the
Contract.
under the
A1500 Contract.
207 weeks
ﬁve year
second five
24.
24.

in the
Plaintiff seeks
With
With respect
the Complaint
the amount
Complaint Plaintiff
to damages,
to recover
amount of
of
respect to
recover the
seeks to
damages, in

$870.35
unpaid services
by ALSCO.
for alleged
rendered by
ALSCO.
alleged unpaid
services rendered
$870.35 for

Plaintiff further
Plaintiff
further seeks
to recover
recover
seeks to

in the
liquidated
pursuant to
provision of
the liquidated
the amount
to aa the
of
amount of
of $21,814.07
liquidated damages
liquidated damages
damages in
damages provision
$21,814.07 pursuant

the
the Alsco
which reads
A1500 Contract,
follows:
reads as
as follows:
Contract, which
Liquidated
that since
the goods
Damages. Customer
Liquidated Damages.
Supplier owns
since Supplier
Customer acknowledges
acknowledges that
owns the
goods
Customer’s requirements
covered
unique to
that such
requirements and
to Customer’s
and that
and
such goods
covered hereby
goods may
be unique
hereby and
may be
that
value of
which Supplier
that the
with time,
the value
the damages
Supplier
of such
is depreciating
depreciating with
such goods
damages which
goods is
time, the
Customer’s breach
may
premature termination
this
termination of
of this
or premature
result of
of Customer’s
sustain as
breach or
as a
a result
may sustain
if not
Agreement
would be
not impossible,
The parties
Agreement would
therefore
to determine.
determine. The
parties therefore
be difficult,
difﬁcult, if
impossible, to
Customer’s failure
in the
agree
pay the
that in
the event
the fees
failure to
of Customer’s
to timely
event of
and charges
charges
agree that
fees and
timely pay
in the
provided for
termination of
for herein,
the event
other breach
of
or in
of any
of premature
event of
premature termination
breach of
provided
herein, or
any other
this
Customer,
Customer
shall
pay
to
Supplier
as
liquidated
this Agreement
Agreement by
shall
to
Supplier
liquidated
Customer
as
Customer,
by
pay
damages,
penalty, aa sum
unexpired weeks
the number
not as
to the
number of
of unexpired
sum equal
and not
equal to
weeks
as a
a penalty,
damages, and
in the
in effect
remaining
fifty
percent
(50%)
of
the
average
remaining in
term then
then in
the term
multiplied by
the
effect multiplied
percent
of
average
fifty
(50%)
by
weekly charge
weeks immediately
the 10
for goods
during the
10 weeks
preceding
charge for
and services
services during
goods and
immediately preceding
weekly
such
pay, breach
premature termination.
that
termination. The
The parties
failure to
further agree
to pay,
or premature
parties further
breach or
such failure
agree that
this
this formula
formula is
is reasonable.
reasonable.
A.
A. Successor
Successor Liability.
Liability.
25.
25.

F attys Bar,
Because
with
LLC and
there is
is no
no privity
of contract
contract between
Alsco with
and Alsco
between Fattys
Because there
priVity of
Bar, LLC

It is
respect
under the
the Alsco
the theory
is
to the
to recover
of successor
A1500 Contract,
Alsco seeks
respect to
recover under
seeks to
successor liability.
liability. It
Contract, Alsco
theory of
corporation’s assets
well settled
purchaser of
the purchaser
not liable
for the
the debts
well
of aa corporation’s
is not
liable for
obligations
settled that,
and obligations
debts and
assets is
that, the

ruleia
this general
of
the seller
There are
of the
seller corporation.
four recognized
to this
general rule—a
corporation. There
recognized exceptions
exceptions to
are only
only four
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successor
be held
when: (1)
buyer expressly
the buyer
held liable
liable when:
or impliedly
to
corporation may
agrees to
successor corporation
impliedly agrees
expressly or
may be
(1) the
assume
the
the transaction
transaction amounts
or merger;
to aa de
consolidation or
amounts to
facto consolidation
such liability;
assume such
de facto
merger; (3)
liability; (2)
(2) the
(3) the
buyer corporation
the seller
the transaction
continuation of
transaction is
is merely
of the
seller corporation;
or (4)
is entered
entered
corporation is
corporation; or
merely aa continuation
buyer
(4) the

liability.” See
into
purpose of
Indus., Inc.
Inc. v.
into fraudulently
for the
the purpose
of escaping
escaping liability.”
See Welco
Welco Indus.,
v. Applied Cos.,
fraudulently for
Cos.,
1993-Ohi0-191, 67
1993-Ohio-191,
1132. See
346-47, 617
Ohio St.
N.E.2d 1129,
St. 3d
617 N.E.2d
67 Ohio
3d 344,
See also,
1129, 1132.
344, 346-47,
also, In re Thorotrast

Cases,
HRW Sys. v.
F. Supp.
488 (1994);
823 F.
327 (D.
v. Wash.
Wash. Gas Light Co.,
Supp. 318,
Cases, 26 Phila. 479,
479, 488
318, 327
C0., 823
(D.
(1994); HRWSys.
15-0193 JB/GBW,
Md.
Int'l Mach.
Mach. Corp.,
LEXIS
Dist. LEXIS
2017 U.S.
Md. 1993);
N0. CIV
CIV 15-0193
v. Delta Int’l
US. Dist.
JB/GBW, 2017
C0rp., No.
1993); Lopez v.

*99 (D.N.M.
114656,
at *99
114656, at
(D.N.M. July
24, 2017)).
2017)).
July 24,

26.
26.

The
purpose of
prevent
The primary
the corporate
of the
doctrine is
is to
to prevent
corporate successor
successor liability
liability doctrine
primary purpose

in
buying and
their current
from evading
selling corporations
through aa change
liabilities through
current liabilities
change in
corporations from
and selling
evading their
buying

ownership.
Indus., 352
purpose of
The purpose
Cir. 2003).
of
ownership. See
692 (2d
352 F.3d
F.3d 682,
v. Nat'l Servs.
Servs. 11151145.,
See New York v.
2003). The
682, 692
(2d Cir.
the
parties future
time of
the time
the parties
not exist
the doctrine
not to
liabilities which
exist at
which did
at the
of
doctrine is
is not
to impose
impose upon
upon the
future liabilities
did not
succession.
succession.
27.
27.

F attys Bar,
Here,
purchasing corporation
that Fattys
LLC is
there is
is no
no evidence
is even
corporation
evidence that
even aa purchasing
Here, there
Bar, LLC

It was
F attys Bar,
for
purchased the
for the
the doctrine
LLC purchased
the
doctrine of
of successor
to apply.
undisputed Fattys
successor liability
was undisputed
liability to
Bar, LLC
apply. It

,

Smithiat the
F un, LLC
third party
assets
from aa third
time Tons
the bar
the time
LLC went
relative to
to the
Tons of
of Fun,
went out
bar from
out
assets relative
Colby Smith—at
party – Colby
Plaintiff relies
of
business. Plaintiff
upon an
eight months
months after
Fun shut
after Tons
of business.
relies upon
an agreement
agreement signed
Tons of
of Fun
shut
signed over
over eight
F attys Bar
F attys Bar
down
this agreement,
the Fattys
Bar on
Bar LLC
LLC paid
2012. Pursuant
on December
Pursuant to
to this
December 31,
paid
down the
agreement, Fattys
31, 2012.

LLC for
for aa TV
$10,000
beer pong
pong tables;
to Tons
Tons of
of Fun,
TV and
and brackets;
sound
lighting; sound
brackets; beer
tables; signage;
signage; lighting;
$10,000 to
Fun, LLC
existing liquor
equipment;
liquor and
electronic equipment;
and alcohol;
glass ware;
decorations; electronic
equipment; decorations;
equipment; existing
ﬁxtures; glass
alcohol; fixtures;
ware;
“assets” pale
F atty’s logo
in comparison
the Fatty’s
it. (Exhibit
and
with the
on it.
to what
What
comparison to
These “assets”
and anything
logo on
pale in
(Exhibit 8).
anything with
8). These
7
F attys Bar
Smith –
prior business
was paid
paid by
business to
Bar LLC
LLC for
for all
all of
the major
the prior
of the
major assets
of the
to Colby
assets of
was
Colby Smith
by Fattys
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including
purchased from
from Tons
the liquor
The equipment
including the
liquor license,
equipment purchased
Tons
etc. The
appliances, etc.
license, tables,
chairs, appliances,
tables, chairs,
of
undisputedly not
purchase of
business. Instead,
LLC was
not ancillary
the purchase
the business.
the
of Fun,
to the
of the
was undisputedly
Instead, the
ancillary to
Fun, LLC
F attys Bar
undisputed evidence
2012
that Tons
Fun d/b/a
Bar shut
Tons of
of Fun
shut down
on December
December 31,
undisputed
evidence was
such that
down on
was such
d/b/ a Fattys
31, 2012

because of
was no
financial difficulties
its liquor
there was
liquor license,
difficulties and
no agreement
of financial
of its
agreement
and there
and aa suspension
suspension of
because
license, and
in place
F attys Bar,
in
place with
with Fattys
LLC.
Bar, LLC.

28.
28.

it applies
Even
the doctrine
the
doctrine of
of successor
to the
Even assuming
assuming the
applies here,
applies only
successor liability
liability applies
here, it
only to

F atty’s Bar,
debts
the selling
selling corporation.
LLC took
liabilities of
of the
When Fatty’s
took over
an alleged
corporation. When
and liabilities
alleged
over as
debts and
as an
Bar, LLC

in 2013,
F atty’s Bar,
successor
LLC to
the
for Tons
Fun in
the only
for Fatty’s
to assume
at the
Tons of
of Fun
Alsco liability
assume at
successor for
liability for
2013, the
Bar, LLC
only Alsco
60-month Alsco
F atty’s Bar,
time
was the
time was
original 60-month
the original
LLC cannot
the unpaid
of the
cannot be
Contract. Fatty’s
Alsco Contract.
unpaid balance
balance of
be
Bar, LLC

in 2013.
responsible
time of
the time
the alleged
for debts
not exist
liabilities which
exist at
which did
at the
of the
or liabilities
responsible for
2013.
alleged succession
did not
debts or
succession in
in 2013.
The
existing liability
not an
for purposes
The
The renewed
of successor
contract not
an existing
2013. The
renewed contract
purposes of
successor liability
liability for
liability in
In
doctrine
vehicle for
for assumption
entire contract.
not serve
doctrine of
of Successor
of an
an entire
assumption of
contract. In
Successor Liability
does not
serve as
as a
a vehicle
Liability does

order
upon the
the parties,
all principles
for all
all duties
principles of
of
obligations under
contract be
order for
under aa contract
imposed upon
duties and
and obligations
be imposed
parties, all
contract
be satisfied,
contract law
must be
explained below.
law must
below.
as explained
satisﬁed, as
29.
29.

in imposing
From
From aa policy
imposing successor
the Court
finds there
there is
is aa danger
danger in
Court finds
successor
standpoint, the
policy standpoint,

liability
performance of
for the
the performance
on purchasing
purchasing corporations
of automatic
contract renewal
automatic contract
renewal clauses.
corporations for
clauses.
liability on
Doing
beyond the
Doing so
the prophylactic
which is
current debt
of successor
is to
to stop
stop current
debt
successor liability,
so goes
goes beyond
purpose of
prophylactic purpose
liability, which
litigation over
or
time of
not exist
the time
the
which did
exist at
or liability
at the
of the
did not
and encourages
over debts
encourages litigation
debts which
liability evasions,
evasions, and

succession.
succession.

I First Exception: Express or Implied Assumption.
Assumption.
1.
.

30.
30.

Plaintiff has
the burden
Even
proof to
of proof
to
Even assuming
assuming successor
has the
burden of
successor liability
does apply,
liability does
apply, Plaintiff

Plaintiff argues
ﬁrst exception
this case
demonstrate
the first
the four
four exceptions.
exception applies,
demonstrate this
meets one
exceptions. Plaintiff
one the
argues the
case meets
applies,
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namely
was an
that there
implied assumption
the debt
there was
an express
or implied
of the
or liability.
assumption of
express or
debt or
liability.
namely that
31.
31.

assignor’s liabilities
assignee’s assumption
“[a]n assignee’s
Under
liabilities is
of an
an assignor’s
is never
assumption of
Under Idaho
Idaho law,
never
law, “[a]n

presumed, and
burden of
upon the
party who
been an
that there
the burden
the party
there has
an assumption.
of proof
proof is
is upon
assumption.
and the
who asserts
has been
asserts that
presumed,

Plaintiff
Murr v.
113 Idaho
App. 1987).
P.2d 1302,
Idaho 773,
747 P.2d
1309 (Ct.
v. Selag Corporation, 113
1302, 1309
1987). Plaintiff
7809, 747
(Ct. App.
773, 7809,
F attys Bar,
offered
LLC and
Fun d/b/a
no evidence
of an
an express
Tons of
of Fun
assumption between
offered no
express assumption
and Tons
between Fattys
evidence of
d/b/a
Bar, LLC
F attys or
F attys Bar,
Fattys
pursuant to
which Fattys
pay the
LLC agreed
the debts
Roman pursuant
or Clay
to which
to pay
of Tons
Tons of
of Fun,
agreed to
debts of
Bar, LLC
Fun,
Clay Roman

LLC,
the Alsco
including amounts
there was
to the
no express
Contract. Thus,
amounts owed
pursuant to
A1500 Contract.
express
was no
owed pursuant
Thus, there
LLC, including

Plaintiff argues
agreement
was an
implied agreement.
there was
agreement and
an implied
agreement.
and Plaintiff
argues there
32.
32.

An implied
An
implied agreement
agreement of
of assumption
is a
of contract.
assumption is
contract. Thornton v.
creature of
a creature
v. M7

Plaintiff must
Aero. LP, 903
111. 2012).
F. Supp.
2d 654,
must present
present some
Aero.
664 (N.D.
some evidence
evidence
903 F.
Supp. 2d
2012). Plaintiff
654, 664
(ND. Ill.
F attys Bar,
demonstrating
buyer) to
intent by
LLC (the
the debts
LLC
demonstrating an
to pay
an intent
of Tons
Tons of
of Fun,
asset buyer)
debts of
Bar, LLC
Fun, LLC
(the asset
by Fattys
pay the
F attys (the
d/b/a
intent to
of such
an intent
to pay
demonstrative of
include (1)
Factors demonstrative
admissions
such an
asset seller).
d/b/ a Fattys
seller). Factors
(the asset
pay include
(1) admissions

of
the buyer,
the effect
the transfer
transfer
other spokesmen
officers or
or other
of the
of liability
well as
effect of
of the
spokesmen of
as well
as (2)
liability by
buyer, as
by officers
(2) the
upon creditors
Ins. Corp.
Loans, Inc,
Inc., 965
the seller
of the
seller corporation.
creditors of
corporation. MBIA Ins.
upon
Corp. v.
v. Countrywide Home Loans,
965

“An agreement
NYS.2d 284,
from the
not implied
implied from
the
NYS.2d
40 Misc.3d
agreement is
is not
Misc.3d 643,
675 (New
York, 2013).
2013). “An
284, 40
643, 675
(New York,
mere
voluntarily paid
without
the debts
the old
of the
of the
mere fact
fact aa new
corporation has
new corporation
has voluntarily
paid some
01d corporation,
some of
debts of
corporation, Without
debts.” Uni-Com Nw.
intent to
further
Nw. v.
all of
its debts.”
manifestation of
further manifestation
of an
an intent
to pay
of its
47
Pub. Co.,
v. Argus Pub.
C0., 47
pay all
311-12 (1987).
Wash.
App. 787,
P.2d 304,
Wash. App.
737 P.2d
801, 737
304, 311-12
787, 801,
(1987).

33.
33.

F attys Bar,
Plaintiff presented
that any
Here,
LLC
no evidence
of Fattys
representative of
presented no
evidence that
Here, Plaintiff
Bar, LLC
any representative

it would
made
would assume
for the
the
statements or
or demonstrated
showing it
or be
liable for
demonstrated any
conduct showing
made any
assume or
be liable
any statements
any conduct
F attys Bar,
in accepting
obligations
under the
the Alsco
The actions
LLC in
the linens
linens
obligations under
of Fattys
Contract. The
actions of
accepting the
A1500 Contract.
Bar, LLC

them by
delivered
paying the
itself meet
the
the invoices
meet the
to them
submitted by
Alsco cannot,
Alsco and
invoices submitted
delivered to
and paying
cannot, by
by Alsco
by itself
by Alsco
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F attys Bar,
burden of
proving Fattys
LLC had
the entire
entire Alsco
of proving
to assume
Contract.
Alsco Contract.
burden
had agreed
assume the
agreed to
Bar, LLC

34.
34.

In addition,
In
the implied
implied assumption
the successor
doctrine
assumption theory,
and the
successor liability
addition, the
liability doctrine
theory, and

“do not
claim.”
generally,
bringing the
not focus
the conduct
the successor
the third-party
third-party bringing
on the
of the
conduct of
focus on
successor liability
liability claim.”
generally, “do

“is on
postbuyer’s postInstead,
between asset
buyer and
the focus
the relationship
the buyer’s
relationship between
on the
seller and
and seller
and the
focus “is
asset buyer
Instead, the
assets.” Countrywide Home Loans, 40
acquisition
with respect
the assets.”
acquisition conduct
to the
40 Misc3d
at 677.
respect to
Misc3d at
conduct with
677.

claimant’s alleged
Thus,
party claimant’s
third patty
the third
the acts
the asset
examination of
an examination
of the
reliance on
on the
of the
alleged reliance
acts of
asset buyer
Thus, an
buyer

“is immaterial
analysis.” Id.
“is
Id.
this analysis.”
immaterial to
to this

Second Exception:
Exception: de
facto merger
defacto
35.
35.

Plaintiff also
Plaintiff
– aa de
the second
exception applies
or
consolidation or
applies 7
facto consolidation
asserts the
also asserts
second exception
de facto

in
merger.
when two
joined such
this takes
merger. However,
or more
more corporations
to result
result in
takes place
corporations are
are joined
place when
such as
two or
as to
However, this

It only
the
by the
the absorption
the
the other,
the creation
of one
when the
or the
creation of
of aa new
corporation. It
absorption of
one by
new corporation.
occurs when
other, or
only occurs
corporation's stock,
consideration
purchasing corporation's
the selling
selling corporation
the purchasing
ﬂowing to
to the
corporation is
is shares
of the
consideration flowing
shares of
as
stock, as

opposed
that the
the shareholders
The theory
the requirement
transfer is
requirement of
is that
of
of aa stock
to cash.
behind the
shareholders of
stock transfer
cash. The
opposed to
theory behind
transferred.” Uni-Com Nw.
in the
the
Nw. v.
the business
the seller
retain an
interest in
seller corporation
an interest
corporation retain
business transferred.”
Pub.
v. Argus Pub.

Co.,
312 (1987).
47 Wash.
App. 787,
P.2d 304,
F.
also DeJesus v.
Wash. App.
737 P.2d
See also
v. Park Corp., 530
530 F.
C0., 47
802, 737
304, 312
787, 802,
(1987). See
App’X 3,
(“The continuity
in determining
App'x
determining
requirement in
Cir. 2013)
of shareholders
shareholders as
8 (1st
as a
a key
continuity of
2013) (“The
(lst Cir.
key requirement
3, 8

whether aa de
permit successor
liability”).
merger exists
Whether
sufﬁcient to
exists sufficient
to permit
facto merger
successor liability.”).
de facto
36.
36.

There
the sole
There is
is no
no evidence
of aa continuity
of shareholders.
Zora testified
testiﬁed he
he was
shareholders. Zora
evidence of
sole
was the
continuity of

F un, LLC
F attys. Both
Both Zora
LLC d/b/a
not
owner
Masonheimer testified
Zora and
testiﬁed Zora
Zora did
of Tons
Tons of
of Fun,
owner of
and Steve
did not
Steve Masonheimer
d/b/ a Fattys.

in Fattys
F attys Bar,
The Masonheimers
the sole
have
were always
ownership in
LLC. The
Masonheimers testified
testiﬁed they
have any
sole
Bar, LLC.
always the
they were
any ownership
F attys Bar,
The only
the
owners
regarding common
of Fattys
LLC. The
common ownership
ownership was
submitted regarding
owners of
evidence submitted
was the
Bar, LLC.
only evidence

ﬁrst Certificate
with the
first
the Idaho
Masonheimer testified
Certiﬁcate filed
ﬁled with
of State.
testiﬁed
Idaho Secretary
State. However,
However, Jenny
Secretary of
Jenny Masonheimer
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Zora’s name
without contradiction
because he
this document
that she
going to
without
contradiction that
to
he was
put Zora’s
name on
on this
document because
she only
was going
only put

manage
was amended
within aa few
weeks. Zora
himself testified
the bar,
the certificate
Zora himself
testiﬁed he
he
certiﬁcate was
manage the
few weeks.
and the
amended Within
bar, and
F attys Bar,
was only
but hoped
partner. Without
LLC but
Without any
an employee
of Fattys
to be
future partner.
evidence
hoped to
was
be aa future
employee of
Bar, LLC
only an
any evidence

Roman’s shoes
F atty’s Bar
of
that Fatty’s
into Clay
the Court
Bar stepped
of common
common ownership,
cannot assume
Court cannot
stepped into
shoes
assume that
ownership, the
Clay Roman’s

under the
original contract.
the original
contract.
under
Third Exception: continuation of
entity:
ofentity;
37.
37.

Plaintiff also
Plaintiff
third exception
the third
exception applies.
applies.
asserts the
also asserts

“The mere
“The
continuation of
mere continuation
of

continuity
there is
continuation of
of directors
is aa continuation
or entity
exception applies
directors and
applies where
where there
and management,
management,
continuity or
entity exception
in some
shareholder
The gravamen
the traditional
traditional
interest and,
of the
shareholder interest
consideration. The
gravamen of
inadequate consideration.
some cases,
cases, inadequate
and, in

mere
than the
the corporate
rather than
the continuation
the continuation
continuation
continuation of
continuation exception
of the
mere continuation
exception is
is the
corporate entity
entity rather
operation.”Martin
of
the business
business operation.”
Martin v.
227 Md.
132 A.3d
ofthe
App. 33,
Md. App.
A.3d 361,
v. TWP Enters., 227
375 (2016).
361, 375
(2016).
33, 57,
57, 132

(“Similar
See
N.H. Corp.,
N.H. 635,
149 NH.
A.2d 559,
826 A.2d
also Bielagus v.
See also
v. EMRE of
567 (2003)
Corp, 149
644, 826
0fN.H.
635, 644,
559, 567
(2003) (“Similar

to
the de
the traditional
the mere
traditional application
merger exception,
continuation
application of
to the
of the
mere continuation
facto merger
under the
de facto
exception, under
exception,
be the
not find
ﬁnd aa corporation
the continuation
the court
continuation of
of aa predecessor
to be
corporation to
court should
unless
should not
predecessor unless
exception, the
only
unless there
the transfer
transfer of
after the
there is
remains after
of assets
is an
an identity
of stock,
corporation remains
and unless
one corporation
assets and
identity of
stock,
only one
stockholders
between the
Int'l Mach.
Mach. Corp.,
No.
the two
corporations.”); Lopez v.
directors between
stockholders and
and directors
two corporations.”);
v. Delta Int’l
C0rp., N0.

“In aa
*117 (D.N.M.
15-0193 JB/GBW,
LEXIS 114656,
CIV
Dist. LEXIS
2017 U.S.
at *117
CIV 15-0193
US. Dist.
114656, at
JB/GBW, 2017
(D.N.M. July
2017) “In
24, 2017)
July 24,
traditional
parties’ bargained-for
bargained-for
the basic
the parties’
traditional successor
on the
centers on
basic inquiry
successor liability
liability analysis,
inquiry centers
analysis, the
in an
the practical
expectations
well as
practical effects
an asset
of such
an acquisition,
expectations in
effects of
such an
asset acquisition,
as well
as the
acquisition, as
acquisition, e.g.,
e.g.,
seller.”). While
it results
in aa merger
in aa continuation
the seller.”).
whether it
merger or
While there
there is
continuation of
whether
or in
of the
is evidence
of some
results in
evidence of
some
F atty’s Bar,
F un, LLC
LLC and
LLC there
relationship
relationship between
there is
continuation
Tons of
of Fun,
is no
no evidence
of aa continuation
and Fatty’s
between Tons
evidence of
Bar, LLC

of
business’s officers
of two
ofﬁcers and
stockholders.
two business’s
and stockholders.
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38.
38.

None of
the successor
the Court
None
of the
exceptions apply.
Court concludes
concludes
successor liability
Therefore, the
liability exceptions
apply. Therefore,

F atty’s Bar,
that
that Fatty’s
that the
LLC is
not legally
the general
is not
general successor
responsible
rule applies,
successor liability
liability rule
applies, i.e.,
legally responsible
i.e., that
Bar, LLC

for
2011 contract.
original contract
the 2011
for the
the original
liabilities under
contract liabilities
contract.
under the

Plaintiff’s Ratification
Plaintiff’s
Ratification Argument.
Argument.
39.
39.

F atty’s Bar,
Moreover,
original contract,
LLC ratified
the entire
entire original
there is
ratiﬁed the
is no
no evidence
evidence Fatty’s
contract,
Moreover, there
Bar, LLC

auto-renew provisions.
including
within
limited to
the auto-renew
Ratification is
including the
ratifications Within
is limited
to concurrent
concurrent ratifications
provisions. Ratification
122 Idaho
agency
Hosp., 122
relationships. See
P.2d 1185
1185
Idaho 47,
See Manning v.
v. Twin Falls Clinic & Hosp,
830 P.2d
agency relationships.
47, 830

“Agency is
(1992).
the fiduciary
relation
relationships as
is the
Idaho case
follows: “Agency
law defines
deﬁnes agency
as follows:
case law
ﬁduciary relation
agency relationships
(1992). Idaho

which results
from the
that the
the manifestation
the other
manifestation of
which
other shall
shall act
another that
of consent
to another
results from
consent by
person to
one person
act
by one
act.” State v.
on
behalf and
by the
his behalf
his control,
the other
other so
on his
to his
to act.”
92
consent by
and consent
and subject
subject to
so to
v. Compton, 92
control, and
Fatty’s Bar
Idaho
with
Bar LLC
LLC did
not have
relationship with
P.2d 79,
an agency
Idaho 739,
450 P.2d
did not
have an
80 (1969).
740, 450
agency relationship
739, 740,
(1969). Fatty’s
79, 80
F atty’s Bar
in 2011.
F attys Bar,
in existence
Clay
was not
until 2013.
Bar LLC
LLC cannot
LLC was
not in
Roman in
2011. Fattys
cannot
existence until
2013. Fatty’s
Bar, LLC
Clay Roman

Roman’s action
in 2011.
be said
when he
the contract
201 1. Instead,
Roman signed
ratiﬁed Roman’s
to have
action when
he signed
contract in
signed the
said to
have ratified
signed
be
Instead, Roman

the
behalf of
the contract
Fun LLC.
The Court
another entity,
contract on
on behalf
of another
Tons of
of Fun
LLC. The
cannot reasonably
Court cannot
conclude
reasonably conclude
entity, Tons
F attys Bar,
that
just
that Fattys
the contract
the contract
LLC somehow
ratified the
contract (particularly,
contract renewal
renewal clause)
somehow ratified
clause) just
Bar, LLC
(particularly, the
F attys Bar,
because Fattys
from Alsco.
LLC continued
to accept
continued to
Alsco.
accept services
services from
because
Bar, LLC

Statute
Statute of
of Frauds.
Frauds.
40.
40.

Idaho’s Statute
F attys Bar,
Fattys
barred by
by Idaho’s
LLC asserts
the contract
contract claims
claims are
of Frauds.
are barred
asserts the
Statute of
Frauds.
Bar, LLC

in writing
the following
Idaho
be in
writing and
following types
of contracts
to be
contracts to
requires the
Idaho Code
and subscribed
subscribed
Code §§ 9-505(1)(2)
9-505(1)(2) requires
types of

(i.e.,
the party
party charged
with performance
the contract:
performance of
of the
contract:
charged with
signed) by
(i.e., signed)
by the
Within aa year
that by
from its
a.
by its
its terms
not to
performed within
its
terms is
a. a
contract that
is not
to be
a contract
be performed
year from

making;
and
making; and
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b.
for the
the debt
of another.
another.
contract to
to answer
answer for
debt of
b. aa contract
it falls
Because
year terms,
within
the Alsco
for aa duration
falls squarely
Contract is
is for
duration of
of consecutive
A1500 Contract
ﬁve year
consecutive five
Because the
terms, it
squarely within

if successor
the
the statute
The statute
exist
of frauds.
of frauds
is found
to exist
applies even
found to
frauds applies
statute of
frauds. The
statute of
even if
successor liability
liability is
pursuant to
that assumption
the implied
implied assumption
to the
is a
contract theory.
given that
assumption exception,
assumption is
pursuant
a contract
exception, given
theory.
41.
41.

“part performance”
Plaintiff
performance” exception
Plaintiff asserts
the “part
the statute
exception to
to the
of frauds
statute of
frauds applies.
applies.
asserts the

“Part performance,”
“Part
performance,” as
not aa recognized
the Idaho
an abstract
or principle,
is not
exception to
to the
recognized exception
Idaho statute
abstract or
statute
as an
principle, is

of
part performance
performance is
form of
the doctrine
the
doctrine of
of part
is best
of the
of frauds.
speciﬁc form
understood as
frauds. Rather,
best understood
as a
a specific
Rather, the
more
principle of
the statute
of
Equitable estoppel
is an
an exception
exception to
to the
more general
general principle
of equitable
equitable estoppel.
estoppel is
statute of
estoppel. Equitable
111 Idaho
frauds.
P.2d 1068,
1072 (Ct.
App. 1986).
Idaho 1005,
729 P.2d
frauds. See
See Frantz v.
v. Parke, 111
1005, 1009,
1009, 729
1068, 1072
1986).
(Ct. App.

42.
42.

Idaho’s statute
One
from
the stated
of the
of Idaho’s
of frauds
is to
to prevent
prevent creditors
creditors from
One of
stated purposes
frauds is
statute of
purposes of

un-signed promises
trying
promises to
pay or
for the
the debts
another person
to enforce
to pay
or answer
of another
enforce unwritten,
person
answer for
debts of
unwritten, un-signed
trying to

or
or entity.
entity.
43.
43.

The
party asserting
part performance
The party
asserting part
performance (i.e.,
must show
of
equitable estoppel)
show each
each of
estoppel) must
(i.e., equitable

the
Ass'n v.
the necessary
convincing evidence.
elements by
clear and
estoppel elements
and convincing
evidence. See
Water Ass’n
See Bear Island Water
v.
necessary estoppel
by clear
125 Idaho
P.2d 528,
Idaho 717,
874 P.2d
533 (1994).
Brown, 125
722, 874
717, 722,
528, 533
(1994).

44.
44.

it is
As
party being
being estopped,
the party
which amounts
is necessary
to show:
As to
to the
amounts
Conduct which
show: (1)
estopped, it
necessary to
(1) Conduct

to
material facts,
which is
representation or
to aa false
or concealment
of material
at least,
is calculated
to convey
concealment of
false representation
calculated to
facts, or,
least, which
convey
or, at
the
which the
that the
the impression
the facts
the party
inconsistent with,
impression that
facts are
those which
are otherwise
otherwise than,
and inconsistent
than, and
with, those
party
subsequently
be
that such
shall be
attempts to
to assert;
or at
at least
least expectation,
conduct shall
such conduct
intention, or
expectation, that
subsequently attempts
assert; (2)
(2) intention,
Tew v.
acted
upon by
party; (3)
the other
the real
other party;
or constructive,
of the
real facts.
facts. See
acted upon
actual or
See Tew
v.
constructive, of
knowledge, actual
by the
(3) knowledge,
94 Idaho
P.2d 896,
Idaho 50,
480 P.2d
899 (1971).
Manwaring, 94
896, 899
(1971).
50, 53,
53, 480

45.
45.

it is
As
the party
As to
to the
seeking estoppel,
is necessary
to show:
Lack of
of knowledge
knowledge
show: (1)
estoppel, it
necessary to
party seeking
(1) Lack

in question;
the conduct
and
upon the
the means
the truth
the facts
truth as
reliance upon
of the
of knowledge
of the
to the
means of
facts in
knowledge of
and of
conduct
as to
question; (2)
(2) reliance
the party
his position
of
party estopped;
position
thereon of
of the
action based
of such
to change
character as
change his
and (3)
such aa character
based thereon
as to
estopped; and
(3) action

prejudicially. See
94 Idaho
P.2d 896,
Idaho 50,
480 P.2d
See Tew v.
v. Manwaring, 94
899 (1971).
prejudicially.
896, 899
(1971).
50, 53,
53, 480
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46.
46.

Normally the
performance (i.e.,
the remedy
for part
part performance
is specific
equitable estoppel)
speciﬁc
Normally
estoppel) is
remedy for
(i.e., equitable

in reliance
performance. Where
party has
partly performed,
his position
the
position in
reliance on
on the
or changed
performance.
Where aa party
has partly
changed his
performed, or

contract,
that to
the statute
the other
other party
of frauds
to interpose
to allow
allow the
interpose the
frauds as
statute of
defense would
would
as a
a defense
so that
contract, so
party to
perpetrate aa fraud
performing party,
will decree
the performing
the legal
on the
legal remedy
is inadequate,
fraud on
perpetrate
and the
decree
inadequate, equity
remedy is
equity Will
party, and
specific
There
P.2d 802,
performance. See
Idaho 551,
speciﬁc performance.
381 P.2d
See Boesiger v.
v. Freer, 85
85 Idaho
806 (1963).
551, 558,
802, 806
558, 381
(1963). There
non-performing party
is
part performance
performance is
that the
for the
the notion
notion that
the remedy
for part
for the
the non-performing
is no
no authority
is for
authority for
remedy for
party

to
to assume
an entirely
contract or
or an
an entirely
of obligations.
obligations.
new contract
new set
set of
assume an
entirely new
entirely new
47.
47.

Equitable
time after
for aa reasonable
the party
the
after the
Equitable estoppel
asserting the
lasts for
estoppel only
reasonable time
only lasts
patty asserting

estoppel
the false
the truth
truth of
or reasonably
of the
representation. See
false representation.
estoppel discovers,
have discovered,
could have
See
discovered, the
discovers, or
reasonably could
*20 (Ct.
LEXIS 36,
Apr. 19,
App. LEXIS
at *20
App. Apr.
No. 32119,
2007 Ida.
Ida. App.
McCabe v.
v. Craven, No.
32119, 2007
2007).
(Ct. App.
19, 2007).
36, at

48.
48.

Alsco
performance, or
the necessary
part performance,
or equitable
failed to
to show
elements of
of part
A1500 failed
equitable
show the
necessary elements

F attys Bar,
estoppel,
by clear
There is
convincing evidence.
is no
no evidence
of Fattys
representative of
clear and
and convincing
evidence aa representative
evidence. There
estoppel, by
Bar,

LLC
the ability
LLC made
the contract
representation about
to discover
contract assumption.
false representation
assumption. Alsco
Alsco had
had the
discover
made aa false
about the
ability to
F atty’s Bar
the
under the
the contract.
the alleged
Bar started
when Fatty’s
contract.
started accepting
accepting services
fraud as
alleged fraud
services under
as early
as 2013,
2013, when
early as
F atty’s Bar,
The
that someone
from Fatty’s
that there
The evidence
LLC notified
there was
notiﬁed Alsco
Alsco that
change
someone from
evidence showed
showed that
was aa change
Bar, LLC

of
was indeed
that the
the old
The invoices
of ownership.
submitted as
ownership. The
Alsco was
invoices submitted
indeed aware
01d
evidence show
show Alsco
aware that
as evidence
F attys Bar
4t
Fattys
because the
was shut
Fun had
the bar
Bar owned
for at
Tons of
of Fun
shut down,
shut down
at least
least 4t
had shut
bar was
down for
owned by
down, because
by Tons

making weekly
days
been making
weekly visits.
bill
the Alsco
The invoices
not bill
driver had
Visits. The
A1500 driver
Alsco did
invoices show
did not
and the
had been
show Alsco
days and
F attys Bar,
for
was also
for any
during January
There was
of 2013.
of Fattys
2013. There
supplied by
one of
also testimony
services during
testimony supplied
January of
Bar,
any services
by one

LLC’s current
LLC’s
by aa driver
that he
from Alsco
current managers
of
he was
driver from
managers that
Alsco as
approached by
was approached
as recently
as February
recently as
February of
“out of
contract” and
F attys Bar,
LLC was
2017
was “out
written contract,
2017 and
told Fattys
of contract”
he was
to sign
and he
sign aa written
and told
asked to
was asked
contract,
Bar, LLC

which request
which
request was
refused.
was refused.
49.
49.

it was
for Alsco
Alsco
business entity,
was unreasonable
is a
to
sophisticated business
A1500 is
Alsco to
and it
unreasonable for
a sophisticated
entity, and

F atty’s Bar
F atty’s Bar
that Fatty’s
Bar for
for approximately
Bar
provide services
years before
before asserting
to Fatty’s
four (4)
asserting that
provide
services to
approximately four
(4) years
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ALSCO’s equitable
was estopped
from denying
the contract.
therefore no
no
contract. ALSCO’s
equitable estoppel
estoppel defense
defense was
estopped from
was
was therefore
denying the
in 2017.
longer
longer viable
2017. See
Viable in
supra.
See McCabe v.
v. Craven,
Craven, supra.

50.
50.

in connection
There
prejudice in
with the
the contract
There is
is also
no evidence
contract
connection with
Alsco suffered
suffered prejudice
also no
evidence Alsco

assumption
Neither party
party had
performed under
under the
the alleged
its obligations
obligations under
or renewal.
assumption or
under its
renewal. Neither
alleged
had fully
fully performed

“full performance”
60-month renewal
60-month
performance” exception
the “full
the statute
exception to
to the
of frauds
renewal contract,
and so
frauds does
statute of
so the
does
contract, and
not
not apply.
There is
P.2d 375,
App. 1999).
is
Idaho 72,
133 Idaho
982 P.2d
See Fairfax v.
v. Ramirez, 133
379 (Ct.
1999). There
375, 379
(Ct. App.
72, 76,
apply. See
76, 982
in response
In fact,
no
position in
its position
the
the contract.
no evidence
to the
contract. In
Alsco detrimentally
changed its
response to
evidence Alsco
detrimentally changed
fact, the
F atty’s Bar
it had
evidence
provide the
Bar as
the same
to Fatty’s
to Tons
Tons of
of
to provide
continued to
Alsco continued
had to
evidence shows
same services
shows Alsco
services to
as it

Fun,
LLC.
Fun, LLC.
51.
51.

At the
At
time of
the time
the alleged
the Alsco
of the
of 2013),
Contract
assumption (i.e.,
A1500 Contract
alleged assumption
January of
2013), the
(i.e., January

in its
was in
ﬁrst term
term and
term did
its first
the automatic
the
not yet
There is
exist. There
is no
no evidence
automatic renewal
renewal term
and the
did not
evidence the
was
yet exist.
in
parties discussed
that any
the contract
after 2013,
parties
contract renewal
or that
consideration was
renewal after
exchanged in
discussed the
was exchanged
2013, or
any consideration
in the
connection
with the
Farone
the Texas
the renewal.
The Court
the persuasive
holdings in
connection with
Texas case
arone
Court adopts
renewal. The
persuasive holdings
adopts the
case F
Bag’n Baggage,
v.
Baggage, Ltd.,
that aa renewal
the court
of
App. 2005),
renewal of
Where the
court ruled
165 S.W.3d
ruled that
v. Bag'n
S.W.3d 795
795 (Tex.
Ltd., 165
(Tex. App.
2005), where

aa contract
be performed
performed Within
within aa year
year was
was barred
barred by
by the
that could
not be
the statute
contract that
of frauds:
statute of
frauds:
could not
Within one
The
be performed
original contract
implied renewal
The original
not be
contract could
performed within
renewal
one year.
could not
year. Any
Any implied
Within one
of
the contract,
The statute
not be
of
of the
performed within
one year.
statute of
could not
be performed
therefore, could
contract, therefore,
year. The
frauds
that those
not enforceable
the promise
promise or
or
requires that
those agreements
enforceable unless
frauds requires
agreements are
are not
unless the
in writing
writing and
agreement…is
party to
be charged
promise or
with the
the party
the promise
to be
or
agreement. .is in
signed by
charged with
and signed
by the
agreement
someone
who
is
lawfully
authorized
to
sign
for
him.
Here,
there
him.
sign
for
there
agreement or
or by
is
authorized
to
who
lawfully
Here,
by someone
may
without aa
original contract;
implied agreements
the original
to continue
continue the
agreements to
have been
been implied
contract; but,
but, without
may have
further
writing during
original two-year
the original
during each
further writing
extension of
of extension
of the
period of
each period
two-year agreement,
agreement,
any
not enforceable
agreements are
enforceable
are not
subsequent agreements
any subsequent
.

Rptr. 272,
Id., at
p. 801.
at p.
App. 3d
157 Cal.
801. See
also Ripani v.
Cal. App.
Cal. Rptr.
See also
v. Liberty Loan Corp.,
95 Cal.
3d 603,
Id.,
Corp, 95
272,
603, 609,
609, 157

(“Renewal or
in excess
the statute
276
extension of
or extension
of aa lease
of one
is subject
to the
of
statute of
276 (1979)
one year
lease in
excess of
subject to
year is
(1979) (“Renewal

frauds
writing.”).
therefore requires
requires aa writing”).
frauds and
and therefore
52.
52.

original contract
The evidence
the original
LLC is
The
between Alsco
contract between
Tons of
of Fun,
is
Alsco and
and Tons
evidence shows
shows the
Fun, LLC

F atty’s Bar,
from the
severable
because there
the alleged
there is
contract because
is no
no evidence
renewal contract
Alsco and
alleged renewal
and Fatty’s
evidence Alsco
severable from
Bar,
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“The ‘meeting
minds’ must
‘meeting of
LLC
LLC had
meeting of
the minds
the renewal.
the minds’
all
minds as
of the
to the
of the
must occur
on all
renewal. “The
had aa meeting
occur on
as to
contract.” Barry v.
material
the contract.”
140 Idaho
material terms
terms to
to the
Idaho 827,
103 P.3d
Pac. W.
P.3d 440,
v. Pac.
W. Constr.,
C0nstr., Inc.,
Inc., 140
440,
827, 831,
831, 103
444 (2004).
At most,
444
that Alsco
the evidence
the parties
silent as
the renewals,
parties were
to the
Alsco
and that
evidence shows
were silent
shows the
as to
renewals, and
most, the
(2004). At

“Silence
F atty’s Bar
continued
provide services
Bar without
afﬁrmative agreement
Without any
to provide
to Fatty’s
agreement to
to renew.
continued to
renew. “Silence
services to
any affirmative

ordinarily
without knowledge
that silence
not establish
of acceptance
is aa mode
establish acceptance
silence is
knowledge that
mode of
acceptance
acceptance Without
does not
ordinarily does
and
party cannot
his own
the offeree
terms and
intends to
to accept…A
cannot state
an agreement
agreement on
on his
offeree intends
state an
own terms
and
and the
accept...A party
contract.” Figueroa v.
unilaterally form
form aa contract.”
123 Idaho
P.2d 567,
156-57, 845
Idaho 149,
845 P.2d
v. Kit-San Co.,
570
unilaterally
C0., 123
149, 156-57,
567, 570

LLcimust bear
Alscoiand not
F atty’s Bar,
(Ct.
the responsibility
not Fatty’s
providing
of providing
App. 1992).
bear the
responsibility of
1992). Alsco—and
Bar, LLC—must
(Ct. App.
multi-year
without aa signed
multi-year services
agreement.
renewal agreement.
signed renewal
services Without
53.
53.

in the
The
that Alsco
The Court
not entitled
the renewal
the
entitled to
terms in
is not
to enforce
enforce the
renewal terms
Court concludes
A1500 is
concludes that

it would
F atty’s Bar
Alsco
because it
would Violate
violate the
the Statute
Bar because
of Frauds.
Contract against
against Fatty’s
A1500 Contract
Statute of
Frauds.

The
The Liquidated
Damages Clause.
Liquidated Damages
Clause.
54.
54.

“Where the
As
by aa contract
the forfeiture
fixed by
As aa general
general rule,
forfeiture or
or damage
contract is
is arbitrary
damage fixed
arbitrary
rule, “where

it is
and
bears no
the anticipated
relation to
exorbitant or
no reasonable
to the
anticipated damage,
is exorbitant
or unconscionable,
is
and bears
reasonable relation
unconscionable, it
damage, is
‘penalty, and
regarded
provision therefor
unenforceable.”
the contractual
therefor is
is void
an unenforceable.”
contractual provision
and the
regarded as
void an
as a
a ‘penalty,

Melaleuca, Inc,
Inc., v.
Idaho 920,
917 (2014)
155 Idaho
318 P.3d
P.3d 910,
v.
v. Foeller, 155
Melaleuca,
(quoting Graves v.
910, 917
920, 927,
927, 318
(2014) (quoting
Cupric, 75
272 P.2d
P.2d 1020,
1023 (1954)).
Idaho 451,
75 Idaho
1020, 1023
451, 456,
456, 272
(1954)).
55.
55.

It
Alsco
not attempt
attempt to
its actual
regarding its
to introduce
introduce any
A1500 did
did not
evidence regarding
actual damages.
damages. It
any evidence

it would
trial that
took
be the
would have
that its
the position
its damages
the money
the
position at
took the
at trial
under the
have received
received under
would be
damages would
money it

if Fattys
F attys Bar,
remaining
remaining term
term of
the contract
LLC had
not stopped
its services.
of the
contract if
accepting its
had not
stopped accepting
services.
Bar, LLC
Alsco’s actual
still presented
into question
Defendants
what Alsco’s
be, yet
Defendants called
question What
Alsco still
presented
called into
would be,
actual damages
damages would
yet Alsco

it suffered
F attys
no
breach by
the actual
the alleged
regarding the
no evidence
result of
of the
suffered as
alleged breach
evidence regarding
actual damages
damages it
as a
a result
by Fattys
remaining term
term of
Bar,
provide the
the Alsco
not provide
the services
for the
the remaining
LLC. Because
of the
Alsco did
A1500
did not
Because Alsco
services for
Bar, LLC.
than the
remaining contract
Contract,
pocket damages
its actual,
the remaining
of pocket
much less
contract price.
price.
out of
were much
less than
damages were
Contract, its
actual, out

Alsco
its liquidated
therefore cannot
cannot recover
liquidated damages
Alsco therefore
under its
recover under
damages clause.
clause.
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56.
56.

Alsco’s actual
Alsco’s
would be
very speculative
because Alsco
admits aa
Alsco admits
actual damages
speculative because
damages would
be very

F attys Bar,
it receives
customer,
LLC can
the amount
including Fattys
time.
amount of
of services
at any
can reduce
receives at
reduce the
services it
customer, including
Bar, LLC
any time.

57.
57.

F attys Bar,
it any
Alsco
LLC owed
for services
failed to
to prove
A1500 failed
prove Fattys
services actually
owed it
actually
Bar, LLC
money for
any money

At trial,
F attys Bar,
provided. At
presented aa cancelled
LLC presented
showing full
full
check dated
cancelled check
provided.
dated May
trial, Fattys
2013, showing
Bar, LLC
18, 2013,
May 18,
F attys Bar,
payment by
by Fattys
then forced
ﬁnal services
LLC for
for final
admit
to admit
Alsco was
Alsco. Alsco
forced to
received by
services received
was then
payment
Bar, LLC
by Alsco.

it had
F attys Bar,
it
payment against
for payment
its asserted
claim for
no claim
against Fattys
liquidated damages.
except its
had no
asserted liquidated
damages.
Bar, LLC,
LLC, except

DATED:
DATED:

.

Steven
Hippler
Steven Hippler
District
District Judge
Judge
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THE DISTRICT
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DISTRICT COURT
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JUDICIAL DISTRICT
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STATE
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AND FOR
THE COUNTY
ADA
STATE OF
FOR THE
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OF ADA
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Case
No. CV01-17-8091
Case No.

ALSCO
ALSCO INC.,
INC,

FINAL REPLY
REPLY BRIEF
BRIEF
FINAL

Plaintiff,
Plaintiff,
vs.
VS.
CLAY
CLAY ROMAN,
an individual
individual d/b/a
d/b/a
ROMAN, an
FATTY’S BAR,
FATTY’S; and
FATTY’S;
an
and FATTY’S
BAR, LLC,
LLC, an
Limited Liability
Idaho
Idaho Limited
Corporation,
Liability Corporation,
Defendant.
Defendant.

COMES
NOW, the
by and
Plaintiff by
the following
through its
its counsel
the Plaintiff
following
of record,
ﬁles the
COMES NOW,
and files
and through
counsel of
record, and
in the
response
proposed by
by Defendants
the findings
ﬁndings of
the above
to the
of fact
fact and
of law
Defendants in
conclusions of
and conclusions
law proposed
response to
above

referenced
matter.
referenced matter.
UNDISPUTED
UNDISPUTED FACTS
FACTS
While
by the
parties are
very similar,
the facts
the parties
identiﬁed by
or
overstatements or
While the
facts identified
are very
few overstatements
similar, aa few
Plaintiff’s right
mischaracterizations
because they
right to
important to
mischaracterizations are
to note
note because
to recovery
establish Plaintiff’s
are important
and
recovery and
they establish

damages.
damages.
F attys Bar
The relationship
Bar LLC
LLC seems
relationship between
1)
Zora and
Masonheimer: Fattys
to
and Steve
Steve Masonheimer:
seems to
between Zora
1) The
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acknowledge
partner. But
it ignores
that Justin
looking for
for aa financial
But it
the testimony
ﬁnancial partner.
Justin Zora
Zora was
ignores the
acknowledge that
was looking
testimony
22-24 and
that
became that
that Steve
that partner.
Tr. Pgs
Roman
partner. (Zora
Masonheimer became
Pgs 22-24
and Roman
Steve Masonheimer
testimony Tr.
(Zora testimony

testimony
Pg 46).
F attys Bar
still suggests
Tr. Pg
Bar LLC
LLC still
Masonheimer had
no idea
had no
idea
Steve Masonheimer
suggests Steve
testimony Tr.
Instead, Fattys
46). Instead,
F attys bar
it was
who owned
bar completely
he saw
to open
who
bar and,
open aa new
new bar
once he
owned Fattys
decided to
saw it
was closed,
completely
closed, decided
and, once
F attys
original Fattys
the prior
The testimony
unrelated
prior entity.
with original
inconsistent with
to Justin
Justin Zora
Zora or
or to
to the
is inconsistent
unrelated to
testimony is
entity. The

Bar
F attys Bar
Bar LLC
LLC agreement
the certificate
for Fattys
Bar LLC
LLC (exhibit
the
organization for
agreement (exhibit
certiﬁcate of
of organization
(exhibit 8);
(exhibit 3),
8); the
3), the
testimony
the testimony
of Clay
of Justin
Justin Zora
Zora and
of common
common sense.
shred of
and any
sense.
testimony of
testimony of
Roman, the
Clay Roman,
any shred
F attvs bar,
F attys Bar
2)
bar, as
by Justin
that Fattys
The suggestion
Bar LLC
LLC
Justin Zora,
shut down.
suggestion that
run bV
down. Fattys
completelv shut
as run
Zora, completely
2) The
st
315‘,
F attys bar
contends
, 2012.
that Fattys
This fact
the doors
2012. This
on December
fact is
is
contends that
December 31
bar closed
doors entirely
closed the
entirely on

Pg 23
Pg 305)
In addition,
it
trial (Zora
the testimony
Tr. Pg
Tr. Pg
Roman Tr.
inconsistent
with the
inconsistent with
at trial
23 and
and Roman
addition, it
testimony at
(Zora Tr.
305) In
st
31“,
strains
bar shut
, the
AFTER the
imagination to
the imagination
the bar
the
strains the
to suggest
shut down
on December
December 31
down on
suggest that,
that, AFTER

premises
was abandoned
then did
Mr. Masonheimer
the major
Masonheimer discover
major
premises was
and only
did Mr.
who owned
discover who
abandoned and
owned the
only then
didn’t find
“They were
in the
assets
used in
bar. He
were all
find
the bar.
all owned
He testified
testiﬁed “They
and we
owned by
assets used
we didn’t
Simth, and
Colby Simth,
by Colby
in there
it had
that
until we
went in
who owned
that out
find out
the equipment,
there trying
to find
out until
out who
had been
been
owned the
we went
because it
equipment, because
trying to
abandoned.” (Steve
Pg 144
144 lines
that some
Tr. Pg
after
lines 1-4).
1-4). So
abandoned.”
we are
believe that
to believe
are to
some after
Masonheimer, Tr.
So we
(Steve Masonheimer,
st
31“,
, Masonheimer
premises and
December
then investigates
the premises
the
the assets
Masonheimer inspects
investigates the
inspects the
December 31
and sees
and then
assets and
sees the

true
prior owner,
then manages
the prior
He then
to contact
settle on
on aa purchase
negotiate aa
contact the
owner. He
manages to
purchase price,
true owner.
owner, settle
price, negotiate
th
4th,
, 2013
lease,
up an
hire aa manager
LLC by
the
manager and
an LLC
on January
2013 (the
11:55 a.m.
and set
set up
am. on
lease, hire
January 4
(the day
day the
by 11:55

certificate
by the
with
the Idaho
organization is
certificate of
when faced
of State).
of organization
is recorded
Idaho Secretary
recorded by
faced with
Secretary of
State). Finally,
Finally, when
listing Justin
the written
organization listing
the
written article
by Justin
article of
of organization
Justin Zora
Zora as
member and
Justin Zora,
signed by
and signed
as a
a member
Zora,

Masonheimer
was never
it was
that Zora
mistake and
Masonheimer suggests
Zora was
never involved.
and that
involved.
suggests it
was aa mistake
Again,
by Fattys
F attys Bar
from
with the
the scenario
Bar LLC
LLC is
the testimony
inconsistent with
is inconsistent
scenario set
set out
out by
testimony from
Again, the
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Zora
with the
original LLC
the historical
LLC agreement)
historical documents
inconsistent with
Zora and
and Roman,
documents (the
and
agreement) and
Roman, inconsistent
(the original
inconsistent
with common
inconsistent with
common sense.
sense.
3)
F attvs Bar
F attvs.
that Fattys
original Fattys.
The suggestion
Bar LLC
LLC did
not use
the assets
the original
of the
of the
suggestion that
did not
assets of
use any
anV of
3) The
in the
Earlier
Earlier in
the litigation,
Mr. Masonheimer
Masonheimer executed
he unequivocally
declaration where
Where he
stated
executed aa declaration
litigation, Mr.
unequivocally stated

“F attys Bar
in the
that “Fattys
Bar LLC
LLC used
its own
the new
that
used its
equipment and
restaurant/bar.
own equipment
and furnishings,
new restaurant/bar.
etc. in
furnishings, etc.
Fattys
with
F attys Bar
prior business,
Bar LLC
LLC did
not buy
the assets
the prior
no business
of the
dealings with
did not
and had
had no
business dealings
assets of
business, and
buy the
the
business.” (Masonheimer
prior business.”
this
exhibit 15).
the owner
the prior
of the
He reiterated
reiterated this
declaration exhibit
owner of
(Masonheimer declaration
15). He
position
with Justin
exhibit 8,
trial. His
His statement
the agreement
position at
statement ignores
ignores exhibit
at trial.
agreement he
he signed
Justin Zora.
He
signed with
Zora. He
8, the
in running
is
used by
that all
the court
the fact
running
all of
the equipment
asking the
equipment used
is also
to overlook
fact that
of the
Zora in
court to
overlook the
also asking
by Zora
F attys originally
the landlord,
Smith. The
The equipment
Fattys
equipment and
and lease
were assets
lease were
owned by
assets
was owned
originally was
landlord, Colby
Colby Smith.
by the

used by
by Zora
by his
was using
in running
F attys. Even
running Fattys.
his own
the same
Masonheimer was
Zora in
Even by
using the
own admissions,
same
used
admissions, Masonheimer
“F attys Bar
assets
used its
F attys Bar
that “Fattys
Bar LLC
LLC used
its own
Bar LLC.
The suggestion
equipment and
to run
LLC. The
suggestion that
own equipment
and
run Fattys
assets to
furnishings” is
furnishings”
F attys Bar
the facts.
Bar LLC
LLC used
the same
mischaracterization of
eguipment and
is aa mischaracterization
of the
facts. Fattys
and
same equipment
used the

furnishings.
was aa continuation
that the
Further evidence
the
the operation
Mr. Masonheimer
continuation of
Masonheimer was
furnishings. Further
of the
operation of
of Mr.
evidence that
operation
operation run
Justin Zora.
Zora.
run by
by Justin
4)
proposes aa finding
F attvs Bar
finding
The assumption
the Alsco
Bar LLC.
The Defendant
Defendant proposes
of the
agreement by
LLC. The
assumption of
A1500 agreement
bV Fattys
4) The

“Plaintiff offered
assumption” of
of
In
that “Plaintiff
the Alsco
of fact
fact that
no evidence
of an
an express
of the
contract. In
offered no
A1500 contract.
express assumption”
evidence of
fact,
undisputed evidence,
was that
that they
the undisputed
Mrs. Masonheimer,
Alsco
called Alsco
supported by
also supported
Masonheimer, was
evidence, also
fact, the
they called
by Mrs.

billing cycle
and
the contract
the billing
the terms
terms of
to change
of the
contract (to
change the
charge status)
and specifically
asked to
specifically asked
status) the
cycle (to
(to charge
(to
billing address
the billing
the volume
The Defendants
material being
monthly)
volume of
Defendants
of material
being supplied.
and the
supplied. The
address and
monthly) the

“Plaintiff presented
suggestion
presented no
in paragraph
their Proposed
that “Plaintiff
that
Findings that
no evidence
paragraph 33
of their
suggestion in
Proposed Findings
evidence that
33 of
any
F attys Bar
Bar LLC
LLC made
of Fattys
statements or
or demonstrated
showing
representative of
demonstrated any
conduct showing
made any
any representative
any statements
any conduct
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Contract” is
it
would assume
under the
it would
the Alsco
not true.
for the
the obligations
is simply
or be
liable for
obligations under
A1500 Contract”
true.
assume or
be liable
simply not

LAW
CONCLUSIONS
OF LAW
CONCLUSIONS OF

1)
1)

Fattys
in interest.
Bar LLC
LLC is
liable as
interest.
is liable
as successor
successor in
Fattvs Bar
Fattys
F attys Bar
All four
Bar LLC
LLC acknowledges
the four
regarding successor
four exceptions
four
exceptions regarding
acknowledges the
successor liability.
liability. All

exceptions
in the
met in
the case
at hand.
exceptions are
hand.
are met
case at
A- The
AThe buyer
The uncontradicted
or impliedly
to assume
uncontradicted
impliedlv agrees
such liability:
agrees to
liabilitvz The
assume such
expresslv or
buver expressly
F attys Bar
testimony
under the
trial was
that Fattys
Bar LLC
LLC contacted
the contract
at trial
to make
make changes
contract
Alsco to
contacted Alsco
changes under
was that
testimony at
4 years.
than 4
for more
and
years.
to accept
more than
continued to
and continued
accept services
services for

8- The
BThe transaction
transaction amounts
or merger:
merger:
to aa de
consolation or
amounts to
facto consolation
de facto

While
While Steve
Steve

Masonheimer
business and
prior bar
bar called
all between
his business
the prior
relation at
there was
Masonheimer suggests
no relation
at all
and the
called
suggests there
between his
was no
Fattys,
bar, same
F attys, the
trial was
the evidence
the contrary.
the bar,
at trial
to the
to run
run the
evidence at
Same assets
same location,
assets used
was to
used to
location,
contrary. Same
same
that Justin
the
There is
is also
Justin Zora
Zora was
member of
of the
and same
signage. There
same employees
same signage.
also evidence
evidence that
was aa member
employees and
the execution
new
purchase agreement
with Justin
agreement with
Justin Zora/Tons
of
of an
an asset
Zora/Tons of
execution of
new business.
business. Finally,
asset purchase
Finally, the

Funs
F attys Bar
F attys Bar
eight (8)
LLC eight
months after
the creation
Bar LLC
LLC suggests
Bar LLC
LLC was
after the
Funs LLC
creation of
of Fattys
suggests Fattys
was
(8) months
using those
purchase those
when Justin
until that
that time
time and
to purchase
Justin
using
required to
those assets
those assets
and was
assets until
assets when
was only
only required
Zora
in the
the operation.
longer involved
Zora was
no longer
operation.
involved in
was no
C- Th
Th buyer
Cbuyer corporation
the seller
continuation of
testified to
of the
seller corporation:
As testified
to
corporation is
is merely
corporation: As
merely aa continuation

“01d” bar
It temporarily
the “old”
by Justin
Justin Zora
Zora and
shut down
of
never closed.
and Clay
bar never
down because
closed. It
because of
temporarily shut
Roman, the
Clay Roman,
by

the
but itit reopened.
was and
it was
F attys Bar.
still is,
the liquor
the entire
entire world,
liquor law
To the
Bar.
law violation,
and still
reopened. To
Violation, but
world, it
is, Fattys
D- The
Dpurpose of
In
into fraudulently
The transaction
for the
the purpose
transaction is
is entered
of escaping
entered into
escaping liability:
fraudulentlv for
liabilitvz In
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isn’t any
this
F attys Bar
this case,
that Fattys
Bar LLC
LLC originally
there actually
transaction
entered aa transaction
evidence that
originally entered
actually isn’t
case, there
any evidence

trying
It is
in an
to escape
is customary
an asset
agreement to
to specifically
purchase agreement
asset only
escape liability.
liability. It
speciﬁcally
customary in
trying to
only purchase
state
provide that
In
that information
information to
the purchaser
not assuming
liabilities and
is not
to provide
to vendors.
assuming any
state the
purchaser is
and to
vendors. In
any liabilities
wasn’t assuming
the
was never
verbal notice
that Fatty
written or
the case
Bar LLC
LLC wasn’t
there was
at hand,
or verbal
notice that
or
assuming or
never written
case at
hand, there
Fatty Bar

“old” Fattys
isn’t until
F attys bar.
It isn’t
F attys
litigation Where
this litigation
for any
the “old”
liabilities of
responsible
bar. It
until this
where Fattys
of the
responsible for
any liabilities
Bar
in such
Bar LLC
LLC tried
the transaction
The testimony
tried to
transaction in
to characterize
characterize the
to avoid
such aa way
avoid liability.
as to
liability. The
testimony
way as
of
provides the
purpose of
that the
the evidence
the transaction
for the
the purpose
Masonheimer provides
transaction is
of Steve
is for
of escaping
escaping
evidence that
Steve Masonheimer
liability.
liability.
2)
2)

Continuity
Bar LLC
LLC ignores
the elements
Enterprise. Fatty
of Enterprise.
ignores the
elements of
of aa cause
of action
action
cause of
Continuity of
Fatty Bar

based
was no
that there
the sole
there was
on aa continuity
of enterprise
no
on the
enterprise theory,
suggestion that
sole suggestion
based on
continuity of
relying on
theory, relying
businesses’ officers/stockholders
evidence
the two
continuation of
blanket statement
statement
of the
of aa continuation
ofﬁcers/stockholders and
two businesses’
and aa blanket
evidence of

“none of
Plaintiff’s trial
apply”. On
in Plaintiff’s
that
trial
that “none
the exceptions
the contrary,
all 7
of the
On the
listed in
exceptions apply”.
exceptions listed
7 exceptions
contrary, all

In addition,
F attys Bar
time Fattys
written evidence
the time
the written
Bar LLC
LLC was
brief
brief are
met. In
at the
are clearly
created at
evidence created
was
addition, the
clearly met.

formed
was aa member
with Steve
F attys Bar
that Justin
Bar LLC
LLC and
running the
the bar
formed is
is that
Justin Zora
Zora was
member of
of Fattys
and was
bar with
Steve
was running
Masonheimer.
was not
trial trying
that document
The testimony
explain away
not credible.
Masonheimer. The
at trial
to explain
document was
credible.
testimony at
trying to
away that
3)
3)

F attys Bar
Ratification. Fattys
that the
original contract
Bar LLC
LLC relies
the fact
the original
Ratification.
relies on
on the
fact that
contract was
signed
was signed

before
In fact,
in
their action
that entity
the consequences
ratiﬁcation. In
to avoid
of ratification.
action in
before that
created to
avoid the
consequences of
was created
entity was
fact, their
accepting
years, their
by Virtue
virtue of
their knowledge
than four
for more
the contract
the
more than
four years,
of the
contract by
of the
accepting services
knowledge of
services for
ownership
Drink LLC
The Drink
LLC and
the decision
the terms
terms of
ownership of
of The
to contact
of service,
to change
contact Alsco
Alsco to
change the
decision to
and the
service,
all
that original
original contract.
all evidence
ratiﬁcation of
of that
contract.
evidence aa ratification
4)
4)

The
The Statute
the signatures
the delivery
Statute of
of Frauds.
As noted,
of employees
on the
Frauds. As
receipts
signatures of
noted, the
employees on
delivery receipts

specifically
existing contract
the existing
eliminate any
sufficient to
incorporating the
contract is
is sufficient
to eliminate
of frauds
statue of
frauds
specifically incorporating
any statue
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argument.
in her
Drink
admitting that
that The
her testimony
The Drink
Jennifer Mashonheimer
Mashonheimer noted
argument. As
As Jennifer
when admitting
noted in
testimony when
“We continued
LLC
was liable
LLC was
the end
the
identical contract
liable under
an identical
contract “We
to make
make payments
to the
of the
continued to
under an
end of
payments to
contract.” (Tr.
contact
Pg 259
felt our
that contract.”
term. ...We felt
lines 13-17)
committed us
to that
13-17)
contact term…..we
our employee
259 lines
us to
employee committed
(Tr. Pg
.

In addition,
In
the transaction
transaction is
is seen
or continuity
of enterprise,
seen as
successor or
as a
a merger,
enterprise,
addition, if the
continuity of
merger, successor

In those
F attys Bar
into the
the statute
not applicable.
Bar LLC
LLC steps
the shoes
the
of frauds
is not
of
those situations,
frauds is
applicable. In
statute of
steps into
shoes of
situations, Fattys

Fattys
F attys Bar.
F attys Bar
In paragraph
Bar LLC
LLC bear
noting. In
the
comments made
paragraph 49
49 of
of the
Bar. Finally,
two comments
made by
bear noting.
Finally, two
by Fattys

“it was
Findings
was unreasonable
Findings of
for Alsco
of Fact
Fact and
of Law,
note “it
to provide
Alsco to
Conclusions of
and Conclusions
unreasonable for
provide
Law, they
they note
services
F atty’s Bar
F atty’s Bar
that Fatty’s
Bar for
for approximately
Bar was
to Fatty’s
four (4)
asserting that
before asserting
services to
was
approximately four
years before
(4) years
contract.”
estopped
from denying
the contract.”
estopped from
denying the

The
that Fattys
the fact
The statement
Bar LLC
LLC
statement ignores
ignores the
fact that
Fattys Bar

wasn’t until
it wasn’t
until the
that entire
time period
that it
for services
entire time
the end
accepted
during that
of
period and
and paid
paid for
and that
end of
accepted and
services during

the
period that
written contract.
F attys Bar
that Fattys
the period
Bar LLC
LLC suddenly
part of
being part
of any
contract. Similarly,
denied being
suddenly denied
Similarly,
any written
“never discussed
the
paragraph 51
in paragraph
that the
the contract
the parties
the suggestion
after
of the
contract after
51 that
parties “never
renewal of
suggestion in
discussed any
any renewal
2013” ignores
2013”
pay for
F attys Bar
that Fattys
that they
the fact
Bar LLC
LLC continued
for services
ignores the
fact that
to accept
continued to
and pay
and that
accept and
services and
they

contracted
the terms
terms of
of service.
to change
contracted Alsco
Alsco to
change the
service.
This case
not involve
The contract
This
terms of
of aa vague
oral agreement.
contract
agreement. The
involve mysterious
case does
does not
vague oral
mysterious terms

being
writing and
F attys Bar
in writing
the four
Bar
during and
throughout the
being enforced
is in
four years
existed before,
enforced is
and existed
and throughout
before, during
years Fattys
LLC
were aware
F attys Bar
LLC accepted
The owners
Bar LLC
LLC were
matter of
terms as
of Fattys
of those
of
those terms
owners of
aware of
accepted services.
services. The
as a
a matter
law
Drink LLC.
with Alsco
through The
The Drink
identical contract
an identical
contract with
LLC.
under an
Alsco through
law because
were under
because they
they were
5)
5)

Liability
Roman.
of Clay
Liability of
Clay Roman.

Roman’s position
Mr.
be summarized
Mr. Roman’s
his testimony
position can
summarized by
can be
testimony
by his

“owner” written
at
words “owner”
if the
signing the
the contract
the words
trial: He
written
contract and
no idea
at trial:
He has
no recollection
recollection of
of signing
and no
has no
idea if

under
by court
in his
handwriting (examination
his handwriting
Tr. Pg.
his name
lines 19-23)
Pg. pg
62 lines
19-23)
name are
court Tr.
under his
are in
(examination by
pg 62

“ﬂoor operating
We
was characterized
by Justin
partner” (Tr.
that he
operating partner”
Justin Zora
Zora as
know that
he was
characterized by
as a
a “floor
We do
do know
(Tr.
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Pg.
we can
line 22).
that Clay
The other
for certain
the
other facts
Roman signed
certain are
determine for
Pg. 18,
facts we
signed the
can determine
are that
22). The
18, line
Clay Roman
agreement
F attys was
that the
that Fattys
mention that
the agreement
Fun LLC
LLC
agreement and
agreement made
no mention
Tons of
of Fun
and that
made no
was owned
owned by
by Tons
or
In light
light of
that Clay
Mr. Roman
Roman was
acting as
Roman is,
or that
an agent.
of those
at aa
agent. In
those facts,
was only
as an
facts, Mr.
only acting
is, at
Clay Roman
minimum,
who executed
without disclosing
principal and
that makes
an agent
agent who
an agreement
agreement Without
disclosing any
makes
and that
executed an
minimum, an
any principal
him liable
him
under Idaho
liable under
Idaho law.
law.

The
was invalid
that the
that Mr.
The suggestion
the contract
Mr.
invalid relies
contract at
at issue
relies on
on an
an assumption
assumption that
suggestion that
issue was
Roman’s failure
Roman’s
personal consideration
the contract
terms and
failure to
failure to
is
to review
contract terms
to receive
consideration is
review the
and failure
receive any
any personal

aa defense.
not supported
The consideration
for the
the agreement
positions are
agreement
consideration for
Those positions
Idaho law.
are not
supported by
defense. Those
law. The
by Idaho
Roman’s failure
was
provided. Roman’s
the services
failure to
materials provided.
to understand
What he
he was
understand exactly
and materials
services and
was the
was
exactly what

it is
in Idaho.
signing is
the law
signing
is unfortunate
is the
unfortunate and
and may
but it
law in
Idaho.
seem harsh,
harsh, but
may seem

5)
5)

Liquidated
under aa supply
the
The general
for damages
Damages. The
Liguidated Damages.
contract are
general rule
are the
rule for
damages under
supply contract

Plaintiff provided
amounts
paid through
provided evidence
through the
the contract
The Plaintiff
which would
term. The
contract term.
amounts which
have been
been paid
evidence
would have
Plaintiff would
the contract
the average
the balance
The amount
of
weekly invoice
balance of
term. The
of the
contract term.
of the
amount Plaintiff
invoice and
and the
would
average weekly
have
provision reduces
that
The liquidated
the contract
contract was
liquidated damages
under the
have received
received under
damages provision
reduces that
was $46,412.97.
$46,412.97. The
one-half to
amount
possible reduction
the necessity
proving every
or
amount by
of proving
to avoid
reduction or
avoid the
necessity of
contingency, possible
every contingency,
by one-half

mitigation
uncontradicted evidence
was that
trial was
mitigation element
that the
The uncontradicted
the
traditional damages.
element of
of traditional
at trial
evidence at
damages. The
liquidated
possible actual
the possible
to the
liquidated damages
related to
are reasonably
actual damages.
damages are
damages.
reasonably related

DATED
DATED this
this 23rd
23rd day
of May,
2018.
day of
May, 2018.
JONES
GLEHILL FUHRMAN
FUHRMAN GOURLEY,
P.A.
JONES GLEHILL
GOURLEY, P.A.
By:
By:

O’Neill
/s/ Derrick
Derrick J.
/s/
J. O’Neill
O’Neill
Derrick
Derrick J.
J. O’Neill
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CERTIFICATE
CERTIFICATE OF
SERVICE
OF SERVICE
rd
23ml
HEREBY CERTIFY
CERTIFY that
that on
the 23
day
II HEREBY
on the
of May,
correct copy
and correct
true and
caused aa true
2018, II caused
day of
copy
May, 2018,
of
be served
upon the
below:
this document
the following
following listed
of this
to be
listed below:
document to
served upon

F.
Matthew Stoppelo
F. Matthew
Stoppelo
Stoppello
PLLC
Stoppello Law,
Law, PLLC
Fifth Street,
250
Suite 820
250 S.
820
S. Fifth
Street, Suite
ID 83702
Boise,
83702
Boise, ID
Email:
Email: matt@stoppellolaw.com
matt@st0ppellolaw.com

Mail
vs. Mail
D U.S.

Shelley
Cozakos
J. Cozakos
Shelley J.
Pickens
Pickens Cozakos,
PA.
Cozakos, P.A.
th
9th
398
Street,
240
Ste. 240
398 S.
s. 9
Street, Ste.
Boise,
ID 83701
83701
Boise, ID
Email: laurie@pickenslawboise.com
Email:
laurie@pickenslawboise.com

Mail
vs. Mail
D U.S.

Facsimile
I: Facsimile
Mail
Overnight
I:I Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Delivery
I: Hand

Email/iCourt
IE Email/iCourt

Facsimile
I:] Facsimile

Mail
Overnight Mail
I: Overnight
Hand Delivery
Delivery
I: Hand
Email/iCourt
IE Email/iCourt

O’Neill
/s/ Derrick
Derrick J.
/s/
J. O’Neill

O’Neill
Derrick
Derrick J.
J. O’Neill
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Filed
Electronically Filed
5/30/2018 5:55 PM
Fourth
Judicial District,
Fourth Judicial
District, Ada County
D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
Christopher D.
By:
By: Nichole Snell, Deputy Clerk

Shelly
ISB No.
H. Cozakos,
N0. 5374
5374
Cozakos, ISB
Shelly H.
P
ICKENS C
OZAKOS, P
.A.
PICKENS
P.A.
COZAKOS,
th
9th
398
Street,
240
Suite 240
398 S.
S. 9
Street, Suite
P.O.
Box 915
PO. Box
915
Boise,
83701-0915
Idaho 83701-0915
Boise, Idaho
Telephone:
Telephone: 208.954.5090
208.954.5090
Facsimile:
Facsimile: 208.954.5099
208.954.5099
shelly@pickenslawboise.com
shellynickenslawboise. com
for Fatty’s
Bar, LLC
Attorneys fbr
Fatty ’5 Bar,
IN
IN THE
THE DISTRICT
THE FOURTH
DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT
FOURTH JUDICIAL
JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE
COURT OF
OF
IN
AND
FOR
THE
COUNTY
OF
THE STATE
IN
AND
THE
ADA
STATE OF
FOR
OF THE
OF IDAHO,
COUNTY
OF ADA
IDAHO,
ALSCO
ALSCO INC.,
INC,

CV01-17-08091
Case
No. CV01-17-08091
Case No.

Plaintiff,
Plaintzfj‘;
vs.
VS.
CLAY
CLAY ROMAN,
an individual
individual d/b/a
d/b/a
ROMAN, an
ATTY’S
ATTY’S;
FATTY’S;
and
BAR,
F
F
an
and FATTY’S
BAR, LLC,
LLC, an
Idaho
limited liability
Idaho limited
liability company,
company,

LLC’S REPLY
FATTYS
REPLY
FATTYS BAR,
BAR, LLC’S
BRIEF
BRIEF IN
IN FURTHER
FURTHER SUPPORT
SUPPORT
OF
FINDINGS
ITS PROPOSED
PROPOSED FINDINGS
OF ITS
OF
AND CONCLUSIONS
FACT AND
OF FACT
CONCLUSIONS
OF
LAW
OF LAW

Defendant(s).
Deféndant(s).
BAR LLC,
FATTYS BAR
limited liability
FATTYS
an Idaho
Idaho limited
liability
LLC, an
company,
company,

Counterclaimant,
Counterclaimant,
vs.
vs.
ALSCO,
an Idaho
Idaho corporation,
corporation,
ALSCO, INC.,
INC, an
Counterdefendant.
Counterdeféndant.

LLC’S REPLY
REPLY BRIEF
BRIEF IN
IN FURTHER
FURTHER SUPPORT
FATTYS BAR,
FATTYS
FINDINGS OF
FACT
ITS PROPOSED
PROPOSED FINDINGS
SUPPORT OF
OF ITS
OF FACT
BAR, LLC’S
AND CONCLUSIONS
AND
LAW -- 1l
OF LAW
CONCLUSIONS OF
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LLC” or
(“F attys Bar
“Defendant”), by
Defendant/Counterclaimant
by and
F attys Bar
Bar LLC
LLC (“Fattys
Bar LLC”
and
Defendant/Counterclaimant Fattys
or “Defendant”),
ﬁrm Pickens
through
the firm
the
through its
its attorney
Pickens Cozakos,
of record,
H. Cozakos
of the
Cozakos of
submits the
Cozakos, P.A.,
attorney of
record, Shelly
P.A., submits
Shelly H.
in further
following
brief in
Fact and
further support
Findings of
and Conclusions
its proposed
following reply
of Law.
Law.
of its
of Fact
support of
Conclusions of
proposed Findings
reply brief

A.
A.

Statute
Statute of
of Frauds.
Frauds.
LLC’s claim
In response
F attys Bar,
In
that the
the statute
the enforcement
claim that
enforcement
to Fattys
of frauds
frauds precludes
response to
statute of
precludes the
Bar, LLC’s

of
with clause
the five-year
of the
contract renewal
renewal with
Alsco makes
makes two
absent aa signature,
two arguments:
arguments: 1)
ﬁve-year contract
clause absent
signature, Alsco
1)
the
existing contract
the existing
the signatures
incorporating the
sufﬁcient to
of employees
on delivery
contract is
is sufficient
to
receipts incorporating
signatures of
employees on
delivery receipts
F attys Bar,
eliminate
because Fattys
not applicable
the statute
eliminate the
the statute
of frauds
is not
of frauds;
applicable because
frauds is
and 2)
statute of
statute of
frauds; and
Bar,
2) the

“step into
shoes” of
F attys Bar
LLC
would “step
into the
the shoes”
the old
LLC would
Bar and
all of
its contract
of the
of its
contract obligations.
obligations. These
These
01d Fattys
and all

arguments
arguments are
follows:
are addressed
addressed separately
as follows:
separately as
1.
1.

Employee
on Delivery
Receipts
Signatures on
Deliverv Receipts
Emplovee Signatures

Plaintiff’ 5 Ex.
The
into evidence
The only
Ex. 2.
admitted into
2. Alsco
Alsco
receipts/invoices admitted
are Plaintiff’s
evidence are
delivery receipts/invoices
only delivery

presented no
with regard
who signed
what position
position that
person is,
that person
the invoices,
the
no evidence
to who
regard to
signed the
presented
evidence with
invoices, what
is, the
circumstances
upon which
which they
were signed,
whether the
person
the person
no evidence
exists as
to Whether
circumstances upon
etc. Thus,
evidence exists
as to
Thus, no
signed, etc.
they were
who
WhO

longF attys Bar,
initialed
initialed the
the invoices
LLC to
apparent or
or actual
to bind
bind Fattys
to aa longinvoices had
had any
actual authority
authority to
Bar, LLC
any apparent

Drink honored
term
term textile
that the
textile services
similar Alsco
the Drink
contract signed
contract. Alsco
honored aa similar
Alsco contract
signed
Alsco argues
argues that
services contract.
Drink was
by an
was signed
by the
the actual
The Drink
the employee,
an employee.
contract at
at The
However the
signed by
actual services
services contract
employee. However
employee,
by

not
by Alsco.
This distinction
not merely
signiﬁcant and
not addressed
all by
distinction is
is significant
at all
receipts. This
and not
Alsco.
addressed at
delivery receipts.
merely delivery
Alsco
points the
by the
the Court
opinion by
the Utah
to an
an opinion
Utah Supreme
Alsco points
Court to
Supreme Court,
617
v. Jensen, 617
Court, Gregerson v.
P.2d
in support
its position.
The Gregerson opinion,
not stand
P.2d 369
of its
position. The
support of
stand
369 (Utah
does not
opinion, however,
however, does
(Utah 1980),
1980), in
for
proposition that
that the
this case
from the
for the
the proposition
the initialed
initialed invoices/delivery
the statute
receipts removes
removes this
statute
case from
invoices/delivery receipts
“several writings
of
proposition that
be construed
This case
that “several
for the
the proposition
together as
writings may
of frauds.
stands for
frauds. This
construed together
as
case stands
may be
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property.” It
It is
containing
containing all
all the
the terms
for the
the sale
terms of
is not,
of aa contract
contract for
of real
real property.”
applicable
sale of
therefore, applicable
not, therefore,

if itit were,
here.
principal as
the Gregerson court
the principal
Even if
explained the
here. Even
court explained
follows:
as follows:
were, the
Where
writing is
used to
than one
the requirements
the Statutes
requirements of
more than
is used
to satisfy
of the
of
Where more
Statutes of
one writing
satisfy the
Frauds,
however,
some
nexus
between
the
writings
must
be
shown.
This
This
writings
the
must
nexus
shown.
between
be
Frauds, however, some
in the
requirement
by express
writing to
either by
the signed
requirement may
to
reference in
signed writing
satisﬁed either
express reference
be satisfied
may be
the
or
by
implied
reference
gleamed
from
the
contents
of
the
writings
from
writings
the unsigned
implied
the
the
or
contents
of
reference
gleamed
unsigned one,
one,
by
In the
and
the circumstances
the transaction.
the latter
latter instance,
surrounding the
transaction. In
parol
circumstances surrounding
and the
instance, parol
evidence
be used
used to
that has
to one
to connect
an unsigned
connect an
unsigned document
document to
one that
has been
been signed
evidence may
may be
by
person to be charged.
charged.
by the person
Id., 617
then cited
The Gregerson court
P.2d at
at 373
to Corbin,
on contracts:
court then
cited to
contracts:
617 P.2d
373 (emphasis
Corbin, on
(emphasis added).
added). The
[5].,

A memorandum
A
unsigned writings
writings will
will satisfy
the
consisting of
memorandum consisting
of several
signed and
and unsigned
several signed
satisfy the
Statute
writings clearly
long as
the same
matter
refer to
of Frauds
to the
those writings
Frauds so
Statute of
same subject
subject matter
so long
as those
clearly refer
or
be considered
Will be
Parol evidence
or transaction.
transaction. Parol
considered if
evidence will
if it convincingly shows that the
signed and unsigned writings are connected to one another and have been assented
to by
by the parties.
2 Corbin
Williston on
Corbin on
on Contracts,
on Contracts,
Sec. 520;
see also Williston
3d Ed.,
Sec. 585;
Contracts, Sec.
Contracts, 3d
520; see
Ed., Sec.
Id., quoting 2
585;
1 Contracts,
and
Restatement 1,
210.
and Restatement
Sec. 210.
Contracts, Sec.

Here,
their behalf,
the Masonheimers,
there is
is no
no evidence
or anyone
on their
evidence the
assented
Masonheimers, or
behalf, clearly
clearly assented
Here, there
anyone on
to
the Alsco
The invoices/delivery
the invoices/delivery
the terms
terms of
of the
to the
Contract. The
receipts and
A1500 Contract.
and the
invoices/delivery
invoices/delivery receipts
“pursuant to
receipts
being furnished
between
the services
agreement between
to aa service
furnished “pursuant
receipts merely
state the
are being
service agreement
services are
merely state
customer.” (Plf.
our
the above
EX. 2).
not sufficiently
supplier and
named customer.”
our company
and the
as supplier
above named
do not
sufficiently
(Plf. Ex.
company as
They do
2). They

identify
was no
by Alsco
person who
trial that
that the
the Alsco
the person
initialed
There was
no showing
showing by
at trial
Contract. There
A1500 Contract.
Alsco at
who initialed
identify the
the
undisputed evidence
the delivery
the services
the undisputed
of the
contract. Indeed,
receipts had
knowledge of
had any
evidence
services contract.
Indeed, the
delivery receipts
any knowledge
was
F attys Bar,
until shortly
that no
this lawsuit
LLC was
the Alsco
no one
at Fattys
of the
Contract until
lawsuit
A1500 Contract
one at
before this
aware of
was that
was aware
shortly before
Bar, LLC
was
in the
the delivery
other evidence
regarding
reference in
ﬁled. Thus,
absent any
evidence regarding
was filed.
vague reference
receipt, absent
delivery receipt,
Thus, aa vague
any other
person’s knowledge,
who
that person’s
the statute
the receipt,
cannot satisfy
of frauds.
signed the
who signed
statute of
frauds.
knowledge, etc.,
receipt, that
satisfy the
etc., cannot
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2.
the Statute
2. Successor
of Frauds
LiabilitV and
and the
Frauds
Statute of
Successor Liability
“steps
Alsco
if successor
F attys Bar,
next argues
that if
then Fattys
LLC simply
Alsco next
successor liability
argues that
liability applies,
applies, then
Bar, LLC
simply “steps
shoes” of
into
F un, LLC
into the
LLC and
the statute
not apply.
the shoes”
of Tons
Tons of
of Fun,
of frauds
to Lehman
Alsco cites
cites to
and the
frauds does
statute of
does not
apply. Alsco
F .Supp 2d
Brothers Holdings,
Holdings, Inc.
Inc. v.
this opinion
Yet this
opinion
942 F.Supp
2d 516
516 (E.D.
Pa. 2013).
v. Gateway Funding, 942
2013). Yet
(ED. Pa.

applies
facto merger
very clear
the court
the de
merger exception
to the
exception to
to successor
applies only
court makes
makes very
clear
and the
successor liability
liability and
defacto
only to
that
facto merger
that only
the statute
the de
there an
impact on
merger exception
is there
an impact
on the
when the
exception has
satisﬁed is
has been
statute
been satisfied
defacto
only when
of
who have
facto merger
very clear
the de
merger doctrine
doctrine make
make very
to satisfy
of frauds.
clear that,
Courts who
frauds. Courts
have addressed
addressed the
that, to
satisfy
defacto
“the de facto
this
be continuity
facto merger
this exception,
merger exception
there must
exception requires
must be
of ownership:
ownership: “the
requires
continuity of
exception, there
‘some sort
interest.’” Lehman Brothers, 942
‘some
942
sort of
of proof
proof of
of continuity
of ownership
ownership or
or stockholder
stockholder interest.’”
continuity of
F .SuppZd at
F.Supp2d
at 526
526 (emphasis
(emphasis added).
added).

Here,
facto merger
play. Tons
into play.
the de
merger doctrine
doctrine simply
cannot apply
or even
Tons of
of
even come
come into
Here, the
simply cannot
defacto
apply or
Fun,
who testified
the sole
2012. Justin
Justin Zora,
testiﬁed he
he was
of
shut down
on December
owner of
December 31,
sole owner
down on
was the
Zora, who
Fun, LLC,
LLC, shut
31, 2012.
in Fattys
F attys Bar,
Tons
unequivocally that
was never
wit:
that he
Tons of
of Fun,
testiﬁed unequivocally
he was
an owner
to wit:
never an
owner in
Fun, LLC,
LLC, testified
Bar, LLC,
LLC, to

A.
A.

Yes.
Yes.

Q.
Q.

-- the
Fatty’s Bar
-the Fatty’s
Bar –

A.
A.

Yes.
Yes.

Q.
Q.

-- owned
-Tons of
of Fun?
Fun?
owned by
by Tons

A.
A.

Correct.
Correct.

Q.
Q.

7
him –
It sounds
It
you guys
you becoming
like you
talked about
or him
becoming – or
about you
sounds like
guys talked

A.
A.

We
– we
we needed
financial partner.
partner.
needed 7
needed aa financial
We needed

Q.
Q.

Okay.
Okay.

A.
A.

Because
partner, Tons
was no
financial partner
Fun was
longer available.
no longer
Tons of
of Fun,
our financial
available.
Because our

,

,

if you
Q.
But
became aa financial
with you,
you will.
then
But Steve
partner with
ﬁnancial partner
will. He
He then
never became
Steve never
you if
Q.
7
formed
his own
formed his
own business
called –
business called
A.
A.

Correct.
Correct.

Q.
Q.

-- Fatty’s
Fatty’s Bar,
-LLC?
Bar, LLC?
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A.
A.

Correct.
Correct.

Q.
Q.

Is
that correct?
Is that
correct?

,

if we
And
we look
it was
exhibit – II believe
And if
the Secretary
look at
at exhibit
of State
State
believe it
was 3,
Secretary of
3, the
document,
that was
ﬁled January
correct?
was filed
document, that
4th, 2013,
2013, correct?
January 4th,
A.
A.

Correct.
Correct.

Q.
And
you were
in Fatty’s
F atty’s Bar,
And when
not an
when you
an owner,
signed this,
were not
this, you
owner, again,
again, in
Bar,
you signed
Q.
LLC,
right?
LLC, right?

O’NEILL: Your
MR.
that point
point assert
that the
MR. O’NEILL:
the
Your Honor,
at that
an objection
objection that
did at
assert an
Honor, I1 did
document
for itself.
itself.
document speaks
speaks for

I’ll overrule
THE
THE COURT:
the objection.
COURT: I’ll
objection.
overrule the
Q.
Well,
you testified
you signed
it as
that you
thought
earlier that
testified earlier
an employee.
signed it
as an
employee. II thought
Well, you
Q.
that’s
that’s What
what you
you said
earlier.
said earlier.
A.
A.

An
An employee
in writing.
nothing in
writing.
future partner,
but we
had nothing
as a
a future
we had
partner, but
employee as

Q.
Q.

So
were an
potential future
partner?
an employee
and aa potential
future partner?
So you
employee and
you were

A.
A.

Correct.
Correct.

Q.
The
bar that
was known
F atty’s shut
that was
that Tons
The bar
Fun owned
known as
shut down
Tons of
of Fun
owned that
down
as Fatty’s
Q.
December
2012?
December 31,
31, 2012?
A.
A.

Correct.
Correct.

Q.
Q.

And
business, to
then Mr.
And then
Mr. Masonheimer
his own
Masonheimer formed
formed his
to your
own business,
knowledge?
your knowledge?

A.
A.

Uh-huh.
Uh-huh.

Q.
Q.

Called
F atty’s Bar,
correct?
Called Fatty’s
Bar, LLC,
LLC, correct?

A.
A.

Correct.
Correct.

Q.
Okay.
up Fatty’s
F atty’s Bar,
F atty’s Bar
month
then Fatty’s
And then
Bar about
about aa month
opened up
Bar, LLC,
LLC, opened
Okay. And
Q.
after
it shut
after it
shut down?
down?
A.
A.

Correct.
Correct.

Q.
And
was the
it opened
that point
point after
And at
the
Mr. Steve
after it
Masonheimer was
at that
and Mr.
opened and
Steve Masonheimer
Q.
owner,
you
worked
as
an
employee,
is
that
correct?
that
an
is
correct?
worked
as
owner, you
employee,
A.
A.

Correct.
Correct.

Q.
Q.

You
paid as
right?
an employee,
You were
were paid
as an
employee, right?

A.
A.

Correct.
Correct.

Q.
Okay.
business called
– or
Mr. Masonheimer
Masonheimer also
or aa
called 7
separate business
also owned
owned aa separate
Okay. Mr.
Q.
separate
bar he
The Drink,
he called
correct?
called The
separate bar
Drink, correct?
A.
A.

Correct.
Correct.
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Q.
40

And
you were
were not
way, correct?
Drink in
in any
And you
not an
The Drink
an owner
of The
owner of
correct?
any way,

A.
A.

II mean
nothing on
mean nothing
on paper.
paper.

Q.
Q.

Okay.
you worked
worked –7
And you
Okay. And
Did
you work
while at
Drink?
Did you
for aa while
The Drink?
work for
at The

A.
A.

II did.
did.

It’s also
Q.
It’s
understanding that
you shut
bar owned
that after
the bar
after you
shut down
down the
also my
owned by
Q.
my understanding
by
Fatty’ s at
Tons
were
unable
to
2012 that
that after
that you
Fun called
the end
after that,
Tons of
of Fun
at the
of 2012,
to
called Fatty’s
end of
unable
were
you
secure
with the
the landlord
landlord on
on Idaho
Street?
Idaho Street?
new lease
lease with
secure aa new

A.
A.

II was
was unable
unable to
to do
correct.
do that,
that, correct.

Q.
So
business known
the business
Fun could
not have
known as
tons of
of Fun
obtained aa
and the
have obtained
could not
So you
as tons
you and
Q.
new
F atty’s Bar
it shut
the end
kept on
running Fatty’s
Bar after
after it
shut down
at the
of
on running
end of
new lease
and kept
down at
lease and
December
that Fair?
2012. Is
Fair?
Is that
December 2012.
A.
There
with Mr.
but nothing
nothing concrete,
Mr. Bahn,
There were
talks with
A.
quite honestly,
and quite
were talks
concrete, and
Bahn, but
honestly,
didn’t want
II didn’t
it.
want to
to chance
chance it.
Q.
Okay.
you wanted
bar but
but
it aa true
that you
the bar
Is it
to reopen
reopen the
wanted to
true statement,
statement, though,
though, that
Okay. Is
Q.
7
you
were
not
able
to
secure
a
new
lease
at
the
Idaho
location
–
street
location?
not
the
to
at
location
street
location?
Idaho
able
secure a new lease
you were
A.
A.

That
bet.
in the
That is
time frame.
the time
is correct,
frame. You
You bet.
correct, in

,

Q.
If
you look
was
If you
Exhibit 8,
this is
this time
time was
Mr. Masonheimer,
the Exhibit
is – Mr.
at this
look at
at the
Masonheimer, at
8, this
Q.
agreeing
you inventory?
from you
agreeing to
to purchase
purchase from
inventory?
A.
A.

correct.
correct.

Q.
Okay.
was inventory
been left
that was
that had
left at
And that
the bar
known as
at the
had been
bar known
as
inventory that
Okay. And
Q.
Fatty’s
was left
F atty’s after
it shut
it was
then it
left there
the end
after it
there
shut down
at the
of December
December 2012,
end of
and then
down at
2012, and
when Mr.
it in
in about
Mr. Masonheimer
Masonheimer reopened
when
of 2013,
correct?
reopened it
about February
2013, correct?
February of
A.
A.

Well,
wasn’t left
it wasn’t
in the
left there
the sense
there in
of abandonment.
abandonment.
sense of
Well, it

Q.
Q.

Oh,
sure.
Oh, sure.

A.
A.

It
was used
used in
we’re this
venture.
It was
in the
this new
the sense
of we’re
new venture.
sense of

Q.
Q.

It
was left
physical location?
It was
left at
the physical
at the
location?

A.
A.

Sure.
Sure.

Q.
Q.

Okay.
Fair enough.
enough.
Okay. Fair

(Tr,
31-34)
pp. 31-34)
(Tr, pp.
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Moreover,
been, the
the sole
Masonheimer testified
Jennie Masonheimer
testiﬁed they
and Jennie
and always
have been,
sole
Steve and
Moreover, Steve
always have
are, and
they are,
owners
was never
F attys Bar,
in
LLC and
interest in
of Fattys
ownership interest
Justin Zora
Zora was
an owner
or had
never an
owner or
owners of
and Justin
had any
Bar, LLC
any ownership
Fattys
by Alsco
F attys Bar,
this. Thus,
There was
to refute
LLC. There
no real
real evidence
Alsco did
Alsco to
presented by
did
refute this.
evidence presented
was no
Thus, Alsco
Bar, LLC.
not
burden of
proof that
facto merger
that the
not come
meeting its
its burden
the de facto
merger doctrine
to meeting
of proof
doctrine applies
an
applies as
come close
close to
as an
exception
which is
that the
the purchasing
the general
purchasing company
is simply
exception to
to the
general rule
of successor
is that
rule of
successor liability,
liability, which
company is
simply
not
not liable
for the
the debts
the selling
selling company
for the
the sake
argument an
liable for
of the
of argument
an asset
sake of
sale
debts of
asset sale
(assuming for
company (assuming
between Tons
place).
F attys Bar,
Fun and
LLC even
Tons of
of Fun
took place).
and Fattys
even took
between
Bar, LLC
The
was using
using from
F attys Bar,
that Fattys
from aa
The fact
LLC was
LLC purchased
the assets
fact that
Tons of
of Fun,
purchased the
assets Tons
Fun, LLC
Bar, LLC
third
party, kept
third party,
kept the
the same
the same
of the
cannot establish
establish aa de
and some
same location,
some of
same employees,
location, and
simply cannot
employees, simply
facto merger
that aa successor
the general
not liable
for the
the
merger or
or any
exception to
to the
general rule
is not
liable for
rule that
successor company
company is
facto
any exception
debts
were needed
If all
that were
the seller
all that
liabilities of
or liabilities
of the
seller corporation.
to establish
corporation. If
establish successor
debts or
needed to
successor liability
liability
were these
would open
up the
well established
it would
the floodgates
contradict well
these factors,
established
open up
and completely
were
ﬂoodgates and
factors, it
completely contradict
caselaw
what it
it takes
on What
to establish
establish successor
takes to
caselaw on
successor liability.
liability.
B.
B.

The
Bar Owned
The old
LLC Undisputedly
Tons of
of Fun,
Shut Down.
Down.
old Fattys
Owned by
Undisputedly Shut
Fattys Bar
Fun, LLC
by Tons
“01d” bar
Alsco
that Justin
the “old”
Roman testified
Justin Zora
Zora and
testiﬁed the
Alsco argues
never closed
and Clay
bar never
but was
argues that
closed but
was
Clay Roman

aa temporary
then reopened.
this is
Yet this
not what
trial.
Roman testified
shut down
is not
what Zora
Zora or
or Roman
testiﬁed to
to at
at trial.
and then
down and
reopened. Yet
temporary shut
Roman
Roman testified
testified as
follows:
as follows:
Q.
But
becamse involved
But after
Mr. Masonheimer
after January
after Mr.
Masonheimer becamse
of 2013,
involved after
2013, you
January of
you
Q.
F atty’s and
did
an employee
of Fatty’s
general manager,
correct?
did come
and as
come back
back as
as an
as a
a general
manager, correct?
employee of
in employment
A.
There
prior to
returning to
for Mr.
Mr. Masonheimer
There was
Masonheimer prior
A.
to returning
to
was aa gap
gap in
employment for
F atty’s. So
employment
when II came
back to
was the
for Mr.
Mr. Masonheimer
the
there was
Masonheimer when
to Fatty’s.
came back
So there
employment for
7 which
shutdown,
worked for
back after
which
for The
The Drink,
after –
to come
come back
asked to
was asked
Drink, II quit,
shutdown, II worked
quit, II was
II had
was working
working for
Drink.
let Mr.
Mr. Zora
for The
The Drink.
no knowledge
of –7 they
Zora go,
he was
knowledge of
had no
had let
they had
go, he
if II would
F atty’s because
So
work at
because Mr.
like to
Mr. Zora
to come
to work
at Fatty’s
Zora
come back
back to
aksed if
would like
So II was
was aksed
that’s why
was let
let go.
And II agreed
to come
when II came
and that’s
said when
came back,
come back,
agreed to
was
go. And
back, II
back, and
WhylI said
was aa bartender/manager
working less.
bartender/ manager working
less.
was
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(Tr,
47-48).
pp. 47-48).
(Tr, pp.
C.
C.

No
Zora were
and Zora
Partners.
Masonheimer and
No Evidence
Showing Masonheimer
Presented Showing
Evidence Was
Was Presented
were Partners.
Alsco
became the
that Steve
the financial
the incorrect
ﬁnancial
incorrect assertion
Masonheimer became
assertion that
Alsco also
makes the
also makes
Steve Masonheimer

in the
F attys. Zora
F attys Bar,
partner to
when Fattys
that when
partner
the old
LLC
to Justin
Justin Zora
Zora in
Zora unequivocally
stated that
old Fattys.
unequivocally stated
Bar, LLC

“future partner.”
opened,
was strictly
partner.” (Tr,
pp. 31-34).
paid
he was
an employee
Zora was
31-34). Zora
and hopeful
hopeful “future
was paid
strictly an
opened, he
employee and
(Tr, pp.
F attys Bar,
strictly
until he
was fired
possible embezzlement.
LLC until
for possible
The fact
embezzlement. The
an employee
of Fattys
he was
ﬁred for
fact
as an
strictly as
employee of
Bar, LLC

that
backer does
became that
that Zora
that partner.
looking for
for aa financial
not mean
ﬁnancial backer
partner.
Masonheimer became
Zora was
mean Masonheimer
was looking
does not
Steve
be partners
with Zora
way he
not want
all because
the way
partners with
testified he
Masonheimer testified
he did
want to
to be
Zora at
at all
of the
he
did not
Steve Masonheimer
because of
ran
pp. 167,
ran his
his business.
249 and
and 254).
business. (Tr,
254).
167, 249
(Tr, pp.
DATED:
DATED: May
2018.
30, 2018.
May 30,
ICKENS C
OZAKOS, P
.A.
P
PICKENS
P.A.
COZAKOS,

By
H. Cozakos
/s/ Shelly H.
By
Firm
Shelly
H.
Cozakos,
the Firm
Ofthe
H.
Cozakos, Of
Shelly
’5
for Fatty
Fatty’s Bar,
Bar, LLC
Attorneys for
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CERTIFICATE
CERTIFICATE OF
SERVICE
OF SERVICE
II HEREBY
HEREBY CERTIFY
CERTIFY that
that on
the foregoing
foregoing document
on May
document
served the
electronically served
2018, II electronically
30, 2018,
May 30,
E-File system,
using the
which sent
Filing to
the iCourt
the following
following persons:
Electronic Filing
using
iCourt E-File
sent aa Notice
Notice of
of Electronic
to the
persons:
system, which
O’Neill
Derrick
Derrick J.
J. O’Neill
Jones
Fuhrman Gourley,
Gledhill Fuhrman
P.A.
Jones Gledhill
Gourley, P.A.
225
N. 9th
225 N.
9th St.,
820
Ste. 820
St., Ste.
P.O.
Box 1097
PO. Box
1097
Boise,
ID 83701
83701
Boise, ID
for Plaintiﬂ
Plaintiff
Attorneys for


III

El

El

El

IZI

First
First Class
Mail
Class Mail
7 208.331.1529
Facsimile
Facsimile –
208.331.1529
Hand
Hand Delivery
Delivery
Overnight
Mail
Ovemight Mail
7
iCourts
iCoutts – doneill@idalaw.com
doneill@idalaw.com

F.
Matthew Stoppello
F. Matthew
Stoppello
Stoppello
PLLC
Stoppello Law,
Law, PLLC
250
Fifth St.,
250 S.
820
Ste. 820
S. Fifth
St, Ste.
Boise,
ID 83702
83702
Boise, ID
for Clay Roman
Attorneys for


III

El

El

IZI

First
First Class
Mail
Class Mail
Facsimile
Facsimile – 208.389.9449
208.389.9449
Hand
Hand Delivery
Delivery
iCourts
– matt@stoppellolaw.com
iCoutts 7
matt@stoppellolaw.com

,

H. Cozakos
/s/ Shelly H.
Shelly
H. Cozakos
Cozakos
Shelly H.
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Electronically Filed
6/1/2018 2:30 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Laurie Johnson, Deputy Clerk
F.

MATTHEW STOPPELLO (ISB #6303)

STOPPELLO LAW, PLLC
250

s.

FIFTH STREET, SUITE 820

IDAHO 83702
TELEPHONE: (208) 344-3606
BOISE,

FACSIMILE: (208) 389-9449
EMAIL: MATT@ST0PPELL0LAW.C0M

ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT CLAY ROMAN

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

ALSCO,

INC.,

Case No. CV01-17-8091
Plaintiff,

DEFENDANT CLAY ROMAN’S
REPLY BRIEF

—vs-

CLAY ROMAN, an individual d/b/a

VVVVVVVVVVVV

FATTY’S; and FATTY’S BAR, LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Corporation,
Defendants.

COMES NOW,
Matthew Stoppello of

Clay Roman, an individual, by and through his attorney 0f record,

the

ﬁrm

Stoppello Law,

PLLC, and submits

his

Reply Brief

F.

in further

support of his proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law.

Roman is not liable under any agency theory as proffered by the Plaintiff.

1.

Clay

2.

Plaintiff relies

contract

and no idea

Examination

if the

upon Mr. Roman’s statement

word “Owner” was

that

written under his

he has no recollection 0f signing a

name

0r in his handwriting. (Court

Tr. 62:9-23.)

DEFENDANT CLAY ROMAN’S REPLY BRIEF

- 1
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The

3.

Roman signed

Plaintiff proffered

his signature to the

no evidence

document

at trial to

prove that

in question the other areas

at the

time Defendant Clay

0f the contract were, in

fact,

ﬁlled out. Alsco presented no testimony from any individual With any personal knowledge as to the
signing of the contract

upon which they

Alsco provided testimony
fact,

1.

at trial,

Mr.

rely

0n

Ginnetti,

May

17,

201

was unable

Furthermore, the representative of

1.

to provide

any testimony as

who,

in

made the initial order of Alsco or made any modiﬁcations to the Schedule A’s attached to Exhibit

More

was, in

importantly, Mr. Ginnetti testiﬁed at

fact,

4.

an owner.

These

trial that

Alsco was aware of Justin Zora and

Alsco in

that

he

Tr. 311:2-312:12.

facts, as

well as argument set forth in Defendant Clay

Fact and Conclusions of Law, support Mr. Roman’s claim that he has no
to

to

Roman’s Findings of

liability

under the contract

this matter.

DATED this

lst

day of June, 2018.

STOPPELLO LAW, PLLC

W
I

,i

F.

DEFENDANT CLAY ROMAN’S REPLY BRIEF

-

-

MATTHEW STOPPELLO

2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I

correct

HEREBY CERTIFY

that

on the

1st

day 0f June, 2018,

I

caused to be served a true and

copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed t0 the following:
Derrick

J.

O’Neill

U.S. Mail

JONES GLEDHILL

Hand Delivery

PO Box

Overnight Mail

1097

Boise,

ID

Shelly

J.

83701

E-File

Cozakos

U.S. Mail

PICKENS COZAKOS, PA
398

S. 9'“ Street, Suite

Boise,

Hand Delivery

240

Overnight Mail

ID 83702

E-File

Stoppello Law,

PLLC

DEFENDANT CLAY ROMAN’S REPLY BRIEF - 3
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NO.
S

AM

JUL
FN Tllli DlS'l'RlC'I

COURT 0F

'l'llli

FOURTH JUDICIAL

5;:

-

A

OF

TIIE

STATE OF IDAHO.

AND FOR

IN

'l‘lllj

COUNTY OF ADA

v"~-'V=

‘

Case No. cv01-17-809I

FINDINGS 0F FACT AND

v.

CLAY ROMAN. an
and FA’I'I'Y’S
liability

individual d/b/a

BAR. LLC. an

CONCLUSIONS 0F LAW

FATTY’S;

Idaho limilcd

corporation.
’

Defendants.

6,}

INTRODUCTION

l.

'l‘his

breach 0f contract action arises from the early tcnninalion ol‘an exclusive textile

rental service

agreement executed

in

201

l

pursuant to which Plaintil‘l‘AlSC‘O. Inc.

named

provided certain supplies and services to a bar
Defendant.

l’attys Bar,

interest lo lhe prior
is

LLC.

A

Roman

Defendants dispute

the statute of frauds

court

trial

liability

ﬁrm Jones

appeared through

After considering

all

its

F.

(“ALSCO”)

in this litigation is

whether

the contract as a successor in

ratiﬁcation ot‘the contract. Additionally at issue

undcr thc contract as an agent of'an undisclosed

and contend

was held 0n April 10 and

appeared through his auomcy.

LLC

is liable

Al issue

damages undcr

that thc breach

and the liquidated damages provision

Derrick O’Neill. ol‘thc

Bar.

liable for liquidated

ovmcr of l’atty’s or through

whether Defendant Clay

principal.

is

l’attys.

l

l.

201

8.

is

of contract claim

is

barred by

uncntbrceable.

ALSCO appeared through

Glehill Iiuhrman (iourlcy. P.A. Defendant Clay

its

attorney.

Roman

Matthew Stoppcllo of Stoppcllo Law. PLLC. Defendant

auomey. Shelley (‘ozakos. of the ﬁrm

0f the evidence.

this

Court concludes

l’atty’s

l’ickens Covakos. P.A.

that

ALSCO

is

entitled to

recover against Defendants pursuant to thc liquidated damages provision ot'lhe contract duc to
l-‘attys

ll.

Bar.

LLC’s breach by

early termination.

STANDARD
It is

the province ot'the district judge acting as trier of fact t0

and testimony and tojudgc thc

credibility ol‘lhe witnesses.

weigh conﬂicting evidence

Bcnninger

r.

D RCH
.

u

EMIL" CHILD

ALsco. INC.
Plaintiff.

’1’

2 3 2038

DIS'I‘RKJE'STOPHER
v.
35’

‘

’0

-

ILPM

Deri/ield. 142 Idaho

000138

.

.

Cl er k

486. 489. I29 P.3d I235. [238 (2006): l.R.C‘.P. 52(a). lfthc ﬁndings ol'facl arc based on
substantial cvidcncc.

cvcn

if lhc

Benninger. supra. However. the

evidence
trial

is

conﬂicting. they will not be ovcrtumcd on appeal.

court's conclusions

of law arc freely reviewed to determine

whether the applicable law was correctly slated and whether the
by the facts found.

legal conclusions are sustained

Id.

FINDINGS 0F FACTS

Ill.

’l'his

Court reaches the following ﬁndings based on substantial. though conﬂicting.

testimony and evidence:

ALSCO.

l.

Lake City. Utah. with a
textiles

Inc.

(“ALSCO”)
ofﬁce

local

is

a linen supply

company

ALSCO

in Boise. Idaho.

lhal is

headquartered in Salt

the business

is in

of supplying

such as linens. uniforms and cleaning supplies to a variety ol'busincsses.

ALSCO also

services the businesses by picking up. laundering. and delivering lhc supplies on a regular
(usually weekly) basis.
()n or about October l3. 2010. Justin Zora (“Zora”) ﬁlcd m'th the Idaho Secretary of

2.

Slate a Certiﬁcate ol‘OrganimIion

This

initial

a Limited Liability

ﬁling listed Justin Zora as a

opened a bar known as
Fattys

l'or

was not

Zora was unaware he had

Tons of Fun.

LLC

which.

dba

for

800 W. Idaho

Tons of Fun.

to register the business.
in turn.

ovmed

In operating Fauys.

3.

Member 0r Manager. Soon

“Patty's" located at

registered as a

Company

LLC

called

“Tons ot‘Fun. LLC.”

thereafter.

Tons of Fun. LLC

Street. Suite 200. Boise. Idaho.

83702.

with the Idaho Secretary ot'State bccausc

However.

it

was undisputed

that

Zora owned

Fallys.

Tons of Fun.

I.l.(.‘

leased a liquor license and

some equipment

from Colby Smith.
[n

4.

LLC

as a

October of 2010. Defendant Clay

manager

ol‘Fatly's.

Roman had no

Roman (“Roman”) was

interest in

Tons 0f Fun.

l.l.(.‘

hired by

Tons of l-‘un.

and was paid solely as a

W-2 employee.
5.

()n

March

(“Agreement”). In lhc
“owncr-partncr.”

'l‘hc

l7.

“'l'itlc”

20!

l.

Roman

cxcculcd a

textile services contract

with AI.S(‘O.

space oflhc Agreement underneath Roman’s signature was written

“customer” was designated as Fattys.

Roman does

not dispute that hc

signed the Agreement. bul docs nol recall whether any ol'lhc olhcr writing. including the Title.

madc by him.

ln fact.

Roman does

not recall executing the Agreement.

IJ
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'l‘hc

6.

Agreement provides

Customer of the services and goods
bc amended from time to time.”
“l,iquidaled

Damages." which

Term.

'I'his

that

listcd

'l'hc

ALSCO “shall

be the exclusive supplier to

on thc Schedule attached hcrcto. as such Schedule may

Agreement also contains sections

entitled

“Term” and

stale as follows:

Agreement

shall

remain

ol'

and effect for a period

in full force

60

months. commencing on the date 0f installation of thc goods. and shall be
automatically renewed for consecutive 60

month periods
ol‘

party shall give lo the other party written notice
at lcast

90 days

prior lo the expiration

goods covered hereby and

that

such goods

may

requirements and that the value of such goods

damages which Supplier may

termination by registered mail

of the term then

Liquidated Damages. Customer acknowledges

thereafter unless either

in effect.

that since Supplier

bc unique

is

to

owns

thc

Customer’s

depreciating with time. the

sustain as a result of Customer’s breach or

premature termination of this Agreement would be difﬁcult.

if

not impossible. lo

determine. The parties thcrcforc agree that in the event 0f Customer’s failure to
timely pay thc fccs and charges provided for hcrcin. or

in thc

event ofany other

breach or premature termination of this Agreement by Customer. Customer shall

pay to Supplier as liquidated damages. and not as a penalty. a sum equal

number of unexpired weeks remaining

in the

to the

term then in cffcct multiplied by

ﬁfty percent (50%) oflhc average weekly charge for goods and services during
thc IO

weeks immediately preceding such

lcnninalion.

Thc

7.

The panics
initial

failure to pay. breach or

further agree that this formula

Schedule lo the Agreement

and a bag stand. The “key contact”

listcd

listed

is

premature

reasonable.

80 “Bar White” towels. a laundry bag

0n lhc Schedule was

“Justin/C'lay.”

ALSCO would pick

up these items every week and wash and rctum them. Payment under the Agreement was
designated as “cash on delivery.”
In

8.

December

ol'20l 2.

and Fattys was required to shut down

Tons ofFun.

Drink.

for a period ol'limc

to secure a

new

due

difﬁculties

Io a liquor liccnsc violation. Funher.

lease for the space occupied by Fallys.

Prior to the shut-down. Zora decided to search for a ﬁnancial partner. Al that time.

9.

7.0m and

LLC was unable

Tons of l-‘un. LLC was experiencing ﬁnancial

Roman were working at

Ll.(.‘.

another local bur called The Drink. which was

Steven and Jennifer Masonheimcr ovmcd

'l’hc

Drink.

owned by The

LLC.

000140

Zora approached Steven Masonhcimcr (“Masonhcimcr”) about becoming a ﬁnancial

10.

partner in operating Fanys.
ol‘

Masonheimer declined

Fun. LLC. but they did discuss opening a

ncw

to

bccomc a ﬁnancial

busincxs' in lhc

same

partner with Zora or

7.0m as the

lucalion. with

new

manager. They further discussed the possibility ()I‘Zord becoming a punncr in the

Tons

business

in

lhe future.
I

In

l.

l‘unhemnce

ot‘this plan.

Masonhcimcr and

Organization with the Idaho Secretary of State for

due
Bar.

to Jennifer’s misinterpretation

LLC on

Fattys’

his wife. Jennifer. ﬁled a Certiﬁcate

Bar.

l-‘attys

LLC on January

of the term “manager.” Zora was

the Certificate ofOrgzmimtion. Jennifer believed the

manager. which

is

why

Upon

she listed Zora.

a

listed as

20|

4.

of

3. Initially.

mcmbcr of Faltys

document sought thc name of

realizing her mistake. Jennifer

Certiﬁcate of Organization on January 15. 20] 3 which removed Zora’s

name

as a

amended

the

member manager

of l’anys Bar. LLC.
Fattys Bar. I.I.C negotiated a

12.

new ﬁve

and purchased the liquor license and some equipment

Colby Smith. Fatlys Bar.

l.I.C paid

Meanwhile.

January

1.

that

Mr. Smith $l30.000

equipment. including the refrigerator and the
13.

year lease for the space occupied by Fattys

70m informed

Tons 0f Fun.

had been leasing from

l.l,(,‘

for the liquor license

and $40.000 for other

bar.

Fattys’ staﬂ'that Fattys

would be temporarily closing on

201 3 for a month and that everyonc’s jobs would be waiting upon re-opening.

was not informed of the temporary shut-down.

Its

ALSCO

invoices for January of 2013 reveal that no

services wcrc rcndcncd to Fattys during this period.

During the temporary shut-dovm. Fattys Bar.

l4.

the interior ofthc space

and rc-opened Fatlys

in

LLC

conducted some remodeling 0f

mid-February nl'20l 3. Fatlys Bar. LLC‘ retained

most oflhe same employees. but hired a ncw security tcam. Zora was hircd as thc general manager.
l-‘unhcr. l-‘attys

and vendors

Bar.

LLC

retained the

in operating Fattys as

15.

Upon

name

“l"attys”

had Tons of Fun.

the re-opcning

I-‘atlys.

at l-‘attys. Jennifer

on behalf of Fattys Bar. LLC. contacted

l’anys had changed.

She

assets.

equipment

1.1.(7.

ALSCO continued to perform

Agreement. making weekly deliveries and pick-ups
directed by her

and used the same signage.

under thc terms ol‘lhe

Masonhcimcr. or someone

ALSCO to inform

it

that

ownership of

further requested lhal billing associated with lhc Fallys deliveries under the

Agxccmcnt be changed from cash-on-delivery

lo

monthly statements and provided

Fattys Bar. I.I.C’s address for billing purposes. Further. Jennifer

was

listed as the

ALSCO with
customer

000141

ALSCO’s

representative for l‘attys in

sending billing statements
Bar.

l,l.(.‘

system. Beginning

services undcr the

t‘or

liach

ALSCO

slalcmcnl

speciﬁc invoices comprising Ihc

Agreement

5cm

lo Fallys Bar.

to l-‘attys

thc dclivcrics

on

On each

site.

madc

charges arc

invoice

was

arc being furnished to

as supplier and the above

LLC

for

Ban LLC’s

payment

began

address.

l-‘attys

“The services

printed the following:

you pursuant

its

ilcms Fattys

was receiving under

behalf contacted

staff receiving
for

which these

agreement between our

lo a service

named customer.”
l-‘attys. l-‘attys

ALSCO to request new items or additional

someone on

rcl'crcnccd lhc

ALSCO with thc FattyS’

()n lhrcc occasions aﬁcr taking ovcr ownership of

l7.

the Agreement.

These changes resulted

in

LLC

Bar.

or

inventory of existing

amended Schedules

Agreement.
In

l8.

August of 2013.

after deciding 10
'l‘ons

executed an asset purchase agreement with

510.000

for lhc

equipment owned by

'l‘ons

pan ways with Zora.

of Fun. LLC.

of 1"un.

LLC

tables. all cxtcrior

and

interior signage. all lighting. all

electronic equipment. all liquor/alcohol.

anything with the Fattys logo on

manager

As

ol‘

March

l

I.

LLC

agrccd to pay

operation of

televisions

I'-‘attys.

and brackets.

sound equipment.
in). all

all

all

both
beer

decorations.

all

glass wear. and

it.

ot‘Fattys. a position he held until

20.

all

in the

LLC

l‘attys Bar.

Bar.

ﬁxtures (stationary or built

all

Roman rclumcd

Following Zora’s departure.

l9.

l’attys

and used

before and aﬁcr the ownership change. These assets included

pong

ALSCO

balance owing. (Topics of thc invoices were not included

total

with the statements; however. the invoices wcrc lcﬁ by

to thc

April of 20] 3.

paid thosc statements.

16.

company

in

to

work

for l-‘attys Bar.

LLC

as lhc

March of 2016.

20l6. neither

l-‘altys

Bar.

LLC

nor

ALSC‘O gave

written notice

lenninating thc Agreement and. as such. the term ol’thc Agreement automatically rcncwcd for an
additional sixty months.

2
its

In July

l.

closure.

of 201

7.

thc

Masonhcimcrs closed The Drink. From August 01‘201 2

ALSCO provided services to The Drink pursuant

Roman—idenlical

to thc

conlracl—also signed by

Agreement. ln October of 201 7. the Masonhcimers were contacted by

ALSCO notifying thcm that
lcnninalion.

to a

until

'l‘hc

ALSCO provided

Drink was

the

in

breach of its contract with

Masonhcimcrs with a copy

ALSCO

ol'thc contract.

l'or

Upon

premature

receiving lhc

UI

000142

contract. thc

Masonheimers decided

lo

make payments

lo

ALSCO through

the

end of the

contract lcrm rather than risk a lawsuit for breach ofconlracl.

meantime. Fallys Bar.

In the

22.

rendered by

I.l.(‘

continued l0 accept and pay for services

ALSCO I0 Fauy‘s under lhc Agreement.

ln

March 0f 201 7. Fauys Bar. LLC located

another vendor lhal could provide the same goods and services rendered by

LLC

price. Fattys Bar.

contacted

207 weeks leﬂ under lhc term

ALSCO and

ol'lhc

ALSCO would have received
'I‘hc

23.

201

terminated lhc Agreement. At that lime. there were

Agreement and

weeks preceding termination was $224.22.

ll'

ALSCO at a lower

lhe

the average

weekly invoice

Ibr lhc ten

Agreement was paid through the

entire leml.

$46.412.92.

Masonhcimcrs deny having any knowledge of the Agreement

March of

until

7.‘

IV.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
The elements

for a claim for breach

ofcomracl

are: (a) the existence

of thc contract.

(b) the

breach of the contract. (c) the breach caused damages. and (d) lhc amount of those damages."

Mose” Equities.
no dispute

l.l.(' v. BerIj-‘hill

that the

&(

154 Idaho 269. 278. 297 P.3d 232. 24] (20] 3). 111ch

'0..

Agmcmcnt was a contract between ALSCO and Tons of Fun. LLC

services rendered to Patty’s. Further. there

enforceable against Defendants. that
terminating

it.

What

Agreement and.
Further disputed

A.

if so.
is

disputed

is

Fattys Bar

no dispute

LLC

Patty's Bar.

that. to the extent the

LLC and/or Clay Roman are

whether enforcement ot'lhe Agreement

whether the liquidated damages provision

thc

LLC

Agmcmcnt
is

Agreement

goods and
is

breached the Agreement by prematurely

whether Fattys Bar.

Liability of Patty's Bar,

To en force
l) that

is

is

for

is

is

liable

barred by the statute

in lhc

Agreement

is

under the

ol' frauds.

enforceable.

LLC

against

the successor Io

l-‘attys

Bar.

LLC.

ALSCO had the burden to prove either:

Tons of Fun. LLC.

or; 2) that

Agreement. Based on the foregoing analysis. the Court concludes
successor liable under the Agreement due lo

its

Fauys Bar.

that Fallys Bar.

LLC

mliﬁcd lhc

l.l .(T is

a

implied assumption thereof.

The Court found Steven Masonhcimcr’s Icstimony lacked credibility. On December l7. 20l7. he submitted a
summary judgment that was remarkably misleading. In an
anempl to distance Fauys Bar, l.l.C as much as possible from l'ons of Fun. LLC and Zora—and therefore avoid
successor liability iiMasonhcimcr dcnicd knowing who lhc owner of I-‘anys was in late 2012 and denied having an)
'

declaration to this Court in conjunction with a motion fur

business dealings with the prior owner. Funher. he averred that

owner.

‘l‘hcsc

avermcnts. as

it

I-‘attys

Bar.

LLC

did n01 buy the assets of the prior

turns out. are either patently false or extraordinarily misleading.

6
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1

Successor Liabililv

.

Successor
(70.

v.

(‘

& JJewehjv (0..

from evading

an equitable doctrine. both

liability is

124

13.3d

252. 267 (Isl Cir. I997).

through changes ofownership

liabilities

well-settlcd general rulc

of successor

transfers all or substantially

all

liability is that

of its assets

when

was created

It

thcrc

is

company.

to prevent

companies

a buy-oul or merger.

where one company

to another

Ed Peters Jewelry

and nature.

in origin

thc latter

sclls or

Id. 'l‘hc

otherwise

not liable for the

is

dcbts and liabilities ol'lhe tmnst'eror. 15 Fletcher’s Cyclopedia 0n Corporations § 7122 (20] 7

update) (collecting cases).

The

traditional exception lo successor non-liability

is

that asset

purchasers are not liable as successor companies unless:

(l

)

there

is

an express or implied agreement

(2) the transaction

amounts

(3) the successor entity is a

(4) thc transaction

was

to a

lo

assume lhc

liabilities;

dc facto merger:

mcrc continuation

fraudulent. not

made

in

ol‘lhc predecessor entity; or

good

faith.

or

made without

suﬂ'lcicnl

consideration.

Id.

'l11c

inlcrcsl lo

ﬁrst issue lo address in determining

Tons 0f Fun.

or substantially

all

is

whether Patty’s Bar

of thc formcr’s

thc actual sale of assets
liany’s. thc assets

LLC

was not consummated

wcrc transferred

to

operating Patty’s prior to Patty’s Bar.

LLC

in

bccausc

it

until

owned by

be thc casc. Although

aller Fatty’s Bar.

and used by Fuuy‘s Bar.

LLC’s

in

purchased or was lhc transferee 0f all

months

'l’ons

takeover. This

refrigerator. the bar
l’attys.

substantially all

it

LLC

LLC‘ took ovcr

from day one.

of l-‘un.

LLC

'l‘hcsc assets

and used

in

same equipment was used by

Fally’s

docs not qualify as an asset purchases for purposes ofsucccssor

purchased the majority ofzmsets used

not from 'I‘ons of Fun.

operating

LLC

LLC was a successor

resuming operation 0f l-‘atty’s.

Fauy’s Bar LLC‘ argues
liability

Bar

l-‘atty’s

assets. 'l‘he prool'al trial revealed this lo

included the physical equipment and inventory

Bar.

whcthcr

LLC.

'l‘hc

assets

it

and other equipment

However. thc inquiry

in

running Patty’s from Colby Smith.

purchased from Smith included the liquor license. the
that ’l'ons

for

of Fun.

l.l,(.‘

had been leasing from Smith

purposes ol'succcssor

liability is

of Falty‘s Bar. LLC’s assets wcrc purchased from

'l‘ons

not whether

of Fun, LLC;

il

all

in

or

is

000144

whether

LLC

l-‘atty’s

purchased

0f Fun. LLC.

‘I‘hcrcforc. the fact lhal

ot‘subslanlially

all

ofthe assets owned by

Fauy’s Bar.

LLC

LLC’s

that l-‘atty’s Bar.

assets in operating

exceptions apply whilc

l.l.(.‘

the Court

l-‘atty's.

l-‘atty’s

lt is

do

purchased

all

0r substantially

l.l.(.‘

which

in

all

Agreement

Io

Assume

'l'hcrcforc. thc inquiry is

Ina. 960

F.

l

128.

four

Liabilities

LLC

to

assume

is

a heavily fact-

circumstances must be considered. including “thc subject matlcr

and whether thcrc was acceptance of its beneﬁts." ('uyne

Supp. 3d

of 'l‘ons of

whether lhcrc was an implied agreement

the contract that might implicate contractual liabilities. whether there

obligations.

all

contends that none apply.

of thc contract. Ihc assigncc's acts and words. whether lhcrc was acquiescence

F.

'l'ons

ALSCO argues that all

Courts have emphasized that an implied assumption of liabilities

imensive exercise

125

owned by

must now delennine whether any onc of thc

undisputed that thcrc was no express agreement by Fauy’s Bar.

under thc Agreement.

so.

Bar.

lirprexs m- Implied

a.

to

Fun.

purchased thcsc larger scale assets from

four exceptions to thc gcncral rule of successor non-liabilily applies.

liability

’l‘ons ot'

irrelevant.

is

Having determined
l-‘un.

all

operating Patty’s. The liquor license. refrigerator and bar wcrc not assets

in

Smilh

LLC

Bar.

[147—48

(l).

Supp. 2d |025. l038

Idaho 20|

terms of

was performance ot‘such
v.

5): scc also. L-"niledSIaIes

Washington
v.

Tr.

Bank.

Sterling (‘emrecorp

Cal. 2013).

(l-l.l).

By way ol‘cxamplc. where

in the

a purchasing business continued for several months post-

acquisition t0 pay [he monthly lease held by Ihc selling business. maintained thc properly subject
lo the lease.

and paid

utilities in its

own name

rather than lhal ofthe selling business. thc

purchasing business was found to havc implicdly assumed lhc lease and. therefore. liable for the
selling business’s liabilities thereunder.

Bird [Ii]! 1"arms.

Inc.

v.

US. Cargo

&

(.'ourier

Sent.

Inc. 845 A.2d 900, 904-06 (Pa. Super. 2004).

The

facts

and circumstances here are

years to accept weekly deliveries from
for

such services. In

inform

fact.

Fallys Bar.

similar. Fattys Bar.

ALSCO

LLC

LLC

continued for over ﬁve

pursuant to thc Agreement and to pay

contacted

ALSCO soon after re-opening

ALSCO that ownership of Fatlys had changed.

to

ALSCO

Patty’s to

change payment status from cash-on-

ALSCO

delivery to monthly billing. and to provide

l-‘attys

associated with

Masonhcimcr. an owner of l"attys Bar. LLC. was

listed as the

l-‘atty’s

deliveries. Jennifer

customer representative for Fattys

in

Bar. l.l.("s address Io

ALSCO’s system.

for invoicing

l‘unher. Fattys Bar.

LLC

000145

cxcrciscd

power under

the

Agreement

LLC ’s acceptance ofbeneﬁts and

Bar.
as

its

its

aﬂ'ummlivc acts

ofthc Agreement.

all

in alerting

the items

it

ASLCO.

ordered from

Fatly’s

performance ol'obligations undcr the Agreement. as well

ALSCO to

indicate that

amend

lo

the existence of a

Fauys Bar,

LLC

ncw owner and changing

the terms

implicdly assumed the liabilities under the

Agreement.

LLC

While Fattys Bar.
this

asserts

it

was unaware ofthc existence of the Agreement during

lime and. therefore. could not have implicdly assumed

suggests otherwise.

accompanying each delivery by M.S(‘O

First.

expressly referred lo lhe Agreement. Although thc
invoices.

i1

Further. the

undisputed that Ihc invoices were

is

liability

thereunder. the evidence
lo Faltys

was an invoice

Mzmmheimers denied cvcr

left

on thc

l-‘attys

that

seeing such

premises with

I-‘attys slaﬂ‘.

monthly statements paid by Jennifer Masonhcimcr expressly referenced each

invoice. ’Ihus.

knowledge of thc cxistcncc of the invoices and

imputed

LLC. Williams

lo the

r.

(i'om'l Lilia

&

Acc.

(2)..

their rcfcrcncc lo lhe

Agreement

is

lOO Idaho 7|. 72-73. 593 P.2d 708.

709—] 0 (I979) (knowledge of thc agent acquired during the course of the agency relationship.

and while the agent

is

not acting in an interest adverse to that 0f thc principal.

is

imputed

to

the principal.)

Morc
with

ALSCO

importantly. however.

is that

the

Masonhcimcrs had an

for their other business. 'l‘he Drink.

LLC. which

identical supply

agrccmcnl

also operated a local bar.

It is

undisputed lhal the Masonheimers wcrc personally provided with a copy of that agreement no
later than

October 0f 20] 6.

a similar written

agrccmcm

’l‘hus.

the

Masonheimers knew or reasonably should have known

existed with regard to Fattys and yct I’attys Bar.

performing under lhc Agreement through March of 20!
ignorance ofany written contract with
Finally. l-‘atty’s Bar.

Agreement.
the entire

it

of the term

argues

that.

il'il

LLC’s claim of

did impliedly assume liabilities under the

lhc automatic renewal clause.

“liabilities.”

Patty’s Bar.

continued

ALSCO is unavailing.

only assumed any outstanding payments due under the

Agreement with

interpretation

LLC

7. ‘l‘hercfore.

LLC

that

However.

For purposes ol'successor

initial

this is

ﬁvc-ycar term. not

an unduly narrow

liability. “liabilities”

assumed

include nol only outstanding debts. but obligations arising under contracts assumed. including a

contingent future liability on a contract. Fletcher. supra at § 7| 15 (collecting cases). Considering

again Bird

Ilill

Farms. the purchasing business was found

agreement and. therefore. was

liable for accelerated

to

have assumed the entire lease

rcm when

it

vacated the premises prior to the
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lcasc lcrm without notice.

845 A.2d

Agreement and.

therefore.

thc cntirc

liability

906. Likewise hcrc. l-‘auy’s Bar. I.[.C impliedly assumed

would be

De-I'lzcm

b.
'l‘hc

at

doctrine of deﬂu-m merger

may

attach

liable for

Merger Mere
is

breach of its provisions.

( ’(mlinuulion

an equitable doctrine that recognizes that successor

“where one corporation

is

absorbed by another. but without compliance with

the statutory requirements for a merger.” United Slates

v.

Sterling Centrecorp Inc. .

960

F.Supp.2d 1025. 1041 (ED. Cal. 2013). cites and quotes omitted. Likewise. thc “mere
continuation” doctrine applies

when

lhe purchasing

company

is

merely a continuation 0r

rcincamalion oflhe transferring company. with thc focus being not on whether the there
continuation of business operations. but whether thc

ncw

entity itself effectively “a

the seller." In re Bellinghum Ins. Agency. Inc. 702 1:.3d 553.

572 (9th

new

Cir. 2012). cites

is

a

hat for

and

quotes omitted.

While technically separate doctrine. courts have observed

dc Ihcto merger and mcrc

that

continuation are so similar that that are considered to bc a single exception. See.

Partner AG
ﬁrst factor

r.

Albalrans. Ina. 352 F.3d 41 . 45 at

oflhe dc facto merger doctrine

ot'the selling

company. with

is

fn. 3

(2d Cir. 2003) (citing cases). Indeed. the

whether the purchasing company

the analysis focusing

continuation theory. ('ompure. Fletcher. supra

on the same

at § 7|

tlactors

“trend of thc courts” and treat thc exceptions identically. 1"umu' Elec.

6l6 F.3d I357. I38] (ch.

435 F.3d 455. 468 (3d

While

Cir. 2010).

is

a continuation

comprising thc mcrc

24.10 with § 7| 24.20 (discussing factors).

Although Idaho’s appellate courts have not addressed either doctrine.

( 'orp..

c.g.. (.‘urgo

quoting Berg(

'hilling

this
("0.

Court will follow the
v.

Daewoo

Systems. Inc.

v.

lilacs.

Hull ('orp..

Cir. 2006).

articulated in diﬂ‘crcnt ways. courts typically consider the following four factors in

determining whether to characterize an asset purchase as a dejaclu merger 0r mere continuation
ol‘lhe selling

company:

(l) 'l'hcrc is a continuation

of thc enterprise ofthc

scllcr corporation. so that thcrc is

continuity ol'managcmcnl. personnel. physical location. assets. and general business
operations:
(2) 'l'hcrc is a continuity

of shareholders which results from the purchasing corporation

paying for the acquired assets with shares of its

own

stock. this stock ultimately

coming
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to

bc hcld by thc shareholders ol‘lhe seller corporation so that they become a constituent

part

of the purchasing corporation;

'l‘hc

(3)

scllcr corporation ceases its ordinary business operations. liquidatcs.

and

dissolves as soon a9 legally and practically possible:

The purchasing corporation assumes those obligations oflhc

(4)

seller ordinarily

necessary for the uninterrupted continuation of normal business operations ofthe
scllcr corporation.

Sterling (femrecorp Inc.

1t is

960 F.Supp.2d

not necessary that

However.

§ 7124.20.

.

that continuity

al

1041 -42.

thcsc factors cxisl for the exception to apply. Fletcher. supra at

all

in the context

of contract liability—as opposed to

of ownership or stockholder

tort

interest is thc touchstone ol‘lhe analysis and.

therefore. assign lhc factor great weight. See. e.g.. Riverside Marketing.

Ina, 425

1458

l-‘.

Supp. 2d 523 (S.D.N.Y. 2006): BudAnI/e.

(l 1th Cir.

1985);

Payne

v.

liabilily—couns hold

Inc.

v.

E.

LLC

r.

Signulurecurd.

Foods, Inc. 758 F.2d I451.

Saberhagen Holdings. Ina. I90 P.3d 102. 108 (Wash. App.

2008;:
Here. evidence of continuity of ownership and management

of Fatty’s was Tons of Fun. LLC. whose member was Zora.
Bar.

LLC. whose members were

intcrcst in

Bar.

ncithcr

lacking.

'l‘hc

listed as

a

owners

Masonhcimcrs held no

Tons of Fun. LLC nor Zora held an

ALSCO points out that Zora was

'l'he initial

subsequent owner was Futty‘s

Jennifer and Steven Masonhcimcr.

Tons of Fun. LLC. and

LLC. Whilc

‘l'hc

is

interest in Patty‘s

mcmbcr of Fauy’s

Bar.

LLC

on

its

Certiﬁcate of Organization ﬁlcd with the Secretary of Slate. Jennifer Mst-onheimer testiﬁed
credibly that his inclusion

on

thc

document a

result

of her mistaken belief that “manager”

purposes of the Certiﬁcate ol'Organimtion meant the manager of Patty’s.
Zora’s

name and had him

interest in the

2

Where

LLC.

tort liability is

concerned.
in

il

management of l-‘atty’s changed.

'l‘hc

manager under Tons

ol'

has been said that public policy considerations diclale that courts should be

determining whether a transaction

is

a dc faclo mcrgcr and lhc presence or absence of

continuily ol‘ownership should nol be determinative. Fletcher. supra at § 7 l24.20. citing

Buckchu-hnik

such. shc typed in

sign the document. despite the fact that he did not have an ovmership

Additionally.

allowed great ﬂexibility

As

for

(imbll. I38 A.D.3d l507‘ 1510. 3| N.Y.S.3d 340. 343

(NY. App.

Lippms

v.

u’inkler

Div.)
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Fun.

LLC was Clay Roman.

manager

until several

ALSCO

After the acquisition. Clay

months

Roman

leﬂ Fauy’s and did not relum as

later.

points out that. olhcr than

I-‘alty’s

Bar.

LLC

new owner.

being the

thc operation

of Fally's remained largely the same. The “new“ Patty's retained thc same name. employees.
signage. location and assets and continued operations in lhc

However. these presence of thcsc
continuity in

factors

samc manner as

thc “old” Patty’s.

do not outweigh thc abscncc of cvidcncc demonstrating

management and ownership. which

carries critical weight in the analysis.

As

such.

the Court Concludes that the dc faclo mcrgcr/mcrc continuation exception to successor nonliability

does not apply here.

Huudulem Trunwcliun

c.

The ﬁnal exception
transfer
selling

Io thc general rule

ofthe assets from onc company

0f successor non-liability applies whcrc thc

l0 another

was undertaken

company. The exception allows lhc defrauded

into thc

defraud thc creditors ofthc

lo

creditors lo follow lhc transferred assets

hands of the purchasing company and either subject the asset

to the satisfaction

claims or hold the purchasing company liable lo the extent ofils value. Fletcher. supra

ALSCO contends thc exception applies
Masonheimer attempted

to

avoid

hcrc because. aﬁcr this lawsuit

liability in this

conduct the fraudulent transaction exception penains

with

no evidence suggesting

l-‘auy’s lo Falty’s Bar.

LLC

at § 7] 25.

ﬁled. Steven

case by making misleading statements under

oath as to his knowledge ofand involvement with Fally’s prior owners. This

ALSCO presented

was

of thcir

that 'l'ons

l0. ’l‘hc

of l-‘un.

with the intent t0 defraud

focus

LLC

is

not lhe type

01'

on thc transaction. Because

transferred

ALSCO.

is

its

assets associated

thc exception does nol

applyRatification

2.

As an
the

a|temative to successor

Agreement under

may

ratiﬁcation hc has

ratify the

W.

& LO.

.-\-'aylor

unauthorized act ofhis agent

knowledge ofall thc material

may be

an intention on the pan oflhe principal

may bc

7i

l-‘auys Bar.

Co.

v.

LLC

is

liable

Bowman.

under

thc Idaho

theory. to wit:

transaction and the ratiﬁcation

intention

ALSCO contends

the theory of ratiﬁcation. ln

Supreme Coun described the
IA] principal

liability.

either by
lo

facts

il'.

at the

lime ui‘such

connected with the

words or by conduct indicating

adopt the act as his own. and such

implied from an acceptance ofthe beneﬁts ot‘the unauthorized

act.
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39 Idaho 764.768-69. 230
Thus. ratiﬁcation
principles

347. 348 (1924).

P.

may

be express 0r implied. Implied ratiﬁcation can be based on

of unjust enrichment and estoppel. and

is

a means hy “which the principal

from denying the unauthorized act ol'his agent because
enrichment ofthc principal.” ('arpemer
P.2d 1074. |078.

“with

full

fn. S

(1978).

ln

queue

v.

to

do so would

Vullqy (‘0—01’. 99 Idaho I43. 147.

facts. receives.

estopped

result in thc unjust

a contract setting. ratification can be implied

knowledge of thc material

is

fn. 5.

578

if thc principal.

accepts and retains beneﬁts from the

contract: remains silent. acquiesccs in or fails lo repudiate or

disaﬂim

the contract: or otherwise

exhibits conduct demonstrating an adoption and recognition ofthc agent's act as binding.”

thrc.

as hcrc. lhc doctrine

showing of ratiﬁcation

is

ol'

implied ratiﬁcation

“particularly important."

122 Idaho 47. 55. 830 P.2d H85.
llere.

act

act

is

in

transaction.

The

Manning

v.

Twin Falls

principal

who

It

l.l.(‘

even came into existence. Ratiﬁcation simply docs not apply.

ALSCO

Clay

Hosp” lmz.

i1

ratiﬁed the

a creature ol‘agcncy law

the

Agreement

in

March of201

act

on behalfofFattys

before Fattys Bar.

l.

Roman

seeks to hold Clay

undisclosed principal theory.

&

then obtains knowledge ol’lhe act and retains the beneﬁt of Ihc

LLC. lndccd. Clay Roman executed

Liability of

(‘Iinic

concerns the agent taking an unauthorized

Bar.

B.

is

do not involve an agent taking an unauthorized

facts hcrc

of a clear

ratiﬁed (he Agreement. not that

executing the Agreement. Ilowcvcr. ratiﬁcation

based upon lhc principal-ugcnl relationship.

on behalf of the

asserted. the requirement

(1992).

ALSCO argues that Fattys Bar. LLC

ofClay Roman

and

H93

is

It is

Roman

liable

under the Agreement pursuant to an

well settled in Idaho that an agent

is

liable

on a contract unless

lhc agent discloses lo lhc other contracting party al 0r before lhe lime ol‘conlracl. that: (l)the

agent

is

acting for a principal and (2) the principal's identity. Agrisource. Inc.

Idaho 903. 908. 332 P.3d 8|5. 820 (20l4). Such disclosure must be
afﬁrmatively” and the agent must “cnsurc lhc othcr party actually
principal.”

Id. at

not the standard.

908-09. 332 P.3d
Id.

al

their

Johnson. 156

“clearly and

know of his agency and

820-21. Whether the other party “should have

Agents attempting

burden ol‘proving when

made

v.

to shield themselves

from personal

liability

known”

is

have the

agency relationship with the principal was disclosed 0r revealed.

Id.
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An

agent gives sufﬁcient notice ol‘his principal’s identity

party of the entity he represents with

enough speciﬁcity

when hc informs

for the other party lo actually

the contract

Id. at

was

is

to

“Johnson Grain. Inc.”

The Court

Id.

insufﬁcient. noting that thc agent had to afﬁnnatively inform the

contracting party that “a corporation speciﬁcally
the “Inc”. there

By omitting

it

9I0. 332 P.3d a1 822. For example. in Agrisource. the agent signed

0n behalf 0f “Johnson Grain” as opposed

held that the disclosure

know

name and

dealing with Ihc particular entity. “This includes speciﬁcity as to the company’s
corporate existence."

lhc olhcr

was nothing

named Johnson Grain

Inc.

was

his principal.”

to indicate to the contracting party that

it

was

contracting with a corporation as opposed lo a partnership or an individual d/b/a Johnson Grain.
Id.

'I‘hcrc is

that. a1 thc

no dispute

that

Clay

Roman

signed the Agreement. Further. there

time he signed the Agreement. Clay

of 'l'ons of Fun. LLC. Thus.

l0

avoid

liability

Roman was manager 0f Fallys and

disclose his agency and the identity of his principal.

on the Agreement
Schedule

who.

A

to thc

in fact.

At

is

“l"attys” with

pn'ncipal actually

Roman

trial.

Clay Roman’s

Tons of Fun. LLC.

title listed

Agreement identiﬁes “Juslim’Clay” as key

Roman’s

as

his.

However.

‘l‘he

no dispute

an employee

required 10

only disclosed

name

“Panncr-Owner.” Although

contacts. there

is

nothing indicating

is.

stressed that hc did not believe any writing

than his signalurc—was

Roman was

under thc Agreement.

is

this cuts against his

on the Agrccmcm—othcr

argument

ot'non-Iiability.

Roman

bears the burden of demonstrating that he clearly and afﬁnnatively disclosed his agency and
identity ol‘principal in order to avoid liability

signed the Agreement and

left

on thc Agreement.

If.

the remainder lo be ﬁlled out by the

as he suggests. he only

ALSCO representative.

then

hc effectively concedes that hc disclosed neither his agency nor thc identity ofhis principal.
Consequently. thc Court ﬁnds that

Roman

is

also liable to

ALSCO

under lhe Agreement

pursuant to an undisclosed principal theory."

"

was found liable under thc Agreement pursuant to an undisclosed agenC)
Agreement is invalid because there was no “meeting ol‘thc minds" as lo ils terms. Roman argued that he
had no intention of signing a contract: rather. hc thought hc was signing off on an M.SCO delivery. Hc further
argues hc did not receive consideration in exchange for his promises. Thcsc arguments arc unavailing. l-‘irsl Roman
signed as an agent and. therefore. hc was not required to receive consideration. Further. il is well established that a
person who has executed a contract is presumed capable of understanding tho: nalurc and effect of such contract.
l8 Idaho 845. 848—49. 801 P.2d 52. 55—56 (Cl. App. I990). “A written contract cannot be
Liebe/I r. Liebelt.

Roman

also argued that. to the extent hc

theory. the

|

avoided by one of the panics lo
to read the contract or lo

have

il

il

on lhc ground

that

he signed

it

without reading

it

and did not understand

il:

failing

read to him or to otherwise inform himselfas to the nature. terms and conditions of

l4
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Statute of Frauds

C.

ln defense

of liability.

the statute of frauds.

within a year from
to

l-‘attys

Namely.

its

it

making and/ur

Agreement satisﬁed

LLC

argues that ALSC‘O‘s contract claim

is

a contract lo answer for the debts of another.

l’attys Bar.

l.l.(.‘.

pany charged or by
(l)

the statute of frauds.

(2)

A special

§ 9-505(

I

is

required

its

automatic renewal did not.
lo

be

in writing

and subscribed by

that

by

its

terms

is

not to bc performed within a year from lhe

thereof.

provided for

l.(‘.

it

his agent:

An agreement

making

barred by

Fattys Bar. l.l.C also argues that even if thc

Idaho Code § 9-505 requires the following agreements
lhe

is

argues lhal because lhc Agreement could not be performed

be in writing and subscribed by

on'ginal

Bar.

promise

to

answer

ol‘another. except in the cases

for lhc dcbl

Idaho Code.

in section 9-506.

(2).

).

First. the

Agreement

tcxtilc rental service

is

not a “special promise l0 answer for the debt” ofanother.

agreement.

'l'hcrcforc. Fattys Bar.

LLC

lt is

a

cannot rcly on LC. § 9-505(2) as a

defense here.
’l‘hc

Court does agree

lo be in writing

statute

because thc Agreement

is

for a

ﬁvc year tcrm.

and subscribed by lhe party charged or his agent. There

of frauds

of successor

that.

is

satisﬁed aw l0 Tons of Fun.

liability.

LLC

is

it

was

no dispute

and Roman. The issue

is

required

that thc

whcthcr. in cases

an assumed agreement falling within the statute offrauds must be

separately subscribed by the successor business to bc enforceable. Logically. thc answer must be
no.

To ﬁnd otherwise would undercut

which

is

entirely

thc liabilities

thc entire concept of successor liability on contracts.

premised on thc lack 0f a written contract under which the successor assumed

0f the predecessor. Sec.

Diversiﬁed Mung. Senw.

I..P..

942

c.g..

F.

Lehman

Bros. Iloldings Inc.

v.

Gateway Funding

Supp. 2d 5|6. 533 (FD. Pa. 20] 3) (ﬁnding that ifthe

contract satisﬁed thc statute of frauds vis-é-vis Ihc predecessor

company. thcn

against a successor in interest and does not pose a statute of frauds problem).

lhc contract constitutes nothing

upon which

more lhan gross negligence on me pan of that party and

is

it

can be enforced

'I'hc

argument

is

an insufﬁcient ground

lo scl thc contract aside.“ Id.
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especially mcritlcss with regard to successor liability based

agreement which. by deﬁnition.

is

assumption based on words and conduct. not a vwiting.

Further. the Court disagrees that the

subscribed by Fatlys Bar.

by Fattys Bar.
l’attys

Bar.

LLC

LLC

Agreement post-automatic renewal had

bc cnforccablc.

of its argument

in support

LLC. h

lo

cites to 1"arone

v.

is

Tu

('l’cx.

to

be

Court ﬁnds the case lam cited

[his cud. lhc

cithcr distinguishable or mischaractcrizcd by

Bag ’n Baggage.

contract that could not bc performed within a year

S.W.3d 795

on an implied assumption oi‘an

renewal ofa

Ltd. for the proposition that a

was barred by

the statute of frauds. 165

App. 2005). However. unlike here. Farone addressed whether a two year

employment agreement

lhal did not

have an automatic renewal provision could be renewed by

implication and enforced as originally written.

The court held

that

where the original contract

could not bc performed within onc year. any implied renewal could not bc performed within one
year and. therefore. was required to be in a writing subscribed by the employee to bc
enforceable. Id. at

80L

The automatic renewal provision
Although not ycl addressed
hold that the “renewal”

is

in Idaho. the

l’attys

Bar

the statute

LLC

was

in the original

predominant approach under

nol within the statute

N.W.2d 449. 454 (ND. 1995)
by

here. by contrast.

ol'

frauds. See. Signal

(collecting cases). ln fact. in Ripum’

for the proposition that

renewal ol'a lease

in

v.

[his

signed agreement.

circumstance

Mgml.
Liberty

(.'0rp. v.

is

Lamb. 54]

Loan ('orp.—citcd

excess ol'one year

is

subject t0

of frauds—held just the opposite. 95 Cal. App. 3d 603. 609. 157 Cal. Rptr. 272

App. l979).

It

lo

(Ct.

found that the cxcrcisc of an option to renew a lease does Mviolate thc statute of

frauds where the original written lcasc satisﬁed thc statute of frauds. Id. This rcsult only logical

given thc purpose underpinning the slalulc ol'l’rauds. Since the panics already expressly agreed
in writing to

Mining

is

an automatic rcncwal of thc contractual term. the

designed to prcvcm

risk

of fraud

that the signed

alleviated.

is

Herc. bccausc thc Agreement containing thc automatic renewal clause

was

in a writing

subscribed by Fattys Bar. LLC’s predecessor and impliedly assumed by l’attys Bar.

renewal nccd not bc
claim

is

in writing.

As

not barred by lhc statute

D.
'l‘hc

01'

such. thc Court concludes that

ALSCO’s

LLC.

thc

breach ofcontract

frauds.

Damages

Agrccmcm

provides that early termination oflhe contract

is

a breach and that the

breaching party will be liable for liquidated damages. 'th liquidated damages are calculated by

l6
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taking the average ofthe last ten weekly invoices and multiplying that

weeks

under Agreement (the balance

left

that

through thc entire term) dividing that number
thcrc
lhc

wcrc 207 wccks

would be paid
in half.

Herc.

number by

number of

were satisﬁed

il‘lhe contract

ALSCO

the

prcscntcd cvidcncc lhal

undcr thc Agreement and thc average weekly invoice was $224.22.

lcft

Agreement was paid through

thc cntirc lcrm. Alsco

thc Agreement. therefore. thc liquidated

damages

would havc rcccivcd $46.4

for breach are one-half that

l

If

Under

2.92.

amount. or

$23.206.46.

Defendants argue

lhal the liquidated

damages provision

is

exorbitant and/or

unconscionable and. therefore. unenforceable. Namely. they point out lhal

damages caused by

present evidence ol‘any actual

ALSCO cannot
prm-ision

is

the breach and. absent actual

recover under lhc liquidated dmnagcs provision.

unconscionable as

applies lu

il

ALSCO

Roman

him as hc had no knowledge

failed lo

damages.

further argues that the
nl'

it

whcn he executed

lhc Agreement.

A

liquidated

damage provision

is

enlbrccable under Idaho law “where lhe circumstances

are such that accurate determination ol‘lhe

damages would be

difﬁcult or impossible. and

provided that the liquidated damages ﬁxed by the contract bear a reasonable relation lo actual

damages.” Magic Valley Truck Brokers.
(Ct.

App. 1999). quoting (irm'es

v.

Inc.

('upic.

v.

Meyer. 133 Idaho 110.

l

75 Idaho 451. 456. 272 P.2d 1020, 1023 (I954).

However. where the damage ﬁxed under lhe contract “bears n0 reasonable
anticipated

damage. and

is

exorbitant and unconscionable.

contractual provision therefor

is

void and uncnlbrceablc.”

Defendants do not dispute

that the

982 P.2d 945. 952

l7.

it

is

relation lo the

regarded as a ‘pcnalty’. and the

Id.

circumstances hcrc arc such that an accurate

determination of damages would be difﬁcult to establish. The Agreement

is

for the exclusive

supply of goods and services for a ﬁve year term. The goods and services provided by

wcrc always subject
in fluctuating

to

change by

Fatty’s.

early termination

needs would bc under the remaining

damages by

provision

is

its

needs

at

any given lime. This resulted

invoice amounts. Under these circumstances. an accurate determination of

damages caused by

mitigate

depending on

ALSC‘O

locating a

would be fraught with speculation as
lifc

of thc Agreement and the extent

new customer

lo

to

what Fatty’s future

which

ALSCO could

in Fatty’s placc. 'l‘hcrcforc. a liquidated

damages

appropriate here.
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“Provisions in a contract for liquidated damages in lhc cvcnl of default arc prima facic
valid.” H’uodger

r.

establishing that

AMR Corp.

the liquidated

IO6 Idaho [99 (Cl. App. 1984). Defendants bear the burden 0f

damages calculation bears no reasonable

ALSCO’s anticipated damages and
Brokers. 133 Idaho

at

l

l7.

Defendants simply argue

that

982 P.2d

lhal

at

AISCO

it

unconscionable or exorbitant. Magic Valley ‘Iruck
l'his is

952.

l'ailcd l0

tcnnination and. therefore. any liquidated
ol‘a liquidated

is

damages provision—to ﬁx

demonstrate

damage
the

a burden Defendants have not mct. Instead.

is

actual

its

damages caused by

a penalty. llmwver. this

amount of damages

relation lo the anticipated

477. 259 P.3d 6|

7.

is

irrelevant; thc focus is

l).

Under the circumstances

a lost linc of business but also a costs savings t0

damage ol'50% of the average

the very purpose

is

damages

clause. the

0n whether thc provision bears a reasonable

damages occasioned by a breach. Schroeder

623 (20l

early

that arc anticipated but

difﬁcult lo establish. Further. in evaluating thc validity of a liquidated

absence ol'aclual damages

relationship to

hcrc.

ALSCO

v.

I’arn‘n. lSl

Idaho 47

where early termination

in not

l

.

results in

having lo perform. a ﬁxed

invoice amount for thc remaining contract period

is

entirely

reasonable.
l-‘inally.

as to

Roman’s claim of ignorance ofthc

because hc was unaware of the provision does not make
has executed a contract

such contract.

l,iebell.

is

it

damages provision. simply

unconscionable. Again, person

presumed capable of understanding the nature and

l8 Idaho at 848-49.

I

liquidated

have read or understood the provision.

it

is

P.2d

8()l

at

55—56. Although

effect

Roman

who

of
might n01

not an excuse undcr thc law.

CONCLUSION

V.

To

conclude. the Court ﬁnds that

agains! l‘attys Bar.
against

LLC—as a successor company

Roman under an

l’attys Bar.

LLC

ALSCO established that thc Agreement
that implicdly

is

enforceable

assumed lhc Agreemem—and

undisclosed principal theory. Early termination ol‘thc Agreement by

constituted breach and. as such.

ALSCU may

recover liquidated damages in the

amount of 523.206.46 against Defendants.
IT IS

SO ORDERED.
l/H

Dated

this

lg da/yol’July. 2018.
SlMﬁippl¢
District

/

Judge

I8
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

hereby certify that on

I

this

1B,

day of July, 20] 8,

l

emailed (sewed) a true and correct copy of

the within instrument to:

Derrick

J.

Altomey

O’Neill

at

Law

doneillftﬂidalawxom

F.

Matthew Stoppello

Attorney

at

Law

mama) stopmllolawcom

Shelly

Cozakos

Attorney at

Law

shellx®pickenslawboise£0m
laurie®pickenslawboisc.com

CHRISTOPHER

D.

RICH

Clerk of the District Court

By:

j).

éw

Deputy Court Clerk

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
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FILED

PM

AM

JUL
IN TIIE DISTRICT
()l’ 'I'Hli

COURT ()F THF. FOURTH JUDICIAL

DlﬁimGTOPHE-JR

D. RiCH. Clerk
3y EMILY _CH:'_D

E

Case No. CVOI-I 7-8091
Plaintiff.

JUDGMENT

v.

CLAY ROMAN, an

individual d/b/a

FATTY’S: and FATTY’S BAR. LLC. an
Idaho limited

liability corporation.

Defendants.

JUDGMENT

IS

ALSCO.
l'I‘

IS

HEREBY ENTERED AS FOLLOWS:
Inc. is

awarded $23.206.46 against Defendants. jointly and

severally.

SO ORDERED.
P.

DATED this/ﬁ

day of July. 20] 8.

Mipgﬁr /0
District

0

2 3 2018

STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR 'I‘Hli COUNTY OF ADA

ALSCQ, INC.

-

’1’ I

Judge
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CERTIFICATE 0F MAILING

hereby certify that on

l

this

Q3

day of July. 20] 8.

l

emailed (served) a true and correct copy of

the within instrument to:

Derrick

J.

Altomey

O’Neill

at

Law

d0neill§w§idalaw.com

F.

Matthew Stoppello

Attorney at

Law

matl@stogﬁllolaw.com

Shelly Cozakos

Altomey

at

Law

shcl|x@lpickenslawboise.com
|auriefu)pickenslawboisc.com

CHRISTOPHER D. RICH
Clerk ofthe District Court

By:

X).

éw

Deputy Court Clerk

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
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Electronically Filed
7/24/2018 1:10 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Austen Joseph, Deputy Clerk

Shelly H. Cozakos, ISB No. 5374
Shelly@pickenslawboise.com
PICKENS COZAKOS, P.A.
398 S. 9th Street, Suite 240
P.O. Box 915
Boise, Idaho 83701-0915
Telephone: 208.954.5090
Facsimile: 208.954.5099
Attorney for Fatty’s Bar, LLC
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, ADA COUNTY
ALSCO, INC.,

Case No. CV-01-17-8091

Plaintiff/Respondent,

NOTICE OF APPEAL

vs.
CLAY ROMAN, an individual d/b/a
FATTY’S; and, FATTY’S BAR, LLC,
an Idaho limited liability company,
Defendants
FATTY’S BAR, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Appellant.
FATTY’S BAR LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Counterclaimant,
vs.
ALSCO, INC., an Idaho corporation,
Counterdefendant.

NOTICE OF APPEAL | 1
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TO:

THE ABOVE-NAMED PLAINTIFF/COUNTERDEFENDANT ALSCO, INC., AND
ITS ATTORNEY, DERRICK J. O’NEILL, JONES GLEDHILL FUHRMAN
GOURLEY PA, 225 N. 9TH STREET, SUITE 820, P.O. BOX 1097, BOISE, IDAHO
83701, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1.

The above-named Appellant Fatty’s Bar, LLC, by and through its counsel of record,

appeal against the above-named Respondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Judgment
entered July 23, 2018, in the above entitled action (the Honorable Steven Hippler presiding).
2.

Appellant has the right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court on the grounds that

the judgment described in paragraph 1 is an appealable judgment under and pursuant to Idaho
Appellate Rules 11(a)(1) and 17(e), as well as Idaho Code § 63-3049(c).
3.

Following is a preliminary statement of the issues on appeal that Appellant intends

to assert. This list of issues shall not prevent the Appellant from asserting other issues on appeal:
(A)

Did the District Court err in determining Fatty’s Bar, LLC is a successor in interest
to Tons of Fun, LLC?

(B)

Did the District Court err in determining Fatty’s Bar, LLC impliedly assumed the
debts or liabilities of Tons of Fun, LLC?

(C)

Did the District Court err in determining the automatic renewal provision in the
contract between Tons of Fun, LLC and Alsco is not subject to the statue of frauds
when applied to Fatty’s Bar, LLC which did not sign the contract?

4.

A reporter’s transcript was previously ordered and paid for by all parties. Appellant

requests the reporter’s transcript be made part of the record on appeal.
5.
(A)

Appellant requests the following documents be included in the clerk’s record:
05/03/2017

Amended Complaint
NOTICE OF APPEAL | 2
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(B)

05/24/2017

(C)
(D)
(E)
(F)

03/20/2018
03/21/2018
05/11/2018
05/15/2018

(G)
(H)

5/23/2018
5/30/2018

(I)
(J)
(K)

06/01/2018
07/23/2018
07/23/2018

6.

Defendant Fatty’s Bar, LLC’s Answer to Plaintiff’s First
Amended Complaint and Counterclaim
Plaintiff’s Trial Brief
Defendant Fattys Bar, LLC’s Trial Brief
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
Defendant Fatty’s Bar, LLC’s Proposed Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law
Final Reply Brief
Fatty’s Bar, LLC’s Reply in Further Support of Its Proposed
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
Defendant’s Reply Brief
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
Judgment

Appellant requests the following documents, charts, or pictures offered or admitted

as trial exhibits be copied and sent to the Supreme Court, and includes a notation of those exhibits
that have been marked as confidential:
Plaintiff’s Exhibits 1 and 8
Defendant’s Exhibits 103, 110, 112, 113, 114, 115 and 116
7.

The undersigned hereby certifies:

(A)

That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on each reporter who prepared

a transcript as named below at the address set out below:
Christie Valcich
Court Reporter to the Hon. Steven Hippler
Ada County Courthouse
200 W. Front St.
Boise, ID 83702
(B)

That the reporter has been paid the fee for preparation of the reporter’s transcript;

(C)

That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk’s record has been paid:

(D)

That the appellate filing fee has been paid; and

NOTICE OF APPEAL | 3
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(E)

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Idaho

Appellate Rule 20.
DATED: July 24, 2018.
PICKENS COZAKOS, P.A.
By:

/s/ Shelly H. Cozakos
Shelly H. Cozakos, Of the Firm
Attorneys for Fattys Bar, LLC, Defendant and
Appellant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on July 24, 2018, I electronically served the foregoing document
using the iCourt E-File system, which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following persons:
Derrick J. O’Neill
Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A.
225 N. 9th St., Ste. 820
P.O. Box 1097
Boise, ID 83701






First Class Mail
Facsimile – 208.331.1529
Hand Delivery
iCourts – doneill@idalaw.com

F. Matthew Stoppello
Stoppello Law, PLLC
250 S. Fifth St., Ste. 820
Boise, ID 83702
Attorneys for Clay Roman






First Class Mail
Facsimile – 208.389.9449
Hand Delivery
iCourts – matt@stoppellolaw.com

Christie Valcich
Court Reporter to Hon. Steven Hippler
Ada County District Court
200 W. Front St.
Boise, ID 83702






First Class Mail
Facsimile
Hand Delivery
iCourts
/s/ Shelly H. Cozakos
Shelly H. Cozakos

NOTICE OF APPEAL | 4
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Electronically Filed
8/6/2018 2:10 PM
Fourth Judicial District, Ada County
Christopher D. Rich, Clerk of the Court
By: Lusina Heiskari, Deputy Clerk

Derrick J. O’Neill/ISB #4021
Jones Gledhill Fuhrman Gourley, P.A.
225 N. 9th, Ste 820
Boise, ID 83701
208-331-1170
doneill@idalaw.com
Attorneys for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
ALSCO INC.,
Plaintiff/Respondent
vs.

Case No. CV01-17-8091
REQUEST
FOR
TRANSCRIPT

ADDITIONAL

CLAY ROMAN, and individual d/b/a
FATTY’S; and FATTY’S BAR LLC, an
Idaho Limited Liability Corporation,
Defendants/Appellant

TO: THE ABOVE NAMED APPELLANT AND THE PARTY’S ATTORNEY, AND
THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the Respondent in the above entitled proceeding
hereby requests pursuant to Rule 19, I.A.R., the inclusion of the following material in the
reporter’s transcript of the clerk’s record in addition to that required to be included by the I.A.R.
and the notice of appeal. Any additional transcript is to be provided in [] hard copy [ ] electronic
format [x] both:
1) Plaintiff’s exhibits 2,3,4,5,7 and 15.

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL TRANSCRIPT- PAGE 1
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2) I certify that a copy of this request for additional transcript has been served on each
court reporter of whom a transcript is requested as named below and that the estimated number
of additional pages is 26.
Christie Valcich
Court reporter to the Hon. Steven Hippler
Ada County Courthouse
200 W. Front St.
Boise, ID 83702
I further certify that this request for additional record has been served upon the clerk of
the district court and upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 20.

DATED this 3rd day of August 2018.

By:

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL TRANSCRIPT- PAGE 2

/s/ Derrick O’Neill
Derrick O’Neill
Attorneys for Plaintiff

_
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 6th day of August, 2018, I caused a true and correct
copy of this document to be served upon the following listed below:
F. Matthew Stoppelo
Stoppello Law, PLLC
250 S. Fifth Street, Suite 820
Boise, ID 83702
Email: matt@stoppellolaw.com

U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Email/iCourt

Shelley J. Cozakos
Pickens Cozakos, P.A.
398 S. 9th Street, Ste. 240
Boise, ID 83701
Email: laurie@pickenslawboise.com

U.S. Mail
Facsimile
Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
Email/iCourt
/s/ Derrick J. O’Neill
Derrick J. O’Neill

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL TRANSCRIPT- PAGE 3
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO

ALSCO,

INC.,

Plaintiff/Respondent.

SC No.

46184—2018

CLAY ROMAN, an individual d/b/a
FATTY'S; and, FATTY’S BAR, LLC, a
Idaho limited liability company,

Defendant.
VVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV

and

FATTY’S BAR, LLC, an Idaho
Limited liability company,
Appellant.

AND RELATED CROSS ACTIONS.

NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT LODGED

Notice is hereby given that on August 30, 2018,
I

lodged a transcript, 322 pages in length, for the

above—referenced appeal with the District Court Clerk of
Ada County in the Fourth Judicial District.

(Signature of Reporter)
Christie Valcich, CSR~RPR
August 30, 2018

Dates:

April lO, ll, 2018
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